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ICSM 2005 Tool Demonstrations

1. State of the Art Tools Submissions
As software systems get progressively more complex,
the need for tools to build, analyze, understand and modify
that software grows. Following tradition, ICSM 2005 determined that novel software maintenance tools, in terms of
capability or utility, should be demonstrated at the conference to give researchers and practitioners direct experience
with the evolving state of the art.
The tools co-chairs had the good fortune to get advanced views of a number of interesting tools, and the misfortune of having to choose among them. We received 15
very interesting submissions, but were constrained by space
requirements in proceedings and demonstration time slots
to only 8. The choices were difficult to make; we favored
tools that had evidence of application to real software systems. As tool builders ourselves, we understand the considerable effort that goes into building each tool, and we
apologize to those tool builders whose results we could not
represent here.
For the tools whose description is published here, there
is time in the program for conference attendees to hear the
tool creators describe and operate their tool, and ask those
key questions about methods, usability and effectiveness.

2. Tools Accepted for Demonstration
All software organizations have an enhancement task
backlog. Deciding which tasks belong in a release is difficult because of complex task dependencies and values. The
ReleasePlanner (Bhawnini and Ruhe) helps organize the
release process by tracking decision variables and constraints among them, and providing special heuristics to
choose good orderings and groupings of tasks. The tool
produces nearly optimal plans for weighted stakeholder
objectives. It has already been used in industrial contexts.
Source code exploration is a key need of maintainers.
The IRiSS source explorer (Poshyvanyk, Marcus, Dong,
and Sergeyev), uses multiple methods to extend Visual
Studio to find and display code concepts in a C++ project.
Visual Studio’s regular expression search is enhanced to
display answers in the context of class or method in which
they are found rather than just source line information.
Information retrieval methods are used to find concept implementations using queries much like natural language.
The ranked results can be displayed by abstraction level.
Improving systems first requires knowing the quality of
its structures. The iPlasma tool (Marinescu, Marinescu,
Mihancea, Ratiu, and Wetell) analyzes large C++ and Java
programs using a unified model, MEMORIA, that captures
not only program structure, but program versions. A SQL-

like language, SAIL, is used to encode many analyses over
the model. The open front end, INSIDER, integrates these
and other analyses to provide a scalable analysis tool that
has been applied to million-line real systems.
Being able to query complex component relations is
necessary to understand the structure of software. Intensional Views (Mens, Kellens, Pluquet, Wuyts) enables the
extraction and validation of structural views of Smalltalk
code. Source views are defined by intensions coded in a
logic metaprogramming language; executing the logic program enumerates the view. Computed relations between
intensional views can validate structural properties.
Understanding system architecture is a precondition to
determining where change should be made. XDRE (Li,
Hu, Chu, and Chen) supports analysis of Object-Oriented
code using dynamic instrumentation to collect a dynamic
dependence graph. This enables the extraction of sequence
diagrams, process structure graphs, and scenarios.
Current visualization tools address only limited software comprehension issues. VANESSA (Michael Pacione)
provides an integrated visualization system that allows the
capture of multiple levels of abstraction and navigation
between them using mappings between levels. Multiple
view levels can be combined and displayed.
Visualizing the ripple effect of a change enables efficient code modification. Co-Change Visualization (Dirk
Beyer) finds related artifacts in software system by examining change records for artifacts that often change together,
constructing a co-change graph. The resulting large graphs
are displayed using novel energy-minimization methods to
construct layouts. This tool has been applied to Mozilla.
Refactoring is a means for improving software. Most
refactoring tools are for a single language, and C++ has
proven to be a difficult target. The Xrefactory tool (Vittek, Borovansky, and Moreau) provides refactoring for
Java, C, and C++. Using commercial compiler front ends,
it includes source understanding facilities at the same level
as compilers, and is consequently able to apply refactorings
on million line systems.
The tool descriptions themselves have widened our personal vision of tools. Now that ICSM 2005 is here, we hope
you will find the tool demonstrations themselves even more
compelling.
Ira D. Baxter
Rudolf Ferenc
Tools CoChairs, ICSM 2005

Message from the Industry Co-Chairs
Welcome to the industry session proceedings for the 21st International Conference on Software Maintenance - ICSM2005.
Software Maintenance is a large field and becomes ever larger
as the number of software systems increases and will continue
to increase for the forseeable future. The size of software
systems has increased dramatically from few hundred lines
of code, to several million or hundred million with the focus
more recently being on bolting together standalone artefacts
into massive integrated systems.
Software maintenance is expensive, possibly the most expensive part of the software lifecycle and as such it is critically
important. Large organisations may devote as much as fifty
percent of their software engineering effort to maintenance
of existing systems. The importance therefore of software
maintenance and particularly software maintenance as it is
carried out in industry cannot be underestimated.
Carrying out research into software maintenance and linking
that research with practice is critical because it is only when
these two fields overlap that we can really find solutions to
real problems. If we work hard to ensure that the systems
of today are well maintained we will be better positioned to
ensure that software systems of the future are robust and able
to cope with the demands of time.
The industry track at ICSM is interesting and important
because it brings together research and practice in software
maintenance. Descriptions and case studies of actual industrial
experience are helpful because it is difficult to come up with
general solutions in the maintenance field. We are dependent
on collecting many reports from industry so as to learn from
practitioners how they cope with the very diverse problems
that can present. The sessions are designed to give as broad an
overview as possible of the current work in industry: this year
we have seven papers accepted for the industry session under
the broad headings of ”T echnical Maintenance Solutions” and
”Managing Maintenance and Evolution”. The first session
includes technical papers which span the history of software
maintenance from COBOL to Java and Aspect Oriented Programming. The second session looks at maintenance from a
more managerial perspective with advice on how to effectively
manage software maintenance, a case study example taken
from the health care system, software reuse and configuration
management.
We hope that you enjoy the industrial track at ICSM2005
and these proceedings.
Jim Cordy and Sue Black
Industry Co-Chairs for ICSM2005
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Supporting the Maintenance of legacy COBOL Applications with Tools for
Repository Management and Viewing
Erika Nyáry, Gáspár Pap, Miklós Herczegh and Zoltán Kolonits
SOFTING Software Development & Consulting Ltd,
Közraktar utca 22, H-1093 BUDAPEST
Email: nyary@softing.ehc.hu

Abstract

•

This paper describes a project to set up a software
repository for a legacy COBOL application with tools for
analysing the source code, setting up and populating a
repository, visualising the model and supporting modeldriven navigation in the source code.
Keywords: Reverse Engineering, Legacy Systems,
Software Repository, Software Visualisation
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The total number of lines (LOC) is nearly 2 million,
after deducting the comments (~ 25%) the actual
code reaches approximately 1.5 million lines.
The system is maintained by a staff of 8

Although the change rate estimated by the customer is
high, there is enough precedent for it in the literature [1].
Calculating with only 8 % of the net LOC means 120,000
code lines per year added, changed or deleted by eight
programmers. Assuming 80 MM effort a year the
maintenance productivity is 1500 code lines per person
month. This figure is the double of the highest
productivity (726 LOC per person month) measured by
Sneed at Swiss enterprises [2] and exceeds by at least
50% the highest productivity rate (911 LOC per person
month) mentioned by Nosek and Palvia [3] or the best
productivity (49 LOC per person day) discovered by
Jörgensen [4] in a study at the Norwegian Telkom. It
indicates an extreme maintenance workload even if we
take into consideration, that at least ten years have passed
since these studies were made and due to the rapid
development of the IT infrastructure the maintenance
productivity of all systems must have increased to some
extent.
The IT management of the company realised that in
order to guarantee the continuity of the data processing
service even for a few more years some measures and
means are necessary. One of the means is using software
tools to improve the current maintenance techniques, in
particular
• to help new staff members to understand the system,
• to support all maintenance programmers in exploring
the impact of changes,
• to prepare the long-term goals, i.e. migration or
replacement by means of obtaining better knowledge
and control of the system.

1. Project Background
The customer of the authors is a mid-size German
company providing financial services. These services are
based upon two large application systems, which share
the same HP UNIX platform, but belong to completely
different worlds of software technology. The more
modern system is implemented in Forté/UDS, an objectoriented development environment of Sun, it has
Client/Server architecture, GUI and uses RDBMS. The
other application system consists of twenty years old
COBOL programs, which were migrated in the midnineties from Unisys OS2200 platform in the present
Unix/Micro Focus COBOL environment.
The
transactions are primarily carried out in batch, data is
stored in indexed sequential and flat files. The on-line
programs run under a one time Unisys TP monitor
specially adopted to Unix (TIP/ix), which emulates the
terminal’s character mode of operation and displays the
masks. However, despite the out-of-date technology, the
COBOL application is of great business value and a
significant source of income for the company. It is being
constantly enhanced, the estimated annual change rate
arising from change requests is 8- 9%.
Some figures may help to give an idea of the size of
the system and of the maintenance problems the company
has to cope with:
• The total COBOL system consists of
1398 batch programs,
485 on-line programs and
7621 copy modules

2. Project Outline
The concept of the solution offered by the authors has
originally been worked out and applied to a large object-
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is likely to choose the simplest solution, i.e. to create a
slightly different new version of the copy. This technique
is similar to the one referred to as “code scavenging” by
Verhoef [7] among other techniques used by “real
programmers”. The result is the continuously growing of
a less and less maintainable mass of code.
The programs have been developed using templates.
They all have a uniform control structure and use the
same section names to a large extent. Thus the orientation
within the program is relatively easy for the programmers,
but it results in hundreds of homonyms when collecting
local section names in a repository.

oriented system. The experiences have been published by
Sneed et al. [5, 6]. It comprises basically the following
steps:
• parsing and analysing the source code in order to
create a repository database containing the
metamodel of the application
• visualising the model
• displaying relevant parts of the underlying source
code to each element of the model
For each phase the authors offered and presented their
own tools written in C++, running under MS Windows.
The code analysis is a batch process, which runs in the
DOS window prior to and independent from the viewing.
The repository and the source code can be viewed in an
interactive process through the Windows GUI.

3.2.

One of the most important requirements of the user
was to obtain information on file accesses, that is to know
which files are updated or only read by a program, in
order to be able to optimise jobs by running certain
programs parallel. This task was not as trivial as it seemed
to be.
It was a standard practice of the eighties to write all
file accesses in I/O-shells rather than to use native
COBOL I/O statements in the processing programs. For
each I/O operation the programs called the I/O-shell and
passed as parameters the name of the file and the type of
operation requested.
A similar approach has been applied here, but in
source form. There are three copies for each file. The first
copy is the file description entry (FD). The second one is
a section containing all possible accesses to the file.
Depending upon the value of a specific variable one of
these accesses is carried out each time the section is
performed. The third copy contains the data field
definitions referenced by the section. In order to access a
file all three copies have to be included in the program, an
operation code specifying the required I/O operation has
to be set and the corresponding section has to be
performed. Since all programs contain the same all
possible I/O statements to each file, a simple static
analysis and the extraction of the IO statements would not
give a meaningful result. Therefore, the tracing of
operation code settings had to be added to the code
analysis.

3. Special Features and Requirements
The customer approved the above concept and the
functionality of the tools but required customisation
corresponding to the special features of the system and
the specific needs of the maintenance staff.

3.1.

Special I/O-shell

Extensive Use of Copy Modules

In the first place the high number and the extensive
use of copy modules have to be mentioned. Among the
batch programs the average number of copy references is
59 per program, but there are some larger programs where
this number exceeds 300. The average size of a program
module is only 909 lines and further 2589 lines are copied
in the program at compilation. In other words 74% of the
code making up a program is stored outside at 59 different
places, which makes it, of course, very difficult to read a
program. This problem exists in the modern programming
languages as well but their development environment is
equipped with appropriate tools to follow the references,
e.g. class browsers.
The use of copy modules for defining data records is a
highly recommended, widespread technique in COBOL
programming. In the system under discussion 91 % of the
data definitions are contained in copy modules. What is
less usual is the many (~ 50%) copy references in the
procedure division. These copy modules contain complete
sections, which are copied and performed in several
programs as some “common subroutines” or “global
functions”. Theoretically, it is the right way to standardise
procedures and to write code for multiple use. In practice
it does not really work. Since COBOL does not allow
passing parameters to sections or defining local variables
within a section, the possibility of multiple use is limited.
If the variable names within a section being copied in do
not perfectly match those in the program, the programmer

3.3.

Data References

For the maintenance programmers the information on
data references is a vital issue. At our customer the
traditional technique to find the references to a data field
has been the string search in libraries with all the
problems of string searches, such as plenty of irrelevant
hits, finding references in dead code, the need for
repeating the searches in each library, etc.
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The relationships stored in the model have two
categories:
containment relationship and
use relationship

The maintenance programmers insisted on the
following requirements:
• to have all data fields or at least all those data fields
defined in copies included in the repository
• to be able to search among the data fields with name
fragments
• to get all references to a selected field in a list or
table containing all information to locate a reference
• and to have a quick access to the location in the
code, e.g. by double clicking.

3.4

The containment relationship exists through the
physical representation of the entities: the modules are
contained in components (source libraries), the modules
contain procedures, file definitions and data field
definitions.
The use relationships are explicit in that respect, that
they can be mapped physically to a single statement in the
source code. The statement establishes relationship
between the entity containing the statement and the entity
referenced by the statement.
The repository model distinguishes the following
types of use relationships:

Efficiency Requirements

Finally, the efficiency requirements have to be
mentioned, too. Unlike many other repositories, which are
set up only when a new release of the system comes out,
this repository has to reflect the current state of the code.
Due to the continuous changes of the application a daily
regeneration of the repository is required. Therefore, the
overnight running of the batch job with downloading and
transferring the source libraries from Unix to Windows
platform, analysing the code and setting up the repository
must not exceed two hours.

includes/included by the modules contain COPY
references to other modules

4. The Repository Model
The model used by the authors for the software
repository of the Cobol applications is based on Peter
Chen’s entity-relationship modelling [8]. The entities
correspond to the basic concepts of COBOL
programming, such as source libraries, modules, files,
programs, data fields, etc. The relationships are their
references to each other such as copy references, calls,
file accesses, etc.
Each entity can physically be mapped to a single line
of source code, to a sequence of code lines, to a source
file or a set of source files.
The model consists of the following types of entities:
component

a collection of source files, stored and
handled together, i.e. a source library

module

a COBOL source file: a compilable
source unit (program) or a copy module

procedure

the executable part of a COBOL
program (procedure division), or a
section of executable statements.

calls/called by

a procedure can call other
procedures (CALL programs or
PERFORM sections)

uses/used by

a COBOL program can use files,
files are used by programs

referenced by

data fields are referenced by
modules

Figure 1. The repository model
file

data field

the program-internal description of a
file (FD)

The COBOL repository set up for the customer
distinguishes the subtypes of the procedure entity and
presents them in separate lists, such as programs and
sections. However, the repository contains only those
sections, which are coded in copy modules and only those

a COBOL data field with level number
and data name
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being analysed and the tables being output are allocated
on network drives, the whole processing requires one and
a half hour. Using the local disc for both input and output
cuts off the processing time by 60 %.
The repository tables are used by the viewer
(SoftView) in the text file form as created by the code
analyser SofTools. There is no need to load them into an
RDBMS. The tool visualising the repository builds up its
own indexes for quick access of the tables the first time it
opens the repository. Since the delimited ASCII text file
format is commonly used for data exchange among a
great variety of database managers and file managers both
on PC and on mainframe computers, the tables can be
loaded in an RDBMS on any platform with no difficulties
if further evaluations or ad hoc queries are needed.

section performs which refer to these sections. For
reasons mentioned before we decided not to represent the
local sections and to constrain the repository to those
entities only the scope of which extends over a single
program or module in some way. Therefore, only those
data fields are found in the repository which are coded in
copy modules and only the references to these data fields
can be followed.

5. The Repository Format
The COBOL repository consists of 9 tables defining
entity types and binary relationships between the entity
types. The rows of the tables correspond to the
occurrences of a specific entity type or a relationship type.
The columns of the tables contain the attributes of the
entities or the attributes of the relationships.
The tables are delimited ASCII format text files. The
rows of the tables are of variable length and are delimited
by CRLF character pairs. The number of columns varies
between 4 and 9 from table to table. The columns are
separated from each other by semicolons (‘;‘). The values
within the columns are strings always enclosed in double
quotes (“…“).

6. Viewing the Repository
The COBOL repository can be viewed through the
MS Windows GUI of SoftView. The tool uses two types
of windows: lists and diagrams.
The list windows display entities in alphabetical
order. To each entity type of the model there is a list
window belonging. When viewing the COBOL repository
the user can open a component list, a module list, a file
list and a data field list. Instead of displaying a common
procedure list the procedures are separated by their
subtype into a program list and a section list. Beside the
name of the entities the list windows one or two attributes
of the entities stored in the repository, and the
containment relationship, i.e. the module name containing
the program, a section, a data field or a file description, or
the component (library) containing a module.
In any large list the user can specify search strings
with wildcards and open new, filtered lists for those
entities matching the search criteria.

Figure 2. Examples for the table format
The largest table is the one containing the data
references. It has almost 900 000 rows and its size is 31,5
MB. The smallest table contains 2000 file definitions and
needs only 80 KB. The whole repository requires 53,5
MB space for the present volume of source code which
occupies 130 MB storage space. This ratio of
database/source, i.e. 42% seems to be very good even in
comparison with the figures published by Y.-F. Chen et
al. [9] ranging from 152% to 216% and supposed to be
better than the industrial avarage.
The repository tables are generated by the code
analyser tool (SofTools) in batch. If both the source files

Figure 3. Working with list windows and data
usage tables
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In each list window one or more entities can be
selected in order to view their relationships. The
relationships are displayed as diagrams, where the
entities are represented by boxes, the relationships are
indicated by arrows or lines connecting the boxes. For the
users of the COBOL repository the following diagrams
are available:
• an Include diagram displaying the copy modules the
selected module includes
• a Program Call diagram displaying the hierarchy of
programs called from a selected program
• a Procedure Call diagram displaying all procedure
calls (calls or performs) from a selected procedure
(program or section)
• a Used Files diagram displaying all files accessed by
a selected program in form of the traditional IPO
(Input-Process-Output) diagram.

7. Navigating in the Source Code
The COBOL repository stores for each entity and for
each relationship the location within the underlying
source code. Thus selecting any entity of the model in any
list or on any diagram and applying the menu function
View source or just a double click, the corresponding
source file will be opened in a separate window.
Depending upon the type of the entity the cursor is
positioned on the first or only line of the corresponding
code segment, i.e. on a section header, on a data
definition, on a file description, etc.

Each diagram type has its inverse view. The user can
check, for example, which programs call a selected
subprogram or which programs access a selected file.
The data references can be viewed by selecting one or
more data fields of the data field list and activating the
menu function View data usage. For each selected data
field the references are collected and displayed in a
separate list window containing the referencing
statements and their location.

Figure 5. Viewing the use of a file and the copy
references to the module containing the file
definition
The statements underlying a certain relationship in the
model can similarly be viewed. If there are more source
files referred to, all of them will be opened at once and by
means of function keys the user can skip to the next or
previous occurrences of the corresponding statements
within a source file.

8. Conclusions
Conclusions to be drawn from this project are that
there is a definite need to redocument legacy systems
above a certain size in order to supply information on
demand for the maintenance programmers. To be readily
available the data must be stored in a repository where
global links can support quick access. The requirements
posed by this project reflect the fact that maintenance
programmers are mainly interested in getting answers to
specific questions, such as which programs use a given
data file, record or data field. In small applications
programmers have a mental image of the system in their
mind. They may also have a mental image of the modules
at a local level in a large system, but they are missing

Figure 4. Viewing the call hierarchy of a program
and the corresponding CALL statements in the
source code
The contents of each window can either be printed out
or saved in a text file of delimited ASCII format. This is
especially useful, when the lists or diagrams are huge and
their contents need further processing.
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[4] Jörgensen, M.: “Experience with the Accuracy of Software
Maintenance Task Effort Prediction Models” in IEEE Trans. on
Software Engineering, Vol.21, No.8, Aug. 1995, p.674

information at the global level. They expect this
information to be made available in a quick and
comfortable mode. For this they need a repository with an
easy to use interface.
The tools presented in this paper have achieved these
goals to the extent that the maintenance programmers
have accepted them and started working with them. What
remains to be seen is the degree to which these analysis,
modelling and visualisation tools improve the
maintenance productivity. This data will only be available
in some months.
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Distributed, Object/oriented Software System” in Proc. of 7th
international Workshop on Program comprehension, 1998
[6] Sneed, H. “Object-oriented Repository Services” in
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Continuous Refactoring of a Java Server Application
DI Siegfried Goeschl
IT20one GmbH, Austria
siegfried.goeschl@it20one.at
Abstract

Turbine is monolithic software depending
on many external libraries and services to
be available.
• There is no way to release new versions of
Turbine services independent of Turbine's
distributable.
• The Turbine service framework does not
support service reconfiguration, nested
service lookups or encryption of
configuration files.
Since these shortcomings were well-known by the
Jakarta community, the sister-project Fulcrum was
founded. Fulcrum provides a decoupled service
component repository for Turbine using an Avalon
service container.
An Avalon service container implements the IOC
(inversion of control) pattern [3] by describing which
services are needed by which components, and the
container is responsible for hooking it all together. The
Avalon container creates all the services, wires them
together by setting the necessary properties, and
determines when methods are invoked. An Avalon
container requires all services to support the Avalon
Lifecycle Management Specification - a set of
interfaces governing the lifecycle of a service. The
lifecycle can be roughly categorized as incarnation,
reconfiguration and decommission of an Avalon
service.
This approach sparked a few different
implementations of Jakarta Avalon containers such as
ECM, Phoenix, Fortress or Merlin. The Excalibur
Component Manager (ECM) was the first incarnation
of an Avalon container. It didn't have many advanced
features but was easy to embed into existing
applications. Soon an improved Avalon container
called Phoenix was under development. The Phoenix
container was designed as a microkernel for deploying
and running server applications. In the summer of 2003
the ECM container was superseded by the Fortress
container providing many more features, e.g.
instrumentation support and lifecycle extensions. While
•

The Invoice20one Server is a server application
written in Java providing digital signatures for
electronic invoices. The application design was based
on the service architecture of the Jakarta Turbine
framework. Extending the product portfolio required a
continuous refactoring of the existing code base, which
resulted in a light-weight Avalon container now part of
the Jakarta Fulcrum project. This paper describes the
problems encountered with Jakarta Turbine, the
existing Avalon containers, the refactoring process and
the Maven build tool being used to provide automated
building, regression testing, generation of software
metric reports and project documentation.

1. Introduction
IT20one GmbH is an IT company based in Vienna,
Austria, focusing on Electronic Bill Presentment and
Payment. The main product is the Invoice20one
Enterprise Server, an add-on for commercial billing
systems providing electronic invoices with digital
signatures. The Invoice20one Server is implemented in
Java and consists of 17 subprojects with 25.000 noncomment code statements altogether.
The initial development started in 2001, and the
Jakarta Turbine was used as the foundation of the
Invoice20one Enterprise Server. Jakarta Turbine
provides a rich set of functionality for web applications
based on an embedded service framework where most
of the functionality is exposed as services. Following
this design paradigm, the Invoice20one Enterprise
Server consists of a set of services instantiated at runtime by the Turbine service framework.

2. Avalon, Turbine and Fulcrum
Due to the long development history as a web
application framework, Turbine has its own share of
shortcomings.
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existing Avalon containers, e.g. only
supporting singletons [6] as service
implementation
• minimal dependence on external libraries
• support of crucial in-house requirements,
e.g. automatic service reconfiguration
based on changes of configuration files and
transparent decryption of configuration
files
The code base was contributed to the Jakarta
community and is now part of the Fulcrum project. The
implementation (April 2004) resulted in 45 Java classes
consisting of 2.360 non-comment code statements and
43 unit tests methods providing 63% statement
coverage.

Fortress grew from ECM, Merlin grew from Phoenix an advanced Avalon container especially suited for
application servers. The following multiple efforts to
coordinate and unify the Avalon development failed.
This resulted in the official closure of the Merlin
project, a new fork of Merlin called Metro and a fork
of Phoenix named Loom.
The aftermath of these so-called "Avalonic Wars"
resulted in a Fulcrum project relying on two obsolete
Avalon containers (ECM, Merlin). The dependence on
two obsolete Avalon containers effectively stalled any
further development of the project.

3. The Goals of Refactoring Project
In the autumn of 2004 the product portfolio was to
be extended with three new applications, and Turbine's
design limitations became more severe. This situation
yielded to an analysis of the anticipated versus the
implemented usage of the Turbine application
framework. It turned out that only a small subset of
Turbine's functionality was used, i.e. the embedded
service framework, a couple of Turbine services and
more than twenty services developed in-house.
Based on those findings, a refactoring project was
started focusing on the following objectives
• using Jakarta Fulcrum and an Avalon
container
• migrating the reusable Turbine services
• improving the software quality of the
refactored services
• providing a flexible way to produce
internal and external documentation

5. Migration of Turbine Services
The main task was the migration of existing Turbine
services without the breaking the code base. This task
was further complicated by rewriting existing services
to fulfill new requirements, providing technical
documentation for development partners and last but
not least significantly improving the test coverage of
the migrated services.
During initial planning it was decided to implement
the following prerequisites
• Provision of a fully automated build and
test environment. As such an environment
Maven was used, the Jakarta project build
and comprehension tool.
• Provision of a Turbine service running the
YAAFI service framework to enable
incremental refactoring. The caller of the
service is not aware of the service
framework managing it, thus providing
container transparency.
• Use of an embedded relational database to
provide a sandbox for each developer.
Having an embedded database makes
regression testing easier since the build is
self-contained. HSQLSB was chosen and
embedded in an Avalon service which is
now also part of the Jakarta Fulcrum
project.

4. Choosing an Avalon Container
Choosing an Avalon container was a challenging
task. The ECM container had long been abandoned
whereas Merlin had not been finished which resulted in
poor documentation for both of them. It was decided to
use Merlin in favor of deprecated ECM, but Merlin
turned out to be the wrong choice. The Merlin
container is technically an application server making
many assumptions about the environment and
depending on thirty-eight external libraries. In short
Merlin is not particularly suitable for being embedded
in light-weight applications.
To overcome the problem it was then decided to
write yet another Avalon service framework
implementation (YAAFI) fulfilling the following
requirements
• light-weight implementation providing a
restricted functionality compared with

6. The Maven Build Tool
A Daily and Build Smoke test [10] becomes crucial
in order to avoid a Big Bang Integration [1]. For this
task the Maven build tool was used. Maven [8] was
initially developed as a tool for building Jakarta
Turbine but matured into an open source software
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engineering platform. Maven's core functionality is
building, testing, documenting and deploying Java
applications. A Maven project stores its metadata in the
XML Project Object Model (POM). The POM
contains, among many other things, the location of the
source files, the name and version of the distributable
and library dependencies.
The functionality of Maven is implemented in terms
of plug-ins accessing the project metadata of the POM.
The Maven plug-ins are written in Jelly [5], an XMLbased scripting language, which allows rapid
development of new plug-ins. The fact that the plug-ins
are decoupled from the core application (as shown in
Figure 1) and that they can be easily written by the
Maven community is one of the most valuable aspects
of Maven.

•

•

•

•

•

•
Figure 1 - Maven Architecture

•

Assuming that some functionality is not found
within the approximately eighty installed plug-ins, it
can be easily added and contributed back to the
community. Having more plug-ins makes using Maven
more attractive thereby increasing the user base, which
in turn provides additional plug-ins.
One of Maven's key features is the creation of a
comprehensive HTML project website based on XML
data from the POM, user-supplied documentation and
reports of the various Maven plug-ins. Consequently,
many Maven plug-ins generate XML reports to capture
various aspects of the software development and
quality assurance to be incorporated into the project
website.
During the refactoring process the following Maven
plug-ins were particularly relevant:
• The Site plug-in creates a comprehensive
project website with links to the usersupplied documentation written in XDOC
and the various Maven reports.

•

•

•

•

The JXR plug-in creates HTML pages of
the Java source code including links to
referenced classes and syntax coloring.
This plug-in provides the foundation of
many other Maven plug-ins because the
HTML pages allow linking of a report
incident and the corresponding source
code, e.g. the CheckStyle plug-in links a
coding style violation with the offending
source code.
The JDepend plug-in captures project
metrics and project dependencies such as
afferent/efferent coupling, abstractness and
dependency cycles. Having an overview of
the dependencies allows detecting design
short-comings.
The JavaNCCS plug-in reports simple
software metrics such as the number of
packages, number of classes, number of
methods, cyclomatic complexity [9],
amount of comments and non-commenting
source statements.
The CheckStyle plug-in checks coding
convention violations which are defined in
a XML file.
The PMD [7] plug-in is a static source
code analyzer to detect source code
deficiencies and code duplication.
The JUnit plug-in runs the JUnit regression
tests [4] whereas passing the tests is a
prerequisite of a successful build.
The JCoverage plug-in is a coverage
profiler to measure the code coverage of
the regression tests.
The Eclipse plug-in creates a project file
for the Eclipse IDE based on Maven's
POM
The Multiproject generates a dependency
convergence report which is an invaluable
tool to detect the usage of different
versions of the same external library.
The Dashboard plug-in aggregates the
findings of Maven reports and provides an
overview of multiple projects.
The NSIS (Nullsoft Scriptable Install
System) plug-in creates an installer for the
application being tested.

7. The Refactoring Process
The first step is migrating and/or rewriting a
Turbine service to become an Avalon service using the
Eclipse IDE. Usually one Maven project per Avalon
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service is created to keep the projects manageable. In
parallel, the JUnit test suite is migrated and extended.
After a successful test run within the Eclipse IDE, the
corresponding Maven project is created manually.
The Maven build and generated HTML reports act
as acceptance test before adding the new project to the
automated build environment. In order to accept a new
service, it is expected to pass all JUnit tests, have no
coding style violations, to have statement coverage of
at least seventy percent and technical documentation
regarding the service.
For the integration the Named Stable Bases pattern
[2] is used consisting of
• A nightly build guaranteed to compile, pass
the JUNIT regression tests. In addition the
nightly build creates the HTML project
reports and website.
• A two-weekly test build considered stable
enough for testing - the test build is
delivered as Windows installer to ensure
that the deployment works as well
The nightly build results in a comprehensive
overview of the project's health, quite literally the
heartbeat [11] of the project. The generated website is
accessible within the company's intranet. Anyone using
a web browser can view the result of the daily build
thereby increasing the transparency of the development
work.
The generated Dashboard report shown in Figure 2
gives detailed information of the number of JUnit tests
and their test coverage. Looking at "it20one-digistampservice" reveals that no unit tests were executed. The
reason why the unit tests were omitted is that the
service accesses a remote server over the Internet and
would break the build if the server couldn't be
contacted.

Figure 3 - Dependency Convergence Report

8. The Documentation Trap
Documenting a software project is a tedious and
time-consuming task leading to the so-called
documentation trap. The documentation trap consists of
obsolete documents obfuscated by proprietary
document formats, buried in the depths of a version
control system and long forgotten by everyone.
What are the reasons for being caught in the
documentation trap? Documents are often written using
Microsoft Word and are difficult to maintain due to the
binary document format and the lack of visual
differentiation tools. Furthermore Microsoft Word is
not commonly available on Linux and Apple platforms,
which forces the developers to use multiple operating
systems.
Using a document format which does not separate
content from formatting information makes writing
documentation easier but distributing the documents
using a different target format (e.g. HTML, PDF)
and/or channel (development partners, resellers) a lot
harder. Enforcing a consistent corporate layout is
difficult if each document uses a customized document
layout.
Last but not least, project documents are hard to
find if they are scattered around multiple directories.
Consequently they tend to be out of date or plainly
forgotten.
One of Maven's key features is the creation of a
comprehensive HTML documentation based on Maven
plug-ins and user-supplied documentation. Technically
the HTML creation uses an intermediary XML format
called XDOC to be transformed into HTML. This
transformation enforces a separation of content and
final layout and allows the generation of additional
document formats.
A project's documentation can be divided into
internal and external documentation. The internal
documentation is mostly used by developers,
management, the testing and operations team whereas

Figure 2 - Maven Dashboard Report

The Dependency Convergence report shown in
Figure 3 indicates that two projects use the HSQLDB
library with conflicting versions. Such an issue needs to
be addressed before releasing a final version.
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external documentation is made accessible to
development partners, resellers and actual users. The
Maven build tool provides two plug-ins focused on
creating external documentation. The PDF plug-in
transforms the user-supplied documentation into a PDF
document, thus providing the previously mentioned
internal documentation. The SDocBook plug-in
transforms a DocBook XML document into PDF
suitable for publishing. Using DocBook is also a
common option for publishing whole books, e.g. the
"Version Control with Subversion" book is written in
DocBook and the sources can be downloaded from
http://svnbook.red-bean.com/.

Last but not least, writing and contributing an
Avalon service container was a humble effort to
support the work done by Jakarta's Open Source
contributors and committers.
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Abstract
This paper describes our experience in using Aspect
Oriented Programming to greatly ease maintenance and
evolution tasks in industrial software evolution. We
have discovered that AOP can be effectively used to add
unpluggable features to an existing code base. AOP has
allowed us to place code related to certain features into
separate modules, which eases evolution when requirements change. Furthermore, AOP allows us to compose
these features with the base system in a flexible manner. We relate our positive experience using AOP in
production code, describing its use in implementing our
project, and detailing the advantages and disadvantages
of its use. We abstract our experiences, and report a
constrained version of a known AOP design pattern for
use in constructing arbitrary, highly composable, independent features.

1.

Introduction

AOP is motivated by the presence of cross-cutting
concerns [17, 30, 3]. Cross-cutting concerns are highlevel concepts, such as logging, persistence, caching, or
synchronization, that are implemented in many different classes. An example of a display updating concern
is presented in Figure 1. In the method figureChanged,
there are calls to willChange and changed at the beginning and end of the method, respectively. When a figure
object is about to change, the display object needs to
know, so that it can wait until after the change to refresh. This is accomplished by the willChange call. Once
the figure has changed, the display is then notified via
the changed call, so it can refresh. Since every figure is
required to behave like this, every figure’s source code
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CH.ifa.draw.contrib.html.HTMLTextAreaFigure
public void figureChanged(FigureChangeEvent e) {
willChange();
super.basicDisplayBox
( e.getFigure().displayBox().getLocation(),
Geom.corner(e.getFigure().displayBox()) );
changed();
}
Figure 1: Part of a Cross-Cutting Concern

will contain similar calls to willChange and changed.
If one were to update this concern, for instance, to
eliminate the call to willChange, one would have to change
many different source files. In an Aspect Oriented programming language, such as AspectJ [18], this concern
can be implemented in its own module, as shown in Figure 2(b). Within the aspect, a developer can note which
methods this concern affects by a pointcut. The pointcut specifies that the aspect will affect all calls to the
method figureChanged in type Figure and in Figure’s
subtypes. The developer can also specify to call the
willChange and changed methods before and after the
methods that this concern affects; this is shown at the
bottom of Figure 2(b). Thus, an implementation of the
concern is contained in one module. In the OOP implementation, the calls to willChange and changed are
scattered throughout code, whereas in the AspectJ solution, all calls are in one module. In Figure 2(a)), one
can see how using AspectJ simplifies the method figureChanged’s code, because it eliminates two statements
that are part of a cross-cutting concern.
This paper describes the use of AOP to evolve an
open source software project to support new features
that meet our requirements. In our company, primarily
an industrial research and development enterprise, we
are often required to implement medium to large size
prototypes quickly. To do this, we often leverage open
source projects, as well as our own internal projects, to
provide functionality to our prototypes that we do not
wish to implement ourselves. However, a key barrier
to adopting legacy software to fit new requirements is
the cost of evolution. Often developers will reimplement

CH.ifa.draw.contrib.html.HTMLTextAreaFigure
public void figureChanged(FigureChangeEvent e) {
super.basicDisplayBox
( e.getFigure().displayBox().getLocation(),
Geom.corner(e.getFigure().displayBox()) );
}
(a) Method After Refactoring

evolution process. In Section 4, we describe how AOP
allowed us to add a feature late in the life-cycle of our
own software. Section 5 generalizes our results and describes our proposed design pattern. Section 6 discusses
related work. Section 7 provides a brief discussion and
a conclusion.

2.

Aspect MonitorChanges
pointcut changes(Figure f):
call(* Figure+.figureChanged());

2.1

before(Figure f): changes(f){
f.willChange();
}
after(Figure f): changes(f){
f.changed();
}
(b) The Created Aspect
Figure 2: The AOP Solution

functionality to avoid evolving legacy software, because
modifying the source code of a stable project to support
a new feature can quickly become complicated. If they
were to modify the source code of a project to evolve
it, they would then effectively have to diverge from the
main development branch of that project. Then they
would not benefit from any bug fixes or improvements
made to the main development branch, causing this new
branch to become stagnant. We call this the stagnant
branch problem.
During the implementation of a prototype, requirements change often, generally more often than for a
typical implementation phase. This creates a situation
in which our current project itself, with most of its core
functionality in place, acts as legacy software, which we
must evolve to meet new requirements. In this paper,
we show how we used AOP to ease the evolution of
both an open source project as well as our own project,
avoiding the stagnant branch problem. From this experience, we develop a pattern for adding new independent
features to existing source code bases. An independent
feature is a feature that is not part of the core functionality of an application. It does not interact with other,
orthogonal features. Information flows from the core
application to the independent feature. Our experience
suggests that many independent features can be easily
added to a program, and that the inclusion or exclusion of a particular independent feature is unlikely to
affect the core functionality of the program. Separating
features in this way leads to a system that is highly composable, where features can be easily added or excluded
to support different configurations.
In Section 2, we discuss the motivating problem that
our system was designed to address, as well as some issues we encountered as we began to implement it. In
Section 3, we explain why we chose to use AOP for
our evolution tasks and we provide a description of the
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Targeted Software Evolution Problem
Motivating Application

Imagine a nationwide system of databases, maintained
by the government, that holds records of all legal cars,
with each record storing information such as color, model,
make, and year, as well as a flag that notes if the car
is in police custody. Each state, having their own database, updates their database every time a car’s record
changes. Many different applications update this database. Clerks at the Department of Motor Vehicles have
applications to alter cars’ records when a driver’s registration changes, police stations have applications to alter records when cars are impounded or reported stolen,
etc. A detective also has an application (referred to as
DetectApp), which scans for cars that pertain to a certain case, and operates at a site remote from the database. DetectApp can scan for a set of liscense plates, or
even for all cars of a certain color. DetectApp operates
by beginning a database session with a remote database,
downloading the records of cars its seeks to analyze into
its local cache, and then ending the database session. It
then performs analyses on this data. However, if this
data changes at the server, DetectApp needs to know,
because these changes might affect its analyses’ results.
DetectApp can assure it does not have “stale data” by
following one of the following protocols.
1. The interested DetectApps can poll the state’s database, selecting cars of interest every short time interval,
and checking these new records against its old records
to see if any record has changed. In Figure 3, we show
that this solution will perform extra queries on the database. Even though the database is only queried twice,
DetectApp polls the database four times.
2. The interested DetectApp can register with the state’s
database, and the database can send empty messages to
registered DetectApps when it is updated. The DetectApps can then perform a select on the database, downloading for the records of the cars in question, checking
these new records against its old records to see if any
record has changed. Note that this solution performs
less queries on the database than the first solution (if
short time interval < average time between messages),
because it only queries the database when there has
been an update. In Figure 4, we show how this solution
still performs unnecessary queries on the database. After the “un-interesting” query (one that does not affect
data used by the DetectApp) DetectApp still queries the
database to update its information.
3. The interested DetectApp can register with the state’s
database, and the database can send messages that include the primary keys of newly deleted or modified

Figure 3: Polling Solution

Figure 5: Primary Keys Solution

Figure 4: Empty Message Solution
records to registered DetectApps. The DetectApp decides whether it is interested in the affected keys. If it
is, then the DetectApp can perform a select using the
provided primary keys. This should perform the least
amount of queries on the database (if the chances of an
update or deletion being relevant are low) of all three solutions. It also does not require the client to determine
which records were changed, thus eliminating some computation. In Figure 5, notice how the DetectApp does
not update when an “un-interesting” query is executed
on the database.
In a situation where the database has many entries
(i.e., all of the cars for a state), and the chances that an
update or deletion is relevant to a remote application
(i.e., DetectApp) are low, we argue that solution 3 is
the most effective solution because:
• It eliminates unnecessary queries on the database
server.
• It requires only a small overhead on the server
(i.e., tracking the interested parties).
• It updates remote clients quickly.

2.2

Distributed Data Sharing Framework

remote client might be working with the database’s information. Therefore, if the information changes, this
might affect the client’s computation. In the DetectApp
example, if the DetectApp is performing a data mining
operation on a set of cars, in order to detect the similarities between these cars, then DetectApp needs to know
if any of these cars’ information has changed in the database. DetectApp must restart its computation if any of
these cars’ records change, because the results would be
invalid. Quick notification of updates allows DetectApp
to restart sooner, which means the computation will finish sooner than if another notification scheme was used.
To achieve quick notifications, we use a strategy where
client applications can declare interest in a database’s
activities. When that database is updated, the registered clients are notified, and given a reference to the
modified data’s primary key. Then, each client can either update itself, or, if the information does not affect
the current computation, ignore it. This mechanism
helps the client applications avoid stale or missing data,
without placing a large burden on the server or the network.

2.2.1

When designing a Distributed Data Sharing Framework in the way we have described, there are a few key
requirements to be met.
Requirements
1. The database must have the ability to inform a
monitoring process that data has been committed.
2. The database must track which records have been
committed, and it must have access to the primary
keys of these records.
3. The monitoring process must allow clients to register with it.
4. The monitoring process must inform the registered
clients when it receives pertinent information.

2.2.2

In a situation where databases have remote clients
that work with a subset of the database’s information,
these clients would like to know when the database has
changed, added, or deleted entries. This is because the
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Requirements

Implementation Issues

When we consider implementation, we are forced to
decide whether to use a proprietary database, without source code, or an open source database. Unfortunately, most proprietary databases do not provide us

with enough functionality to develop our framework.
These databases do provide the user with a “trigger”,
which is a segment of stored code that is executed upon
an event on a database. Initially, triggers appear to
be a possible solution. However, triggers are most often
used for enforcing constraints and checking permissions,
thus they do not easily provide state-saving functionality [6, 22, 27]. We decided that a trigger was not the
appropriate technology to use for two major reasons:
• The trigger cannot provide all of the needed information, such as the primary keys of the modified
items, without re-querying the database, which is
too much overhead.
• Triggers cannot save state (without an additional
database statement per execution), and thus, could
not track which clients are interested in the database.
We also investigated the use of stored procedures [6,
27]. However, stored procedures suffer from the same
problems that triggers do.
Therefore, we decided to use an open source database,
the Mckoi Database Server [21], with the hopes that we
could add functionality to it using AOP to meet our
requirements.

3.

AOP Solution

We use AOP to evolve the Mckoi Database Server,
because it allows us to:
• change the functionality of the database without
altering the source code of the database
• separate the original source code from the added
source code
• modularize the feature of monitoring the database
• substitute the monitoring feature for a different
monitoring feature (try different strategies)
Modifications made to the database monitoring feature
late in the life cycle should be eased because the feature
is well modularized (i.e., located in one place in source
code).

3.1

Adding Monitoring Code

In order to provide the functionality that we need, we
must evolve the Mckoi Database Server to notify a monitoring process when it is updated. Furthermore, the
database must report which primary keys were affected.
In order to do this, we could have actually augmented
the Mckoi Database Server source code itself. However,
by doing so, we could easily introduce errors into the
server. These errors would be particularly hard to correct, because once we make changes to the code base,
our code becomes entangled with the original code. After several changes, it becomes hard to tell which code
is new (i.e., related to the database monitoring feature)
and which code is old (i.e., not related to the database
monitoring feature). The database monitoring feature’s
code can become tangled among unrelated code.
Tangling is a known problem in the AOSD domain,
and it has several ill effects on the maintainability, evolvability, and readability of the source code [30, 17, 3].
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Figure 6: Search for ”execute” in Mckoi Server
Database
1| try{
2|
// Evaluate the sql query.
3|
Table result =
4|
sql_executor.execute(db_conn, query);
5|*
query.notifyObservers(result);
6|
error = false;
7|
return t;
8| }

Figure 7: OOP: Excerpt from Method execQuery
In AbstractJDBCInterface
Even though CVS provides the ability to browse the history of a file, and thus, to discover which code is newer,
this is a time consuming task that can be avoided. It is
better to have our new code completely separate from
the original source code. This way, when the functionality of the database monitoring feature is behaving incorrectly, it is much easier to find and fix problems, because
the feature is well-modularized.

3.1.1

The Search Begins. . .

To evolve Mckoi to meet our requirements, we first
begin looking for the places in source code where SQL
statements are being executed. We suspect that, at or
near the sites where SQL statements are executed, we
will be able to access the information that we need (i.e.,
primary keys, cardinality, table name, etc.). Figure 6
shows the results of searching for a method declaration
using the string “exec*”. In Figure 6, the most promising package is the jdbcserver package, because we are
trying to augment the behavior of the server. Within
this package, the AbstractJDBCInterface type appears
promising, because it has a method named execQuery.
Upon further inspection of execQuery, we find that it is
indeed a good candidate, since a query’s result is stored
in a local variable, as shown in Figure 10. Initially, we
thought that we had found the appropriate place in code
to inject our database monitoring feature. This was actually not the appropriate place, and we tried several
other points in code before we found the correct point.

3.1.2

AOP Solution

In Figure 12, we present an abbreviated version of the

1|public class SQLQuery implements Subject{
2| ...
3| public void notifyObservers(Table result){
4|
//Get the primary keys, table, etc. from results
5|
ResultInfo resultInfo =...
6|
//Get query info from the query
7|
QueryInfo queryInfo =...
8|
for(Iterator e = observers.iterator();
9|
e.hasNext(); ){
10|
((DBObserver)e.next()).
11|
update(resultInfo,queryInfo);
12|
}
13| }
14| public void addObserver(Observer o){...
15| public void removeObserver(Observer o){...
16| public SQLQuery(){
17|
addObserver(DatabaseDistributedNotifier.
18|
getInstance());
19|
...
20| }

advice has access to the query and to the results table,
and so it gathers the information from these two sources
and packages it into the Subject. This information is
forwarded to the DatabaseDistributedNotifier in the
method updateObserver (lines 24-29), which is automatically triggered by ObserverProtocol. The details
of the observer protocol are implemented in ObserverProtocol; intuitively, after the subject changes (i.e., the
pointcut on line 10 matches) the information is first
packaged up (i.e., the advice on lines 14-22 is executed),
and then the observer is notified (i.e., the updateObserver
method is executed). Note that, conceptually, information flows from the original source code into the Aspect,
but not vice versa.
Another important part of the DBObserver aspect is
the registration code, which serves to attach observers
with subjects. The pointcut on line 33 captures the
creation of any new SQLQuerys. The advice on lines 3639 attaches these queries with the dbDistribNotifier
from line 31. Having this code in the aspect, instead of
an object, makes this pattern easier to unplug.

Figure 8: OOP: Additions to SQLQuery
1|public class DatabaseDistributedNotifier
2|
implements Observer{
3| ...
4| public void update(ResultInfo r, QueryInfo q){
5| ...
6| }
7| ...
8| public DatabaseDistributedNotifier(){
9|
onlyOne = this;
10|
...
11| }
12| ...
13| public DatabaseDistributedNotifier getInstance(){
14|
return onlyOne;
15| }
16| ...
17|}

3.1.3

Figure 9: OOP: Additions to DBDistributedNotifier
aspect oriented solution for monitoring the database1 .
We decided to implement this solution as an instance of
the Observer Design Pattern, [8] since the new feature
will need to observe the database’s activities. However,
we decided not to use the OOP version of the design
pattern, but the AspectJ adaptation of the pattern, because of its improvements in modularity [13].
On lines 3-5 we assign roles to the types in our system
(i.e., the SQLQuery type functions as the Subject). The
pointcut on lines 10-12 specifies exactly which changes
to the database the feature wants to observe. It specifies a pointcut that captures when method execute is
called on a SQLQueryExecutor object within the class
AbstractJDBCDatabaseInterface with an argument that
is playing the role of a Subject. The advice on lines
14-22 is not a standard part of this pattern’s implementation, but in this specific case we must use it. The
1
For those very familiar with AspectJ, you will notice
that the code in Figure 12 will not work as presented,
because of a precedence issue. Since it is not possible in AspectJ to declare precedence between abstract
and concrete advices, we altered ObserverProtocol and
DBObserver slightly to, in effect, declare the precedence
of DBObserver to be higher than ObserverProtocol.
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OOP Solution

In Figures 7, 8, and 9, we present the possible objectoriented solution for monitoring the database. It involves implementing the standard observer design pattern [8]. This causes us to add code to three different classes, AbstractJDBCInterface, SQLQuery, and
DBDistributedNotifier. The observing feature becomes
a crosscutting concern, because its implementation resides in three different classes. The feature also gets
tangled, at a method level, with unrelated methods, as
represented by the ”...” separating the relevant methods
in Figure 8. It also gets tangled at the statement level,
as shown in Figure 7.

3.1.4

Discussion

We prefer the AOP solution, in this case, because
it is a non-invasive, well-modularized solution, having
several positive effects.
Exploring Possible Insertion Points
When adding an observer to existing code, it is often
unclear exactly where to trigger a subject change event.
There are often several points in code which appear appropriate, although there is usually only one point which
is most appropriate. AOP allows us to easily change this
trigger point, without a cut and paste routine, which allows us to investigate the solution space quickly.
In order to change the trigger point in the AOP solution, we only need to change parts of lines 10-12 in
Figure 12. For instance, in order to change the pointcut
to affect a method call in a different source file, we would
replace the text AbstractJDBCDatabaseInterface with
the new source file’s type.
If we had used OOP (as in Figures 7, 8, and 9), and
simply inserted code into existing methods and classes,
we would have had to cut and paste the call that was
added in Figure 7 elsewhere, because this point in code
does not provide us with the best trigger point. This
particular point in code does provide us with all of the

// Evaluate the sql query.
Table result =
sql_executor.execute(database_connection, query);

ing for unpluggability of this feature.

// Put the result in the result cache... This will
// lock this object until it is removed from the
// result set cache. Returns an id that uniquely
// identifies this result set in future
// communication. NOTE: This locks the roots of
// the table so that its contents may not be altered.
result_set_info =
new ResultSetInfo(query, result);
result_id = addResultSet(result_set_info);

Once the basic code was in place and our framework was working on smaller examples, we realized that
our requirement that the framework report the primary
keys to the clients could heavily degrade network performance, because large data sets could be inserted at
one time, causing a large amount of primary keys to be
sent. Therefore, we decided to change the requirement
to only report primary keys if the table has less than 32
records that are modified.
This evolution task was easy because we had modularized the concern of monitoring the database. Instead of
searching for exactly which classes implement the crosscutting concern of observing the database, we are able to
immediately visit the DBObserver aspect, which houses
the feature we wish to evolve as a first class entity. From
here, we can easily add a conditional to the body of the
advice on lines 14-22 to affect whether we collect and
send primary keys.

3.3

Figure 10: Result Table Stored in Local Variable

result set information that we need, but the results are
not actually stored in the database yet. If we tell clients
about this most recent update to the database, and then
they query the database, they might query the database
before the results are written. We had to try many
different places in code before we found the appropriate
pointcut. However, it was easy to try many different
pointcuts, by simply changing the pointcut definition,
without changing the advice code. Through trial and
error, we were able to determine that MConnection’s
method execQuery was the appropriate pointcut.
Making Changes Without Accidental Errors
When attempting to explore the solution space with
OOP, the programmer often finds himself cutting and
pasting his code (i.e., line 5 in Figure 7) into and out
of several OOP methods in order to find the correct
final resting place of his code. This practice is dangerous, because it is easy to accidentally modify the OOP
code. For instance, when cutting from Figure 7, the
programmer could accidentally cut lines 5-6, when only
intending to cut line 5. When the programmer pastes
that code into a new position, it is likely that the code
will cause no compilation problems, because error is a
common field among these related classes. Therefore,
the programmer would probably not notice his mistake.
However, this would cause corrupted code in the original
class.
Another disadvantage of the OOP solution is that,
when the original source code base is modified (i.e., for
a bug fix), the new version of the source code base and
our altered version of the source code base will have to
be merged. In the AOP solution, unless the new version
involves a major refactoring that negates the validity of
our pointcut, no changes to our code need to be made.
The AOP solution seems to automatically evolve with
the source code base.

3.2

Adding Functionality

Once we had the observer infrastructure in place, implementing the rest of the feature was accomplished in a
straightforward, object-oriented fashion. The method in
Figure 12 on lines 24-29 calls the object-oriented code’s
(update method), and from there the feature of notifying distributed clients is implemented in a typical OOP
style. AOP provided the ability to inject functionality
into an existing code base in a modularized way, allow-
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4.

Subsequent Evolution

Flexible Customization Problem

Quantum Leap is involved in bringing new technology to market. Therefore, the product we are selling
is very often not the small application that we have
written as a demo, but the underlying high-technology
framework that is driving the demo. We often need to
be able to show and explain how our technology works,
so the clients can understand how our technology can
help them solve their problems. To do this, we often
build a GUI that represents objects and actions in our
system. In addition to the software evolution tasks just
described, we used Aspect Oriented Programming to
build a visualization tool with the following properties:
• Can easily be disconnected from code, when we
need speed (in production use)
• Can easily be added to the code, when we need
the demo
• Does not slow down production code
• Connecting and disconnecting the GUI should not
cause changes in the original source code

4.1

AOP for Monitoring

We used AspectJ to serve as an unpluggable observer,
to observe the original application and inform the GUI
demo of updates. The aspect in charge of monitoring
the normal program observes method calls to functions
that represent interactions between units in our system.
The observing aspect also tracks the creation of important objects in our system, informing our GUI of the
system changes that affect its state. Our GUI provides
a view that shows the created objects of the system,
as well as the messages sent between them. Note that
information flows again only from the source code base
into the feature.

4.2

AOP for Enhancing Performance

We also used AspectJ to augment the performance
of our GUI. For instance, we include an Aspect that
augments the amount of time that messages are left on

Figure 11: Complete System
the screen before being cleared by observing the clearing calls and making the update function sleep for the
appropriate amount of time. In this way, we can either
slow down or speed up the visualization. In this case, we
consider our snap-on GUI the core application, with the
timing feature composed onto it. Note, the information
flows from the GUI into the timing feature.

4.3

Overview of Complete System and Feature
Interaction

An overview of our completed system is presented in
Figure 11. We show how we augmented the core system (the Mckoi Database Server) by using AspectJ to
monitor the database, monitor logging, and monitor approximate statement coverage for a given program execution. We also show how we used AspectJ to augment
the database monitor by adding a visualization monitor
onto it, and how we augmented the visualization monitor by adding a timing controller onto it. This diagram
highlights the use of AspectJ to make several additions
to a program’s core, as well the use of AspectJ to make
additions to these additions.

5.

Independent Feature Pattern

After our experiences in using AOP to evolve software, we have created a constrained version of the AOP
Observer design pattern that will enable us and others to apply our experience to many situations. We
call this constrained version of the Observer pattern
the Independent Feature Pattern. This feature is designed to be independent of both other features, and the
core application is not dependent upon this feature. Because of this, many independent features can be added
to a core application simultaneously without the fear
that they will affect each other or the core application’s
functionality.

5.1

Intent

Avoid complicating the source code that comprises
the core functionality of an application, add new independent features by implementing an instance of the Observer design pattern which considers the original Application to be the subject and the Independent Feature
to be the observer. Constrain this implementation by:
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Figure 12: IFP example code
1. not allowing information to flow from the observer
to the subject,
2. not allowing the Independent Feature to modify
variables belonging to the original Application, and
3. requiring registration to occur in the Connecting
Aspect or in the Independent Feature, not in the
original Application.
Implementing features in this way makes them highly
composable, and unlikely to destroy required behavior
of the original Application.

5.2

Motivation

Consider our database monitoring feature, which we
added as a new feature to the Mckoi Database Server.
Adding feature code to the original Mckoi Database
Server source code causes the implementation of this
feature to be tangled and scattered throughout the system. Implementing this feature as an Independent Feature allows the feature to be well-modularized. The goal

of this pattern is to add composable, (un)pluggable features to an application without complicating the core
functionality of that application.

5.3

Applicability

Use Independent Feature Pattern when all of the following hold:
• The Independent Feature does not flow information back to the core functionality of the original
Application.
• The Independent Feature monitors or gathers information from the original Application.
• Adding the Independent Feature to the application in an object-oriented manner would cause tangling or scattering.
• The Independent Feature does not need to interact with other orthogonal Independent Features.
For instance, in Figure 11, the Monitor Database
feature does not interact with the Monitor Logging feature. The interaction between the Monitor
Database and the Visualize Monitor feature is allowed because, in this case, the Monitor Database
feature is behaving as a Core System with the Visualize Monitor feature augmenting it.

5.4

Structure

This constrained Observer Design Pattern is structured exactly like the original AspectJ implementation
of the Observer Design Pattern, with a few additions.
The concrete observer, for instance a database observer,
is implemented by extending the ObserverProtocol aspect. This is not a change to the original pattern. However, the registration functionality must now be implemented inside of this extension. Having the registration
performed here makes the pattern less connected to the
original Application, and thus easier to unplug. This
satisfies Constraint 3 from above. Additionally, the developer can constrain the use of the subject in the Independent Feature’s code using an aspect that disallows
any calls to the subject’s methods except (with caution)
getter methods, satisfying Constraint 1 and 2. If calls to
getter methods are allowed in the Independent Feature,
the developer must manually verify that this does not
cause any of the subject’s fields to be set, as this clearly
would violate Constraint 2.

5.5

Participants

Collaborations

When the Application is executing, the Connecting
Aspect intercepts certain points of execution, and passes
information to the Independent Feature.

5.7

5.8

Consequences

Independent Feature Pattern has the following benefits and liabilities:
• Feature is well-modularized
• Feature is highly composable
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Known Uses

This pattern has been used to implement monitoring specific data, gathering application statistics, and
controlling timing. We also suspect it could be used to
implement many types of logging or tracing, and for any
general purpose monitoring task. For instance, in order
to implement a feature that warns sleepy data input
workers when their key strokes and mouse activity drop
below a certain threshold, we could use the Independent
Feature Pattern.

5.9

Example Code

In Figure 13 we present the ObserverProtocol implementation. All unshaded areas are similar to the
standard implementation. Shaded area A specifies that
if any code within the Independent Feature or the Connecting Aspect violates the information flow constraints
then it will declare a compiler error. Code would violate these constraints by calling any other method than
a method that starts with the string ”get”. Area B defines an abstract pointcut that children of this aspect
must implement to define the packages that comprise
their Independent Feature. Area C defines an abstract
pointcut that children must implement to specify when
registration occurs.
In Figure 12, we present an example implementation
of the Independent Feature Pattern. The code that is
not shaded is similar to the normal AspectJ implementation of the Observer design pattern. The shaded code
labeled C represents the registration code, which must
be included in the aspect (as specified by the parent
aspect). Lines 33-34 specify that every SQLQuery that
is constructed must be registered with the DBObserver.
The shaded code labeled B is specific to this solution,
and provides the DatabaseDistributedNotifier, which
is used to broadcast to remote clients. The shaded code
labeled A specifies a pointcut which defines the packages and classes that make up the independent feature
of monitoring the database. The definition of this pointcut is used by the ObserverProtocol aspect to enforce
information flow constraints.

5.10

• Application
• Connecting Aspect
• Independent Feature

5.6

• Feature is truly independent (cannot easily interact with other orthogonal features)
• Features themselves can be considered an Application, and thus can be augmented using the Independent Feature Pattern.

Related Patterns

We believe that this pattern is worth documenting
separately even though it is only an augmentation of a
known design pattern because:
• Intent is different. The intent of this design pattern is to add new features to an existing code base
without complicating the original source code. The
observer pattern is focused on maintaining consistent state between objects.
• Observers have only limited access to subjects. In this solution, the observer is required not
to modify the subject. In this way, his interaction
with the subject is more limited than in the original pattern, and they are more loosely coupled.

works [35, 34, 16, 1, 23, 7, 20]. Zhang et. al. focuses
on customizing the addition of middleware features to
an application after its implementation [35]. Three research groups are investigating the use of AspectJ to
flexibly compose features of embedded applications [34,
33, 16, 1]. These works are similar to ours, because
they use AspectJ to compose features. However, their
features often flow information back into the core application, and therefore, are more complex than our independent features. Also, they do not present any design
patterns for implementing such features.

6.3

Experience Reports with AspectJ

Many researchers have written experience reports after using AspectJ for various tasks [14, 29, 11, 19, 28,
15, 12]. Our paper differs from these reports because it
does not intend to evaluate AspectJ generally, but only
to evaluate AspectJ for the specific purpose of implementing and composing independent features.

6.4

Evolution and AOP

Rashid et. al. use AOP to implement the instance
adaptation strategy of an object-oriented database in
order to provide good modularization of this feature [26].
This paper demonstrates how AOP can provide good
modularity and eased (limited) evolution. They are able
to easily change which instance adaptation approach the
database system uses. Researchers have discussed the
difficulties of evolving AOP code [31]. Similarly, some
have investigated the affects of introducing aspects on
the evolvability of real code [4]. Researchers have also
offered solutions to AOP evolutionary problems [32].
Researchers have combined AOP with other technology
to ease evolution tasks [20]. Our paper is different from
previous work in that it specifies a generic pattern for
evolution of an OOP code base through the addition of
independent features.

6.5

Figure 13: IFP example code

6.
6.1

Related Work
Design Patterns

Design Patterns describe patterns of good solutions
to known problems in object-oriented programming [8].
Design Patterns have been refactored from OOP into
AOP, with many patterns improving because of this
change [13]. Several groups have studied how to implement OOP design patterns in AOP, and whether this is
an improvement [9, 10, 24, 25]. However, there has been
little work to date to develop AOP-specific design patterns, patterns whose structure uses a language feature
not available in OOP that is available in AOP.

6.2

Feature Oriented Programming

Feature Oriented Programming deals with the addition of features to a core program, in order to produce
different configurations of an application, or to simply
increase the functionality of the core program [2]. Similar ideas have driven several case studies and frame-
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Triggers and Databases

An Active Database is a database that can respond,
by executing code, to events that occur within itself [27].
Active Database research can be seen as applying AOP
principles to databases. The AOP and the Active Database community have recently realized the similarities
of their two research areas, and are working to combine
their fields’ efforts[5].

7.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that AOP can be used
to ease evolution tasks. We show how to use AOP to
add functionality to existing source code bases, noninvasively, as well as how AOP makes it easy to adapt
to changed requirements. We also demonstrate how to
use AOP to snap-on GUI code to a prototype, in order
to visualize the innerworkings of a program. This type
of snap-on GUI does not affect the performance of the
application when it is not in use.
More generally, we have presented an aspect oriented
design pattern as a constrained version of the aspect
oriented Observer design pattern that others can use to
implement Independent Features and to compose them

with a legacy system. This design pattern has been
demonstrated to be useful through our work, as well as
through similar patterns in other known work.
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The report starts, in Section 2, with a description
of the general characteristics of the project. Section 3
describes the challenges the project team was facing
during the transition period, and lists the causes of
these challenges. The next section discusses the measures taken by the project team to ensure a smooth transition into the maintenance phase. Section 5 evaluates
the effect of these measures and gives an outlook on
some further measures to be taken in the future. The
report concludes with a discussion of best practices
derived from the experiences made during the project,
which might be helpful to readers in similar situations.

Abstract
This report describes experiences the authors
made over a period of approximately 15 months in a
software development and maintenance project in the
banking area. It analyzes how the project team managed the transition from the development to the maintenance phase under rather difficult circumstances.
The report starts with a description of the project
analyzed and a diagnosis of the challenges the project
team was facing during that transition period. Then,
the measures taken by the project team are described
and evaluated. The report concludes with a best practices section summarizing the experiences made.

1

2

Project Description

Development started towards the end of 2001 using an iterative development approach. 20 software
engineers on the average were involved in creating a
new software release approximately every three
months, until the originally designed functionality was
completely implemented after three years.
The system was designed as a browser based
intranet application implemented using the J2EE platform, with some of the functionality residing on the
mainframe and being accessed using CORBA services.
After three years of development, the project
sources consisted of approximately 180’000 commented lines of code, with about 35% residing on the
mainframe, 65% were implemented in Java. Another
170’000 lines of Java code were generated using custom-built code generators.
The ultimate goal was to deliver as much functionality as possible in the shortest time possible. Both
the in-house customer and the development team did
not bother much about application quality during the

Introduction

This report describes the transition of a software
development project in the banking domain from the
development to the maintenance phase. This transition
is – although hardly covered in the literature [1] [2] - a
critical period highly relevant to the concerns of the
software industry. Failure to prepare the ground for
smooth and effective software maintenance during that
transition can in general only be corrected with much
effort later on in the maintenance phase. We therefore
believe that the experiences we made in the project at
hand may be of interest to anybody in a similar situation.
The three authors were involved in the project
over a period of 15 months as test manager, test automation engineer, and as mandate owner, respectively.
Both organizational and technical issues are discussed in this report. We found that both aspects were
inextricably intertwined in the project. Consequently,
any attempt to ensure a smooth transition from development to maintenance had to consider both of them.
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were related to the immature development process,
whereas others were rooted in the project organization.

development phase. The pressure on the project team
was further increased during the last release 4.0 in the
development phase in the third quarter of 2004, as the
application was to replace a legacy application that
was scheduled to be shut down by the end of 2004.
During 2004, with a steadily growing user base relying on the application in their daily work, quality
problems became more and more apparent and could
not be ignored anymore.
Additionally, at the beginning of 2005, the team
was to be reduced by 20% for the transition to maintenance, and a further reduction was planned later in the
year.
Thus, the project team was confronted with a
situation, where rather serious quality issues had to be
addressed with a reduced team.

3

Flaws in the Development Process
The most important reason for late delivery of
usually seriously flawed builds was the integration
strategy adopted by the Java development team. Every
developer worked on his or her own code base as long
as possible to avoid time-consuming integration work.
Integration was done only if absolutely necessary, usually a couple of hours before a build had to be delivered into the testing environment.
Another quite obvious reason was that the development team did almost no testing at all. Unit testing
was very cumbersome for a number of reasons:
1. The application was not designed with testability
in mind. It was very difficult to test pieces of code
independently.
2. The development environment did not facilitate
unit-testing activities in that it suffered from long
build-deploy roundtrips and the insufficient availability of mainframe test systems. The project
team had no influence on these factors, since a
central infrastructure team, which was seriously
understaffed, too, maintained the development infrastructure.

Diagnosis

Until the end of 2003, there was one single developer assigned for the tester role, being responsible for
all testing activities for one particular release. At the
beginning of 2004, the project manager decided to
form a testing team staffed with three people, anticipating the need to address the emerging quality problems
by use of systematic testing techniques. At this time,
the first author joined the team as test manager.
In order to formulate an effective testing strategy,
the test team made a diagnosis of the current project
situation and the problems that had become evident. A
number of “Bad Smells” [3] were detected, indicating
that the project was in serious trouble, even more than
everyone had suspected:
1. An increasing number of serious issues had been
reported by end users, some of them resulting in
data corruption and data loss, requiring regular
emergency patch deployments.
2. Bug detection rates were constantly increasing.
Every time a bug was fixed, another regression
bug seemed to follow suit.
3. The development team increasingly was unable to
deliver the complete functionality as agreed upon
by the project team and the customer.
4. Even though much of the development effort was
used for bug fixing activities, the development
team hardly ever managed to deliver a running application to the test team without any serious flaws
blocking most of the planned tests.

Consequently, the development team performed
almost no testing at all. Testing was considered as the
responsibility of the test team later on during the test
phase. And if individual developers did some testing, it
often was meaningless because it was usually done
before integrating the code with the work of other developers.

Organizational Flaws
Another important reason for the lack of testing
was an inadequate planning of development work.
Business analysts assigned programming tasks to developers, as soon as a developer had finished his or her
previous task, leaving no room for documentation and
testing, and also for important refactoring work.
Equally important was the fact that the original
development team had left the project by 2004, leaving
only inexperienced developers not familiar with the
application and its undocumented architecture and design principles. It was especially harmful that the development team was left without a person filling the
architect role. Important architectural decisions usually
done before the development work starts, were made

During the diagnosis, reasons for the situation described above were identified. Some of these reasons
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ad hoc by developers as they went along with their
development tasks. Integration testing, let alone the
integration of components developed by different subteams, was almost impossible because the component
interfaces were only known after development was
complete. An increasing number of bugs related to
undocumented assumptions about component interfaces was detected, usually only a few days before the
release dates, when all components finally were to be
integrated.
As the problems affecting the project grew more
evident, a very unhealthy blaming culture started to
emerge. Many team members sensed in some way that
things were going wrong. But all the lights in the status
meeting were still green. Anybody mentioning problems with his or her tasks was immediately blamed for
not delivering on time. Those fictitious status reports
also prevented project management from addressing
the problems in a timely manner.
With the last release in the development phase, the
problems had become so apparent that they could not
be ignored anymore:
1. In the deployed release, there were over 200
known issues that could not be fixed before the release date.
2. Because of serious bugs in the new features, they
were not included into user training materials and
user manuals. Even worse, the scheduled shut
down of the legacy application was put at risk.

4

Table 1: Maintenance release schedule
Release
4.0.1
12/04
4.1
02/05
4.2
05/05
4.3
08/05

Description
Short bug fixing iteration of one month.
Features needed to replace the legacy application have to be implemented correctly.
Focus still on bug correction and a very
small amount of additional functionality.
Focus on code refactoring and some new
functionality.
Regular maintenance release with a considerable amount of new functionality.

Two experienced senior developers had already
been hired earlier in 2004. The development team had
now both the expertise and the time to address the serious problems they were facing.

Source Code Integration
Up to release 4.0, the Java development team integrated their source code only occasionally as development activities went along. Developers tried to
integrate as late as possible to avoid spending a lot of
time on synchronizing with the work of other team
members. The lack of coding guidelines and the fact
that several different development tools (IDE) were
used resulted in a code base reflecting very much the
personal style and programming experience of each
developer. The members of the team found it very hard
to cope with these different coding flavors when working on integration. At the end of the release phase there
was a ‘Big Bang Integration’ resulting in a significant
bug fixing and integration effort. The application delivered to the testing team often was so flawed, it was
impossible to even test the most basic uses cases. After
the correction of the most severe bugs, another integration cycle started, hopefully not introducing even more
serious bugs. Subsequently, testing activities usually
started far behind schedule.
The Java development team decided to setup an
automated continuous integration process using
CruiseControl [6]. Each time a developer committed a
changed version of a source file, the integration process was started. Any failures were reported to the responsible developers by mail.
Coding guidelines based on the Sun coding standard [7] were introduced. The static code analysis tools
Checkstyle [8] was used to verify that defined standards were met. The whole development team
switched to one IDE (Eclipse [9]), which guaranteed

Measures Taken

This section discusses five measures adopted by
the project team in response to the pressing problems
identified in the diagnosis..

Release Planning Revisited
It was crucial that the full functionality was ready
within a short time frame to make possible the planned
shut down of the legacy application at the end of 2004.
It was also sensed that the development team
needed additional time to get the situation under control and to be able to deliver future maintenance releases with reasonable efficiency. Therefore, the
original maintenance release planning was revised,
resulting in the following release schedule:
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and reliable basis for decisions made by the project
management, and the fatal blaming culture described
earlier vanished almost completely.
And more important, the fact that systematic planning of development tasks was introduced made possible other essential measures like architectural
refactoring and automated testing.

common code formatting. Checkstyle was integrated
into Eclipse.
The setup of the continuous integration process
was realized with little effort. The project already used
a configuration management tool where the whole
code base was kept. There also existed a set of automated build scripts that could be reused. Developers
adapted very fast to the new development pattern when
they realized the time spent in ‘integration hell’ [10]
was reduced to a minimum.
As a result, failing builds - the rule before – hardly
ever occur anymore, and they are fixed immediately.
The presence of an integrated application on a daily
base made it possible for the test team to start regression tests already during the development phase.
The introduction of static code analysis turned out
to be too ambitious due to the huge number (28’000)
of violations in the existing code base. Developers
decided not to follow these strict rules and little effort
was made to adapt the existing code base to these
rules. Nevertheless a small number of bugs still were
found through code analysis. And new code is still
developed with these guidelines in mind, even though
not all developers do use the static analysis tool.
The decision to use a single IDE made it possible
to follow common code formatting guidelines. Developers find it easier now to understand other people’s
code.
In order for static code analysis to be accepted as
integral part of the development process, the set of
rules applied should be selected very carefully to avoid
an unmanageable flood of violations. Once the defined
rules are adhered to, additional rules may be introduced gradually.

Architectural Refactoring
Due to the strong pressure to deliver a lot of functionality fast in previous releases and the lack of a responsible architect resulted in the fact there was no
separation of the application into layers. The development team did not understand design and architectural
principles defined by the original team. The core business classes had grown over time and were hardly
maintainable anymore. There was strong need to define a new application architecture and to refactor the
code [3] [5] in order to guarantee successful future
development.
In Release 4.2, a small team among the developers
spent time to isolate the code areas, which needed the
most attention and defined a target architecture for the
application. The definition of application layers got the
main focus. A layering concept was defined and implemented. The core business classes also were completely rewritten.
Architectural mechanism like exception handling
or request handling were defined and implemented as
prototype and examples for junior developers. Another
important focus was the elimination of duplicated
code, a task that still has to go on for a long time.
During the refactoring, a few bugs were introduced, as much of the code affected was neither properly designed nor reasonably documented. Much of
those bugs were detected by the automated tests described in the next section.
Areas covered by the refactoring turned out to be
much more stable and maintainable than before.
Hardly any bugs concerning these areas have been
reported afterwards.
Many parts of the application have not yet been
refactored using the new architectural guidelines. It
will take several releases and constant attention to
bring the refactoring to an end.

Improved Planning
As long as business analysts assigned development tasks to developers, there was no room for important tasks like preventive maintenance, code
documentation or code refactoring.
Starting with Release 4.2, there was a team leader
assigned for each sub-team, who was responsible for
planning and tracking all development work within his
team. He was responsible for development effort estimations, and for negotiating the scope of each release
with business analysts. He had the duty to accommodate time for tasks like refactoring, testing and documentation in the effort estimations.
The team leaders were also responsible for tracking and reporting work progress. As a result, status
reports became more reliable. They are now a sound

Automated Testing
The increasing bug finding rate and the fact that
many new bugs were introduced by bug fixes, urged
the team to introduce automated unit testing. Auto-
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rules about when and how much unit tests had to be
written. Therefore only a small number of developers
got used to write tests regularly. The unit test culture
was not adopted by the whole team.
The automated tests on the user interface implemented using WebTest brought a big relief to the test
team. Before the implementation of this test suite, the
test team spent approximately a day every weak repeating the most basic use cases only to find that further
testing was blocked by the insufficient quality of the
builds delivered.
Now the automated test suite was run against build
candidates to be delivered into the testing phase as
acceptance procedure. Because the tests were executed
every night as part of the continuous integration during
development, the test suite has never failed so far.
Very time-consuming last minute bug fixes and reintegration cycles before delivery of the application into
the test phase could be avoided altogether in this way.
A lot of bugs were found during the development
of the automated tests, especially in the area of functionality which was time consuming to test manually,
and which therefore was hardly tested before. Although the test suite covered most of the integration
issues with the mainframe, there are still some presentation layer areas that are not covered by the test suite
yet.
Because a big effort was made to design the test
scripts as flexible against GUI changes as possible
these tests can be used as regression tests in future
maintenance releases.

mated tests were also seen as supporting mechanism
during the refactoring to avoid introducing regression
bugs.
As mentioned earlier, the development environment wasn’t very much suited for effective manual
testing, as the test infrastructure was not very stable.
This was also a strong motivation for an investment in
test automation. Although test automation would suffer
from the same flaws in the development and test environment as manual tests, at least the automated tests
wouldn’t get frustrated and stop testing altogether.
The project team observed that much of the quality problems concentrated in the presentation layer and
in the integration with the mainframe. And as those
problems could not be easily covered by traditional
unit testing techniques, the team decided to invest time
into a set of automated tests operating on the user interface of the fully integrated application covering the
most important features of the application.
It was decided to use JUnit [11] and Cactus [12]
for automated unit tests. There was a set of existing
unit tests from earlier stages of the project, which were
migrated to JUnit. For the implementation of the test
suite operating on the user interface WebTest [13] was
used. At this point, the second author joined the team.
A systematic selection of test cases had been prepared
by the test team to not only cover the most important
functionality but to have a good coverage of the integration code with the mainframe as well. Application
areas that had been error prone in the past were covered in more detail. One reason for the selection of the
mentioned tools was the easy integration into
CruiseControl. In this way, the test suites delivered
immediate feedback on code quality on a daily base.
For a detailed discussion on the importance of establishing short feedback cycles using automated tests and
other principles of automated testing see also [14]
The effort to reactivate the existing unit tests was
rather high. Most of the tests didn’t work anymore and
some of them were obsolete. And it became even more
obvious that the application architecture was not designed with testing in mind. Without a layered architecture, mainframe and database access was very
inflexible. It was impossible to independently test
many components depending on data either from the
mainframe or from the relational database, because it
was not possible to replace the data access with a
mocking mechanism before the refactoring mentioned
in the previous section was finished.
As a result only base and infrastructure classes
have good test coverage. Unit tests for business functionality were seldom written. There were no binding
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Evaluation

Effects of the improvements that could be attributed to a single measure have been discussed in the
previous section. This section evaluates the effect of
the measures as a whole. The whole set of measures
proved to be highly effective, solving most of the urgent problems the project team was facing. Moreover,
most of the later measures were only made possible by
the success of earlier measures. For instance, the architectural refactoring would not have been possible without the improved planning introduced earlier. And the
implementation of test automation would not have
been possible without continuous integration.

Reduced Bug Numbers
The measures having been introduced into the
software development process in a step by step manner, led to a reduction of the number of bugs found in
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but also to quality problems inherent in the development process and in the existing source code which
now became apparent as much of the original development team was replaced after three years.
The first maintenance release therefore was completely devoted to bug fixing.
With the introduction of continuous integration
and automated testing, the share of corrective maintenance work could be reduced to a level comparable to
the level before systematic testing had been started,
with the difference that now much less severe flaws
were detected by end users, resulting in a lower number of emergency deployments.
Equally important, with systematic planning of the
development work starting with release 4.1 and the
reduced amount of corrective work, for the first time in
the history of the project some preventive maintenance
work could be tackled in release 4.2. This preventive
maintenance work will go on, although on a much
smaller scale in future releases. The term preventive
maintenance is used here in the sense of any maintenance work with the goal of improving the maintainability of the code [4]. Considering the increased
maintainability of the code induced by this preventive
maintenance work, it can be safely inferred that the
share of corrective maintenance work will be minimized further in the future, as the estimate for release
4.3 shown in Figure 2 suggests.

each release, as shown in Figure 1. More importantly,
the number of severe bugs found (priority 1 bugs considered to be inacceptable to end users) was reduced
considerably. Before continuous integration and automated testing had been introduced into the development process, priority 1 bugs accounted for as much as
30% of all bugs found. In release 4.2, this number was
reduced to about 8%, most of them found during the
execution of automated tests before the actual test
phase. The number of known issues in the deployed
application had been constantly reduced from over 200
in release 4.0 to about 30 in release 4.2.
After the introduction of continuous integration
with release 4.0.1, deliveries into the test system were
always on time. Starting with the integration of automated tests into the continuous build, the quality of the
builds delivered into testing increased dramatically.
Since then, all builds were accepted for testing without
a single modification. Subsequently, the size of the test
team, which had been increased to four persons in response to the severe quality problems in release 4.0
could be reduced by 50% without any negative impact
on application quality.

Figure 1: Bug numbers

Less Corrective Maintenance Work
After the introduction of systematic testing with
release 3, the share of corrective maintenance in the
total development increased dramatically, leaving almost no room for adaptive and perfective maintenance
after release 4. This is illustrated in Figure 2 showing
the qualitative distribution of different kinds of development and maintenance work during the whole transition from the development to the maintenance phase.
This was not only related to the fact that with the new
systematic testing approach, more bugs were found,

Figure 2: Qualitative distribution of development / maintenance work types

Future Measures
Despite the overall improvement, there has been a
constant increase in minor bugs since release 4.0.1.
This is related to the fact, that there has been an increasing number of new features implemented with
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each release after 4.0.1. During this phase, more experienced developers were busy with preventive maintenance, leaving the junior developers alone with
implementing new features requested by the customer.
The increasing number of minor bugs also points out
that not all team members have adopted yet the change
in project culture with much emphasis on automated
tests. Hardly any automated tests have been written for
new features. This issue has to be addressed, if the
share of corrective maintenance work has to be further
minimized in the future.
There has not been any coaching of the junior
team members so far. No control mechanism has been
established to make sure the measures introduced will
survive raising pressure on the development team, as
soon as the team size will be further reduced and more
adaptive and perfective maintenance will be requested
by the customer.
Another issue that has to be solved yet is the missing architect role. Most of the remaining severe bugs
are somehow related to the fact, that important architectural decisions concerning component interfaces are
made ad hoc during component implementation.

Introduce Continuous Integration
Introducing continuous integration was one of
these easy measures that helped us a lot. Within a couple of days, the quality of the builds delivered by the
development team increased considerably, cutting the
size of our biggest problem in half.
Having a completely integrated system each day
helps to establish a development process, where each
developer feels responsible for integrating his or her
code into the system.

Refactor your Code
Review your system architecture and identify a
few problem zones. Even under heavy pressure have
the courage to demand resources to refactor the problematic code areas. Communicate your architecture
and design principles to the development team. Continuously refactor to code towards the target architecture. Monitor the progress of the refactoring and coach
junior developers in your team as needed.
The refactoring in our project would not have
been successful, if it had not been backed up with
automated tests.

All in all, although there remain some doubts
about the sustainability of some of the measures taken,
there are some irreversible achievements like a more
productive project team in terms of adaptive and perfective software maintenance.
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Automate your Tests
Automate as many tests as possible. Choose a diversified test approach, as not everything can be tested
in the same way. A balanced combination of automated unit, integration and system tests will boost the
productivity of your development team.
Select your tests systematically to achieve an optimal coverage. Define testing goals and monitor the
progress towards theses goals. We found, that much
expertise may be preserved in automated tests when
the size of the project team is reduced. Automated tests
freed our test team from repetitive tasks and preserved
resources for special problem areas and tests that were
hard to automate.

Lessons Learned

In this section we would like to summarize the lessons learned during the project described in this paper.
These lessons are formulated as four best practices
derived from our experience, both positive and negative, in the project. We think that these four practices
can help others in similar situations to improve the
effectiveness of software maintenance.

Use a Step-by-Step Approach
If you are in deep trouble, do not try to fix everything in one big step. Although pressure may be enormous and there are numerous areas identified which
need attention, address the most urgent problems first.
And try to find the easiest solution possible. As we
went along reflecting the success of our previous
measures, it became quite clear what additional measures would have to be applied next.

7

Conclusion

The development team of the project discussed in
this paper prepared the ground for successful software
maintenance in the transition from development to
maintenance in a project suffering from both an inadequate development process and project organization.
These flaws resulted in an increasing number of bugs
and an increasing share of corrective maintenance
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work, adding up to more than 80% of the whole development and maintenance effort.
With a number of measures adopted by the project
team in a step-by-step manner, the share of corrective
maintenance work could be reduced considerably
within a short period of time. Improved planning and
the introduction of continuous integration were backed
up by additional measures such as short feedback cycles achieved by test automation and continuous code
refactoring towards a defined target architecture.
Although those measures have proven quite successful, there remain some doubts about the sustainability of these achievements. The junior team
members still have to fully adopt the practices described in this paper.
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Abstract
This paper describes a case study of the release management of CS-ECIS, a health-care information system developed by the Dutch software vendor ChipSoft. We performed
this case study to gain insight into the release management
activities of a real-life company. This insight would enable
us to propose new ways to ease the effort and reduce the
risks associated with release management. The case study
consisted of recording both the release management activities for CS-ECIS and its related development and deployment activities, and subsequently comparing these activities
with our initial release management model. The description
and comparison enabled us to both evaluate and improve
this initial model.

1. Introduction
Release management of enterprise application software
is a complex task for a software vendor. This complexity
is caused by the enormous scale of the undertaking. There
are many customers to serve, which all might require their
own version of the application. Furthermore, these applications frequently consist of many components that depend on
each other. On top of that, the components evolve over time
to answer the changing needs of customers. Consequently,
releasing these applications takes a significant amount of effort and is frequently error-prone.
The goal of our research project, called Deliver, is to ease
the software release management effort and reduce its risks
by managing explicitly all knowledge about the software.
For instance, by managing the software knowledge explicitly, a vendor can improve its software update process by enforcing consistency requirements. Furthermore, the explicit
management of software knowledge enables the evaluation
of “what if” scenarios, such as what will happen to the software configuration of a customer, when she updates a certain component?
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To ease the effort and reduce the overhead of software
delivery, we also desire support for software delivery via
the Internet, both as full packages and as incremental updates [14]. Fortunately, the explicitly managed software
knowledge can also be used to enhance the delivery of software. Specifically, it can be used to automatically create incremental updates by computing the difference between an
existing software configuration and a desired configuration.
Central to the release management activities in our
model is the Intelligent Software Knowledge Base (ISKB).
This knowledge base can be seen as a type of software product data management system (PDM), in that it stores information about all the artifacts that are part of an application’s life cycle. To design this knowledge base, we need
insight into the real-life issues of releasing large scale enterprise applications and about the context in which these
issues occur, such as development and deployment activities.
After having performed case studies at the Dutch software vendors Exact Software [12] and Planon [13], we decided to examine release management at the Dutch software vendor ChipSoft. ChipSoft is a successful mediumsize company that develops health-care information systems. The case study had two goals. The first goal was to
describe the development, release, and deployment activities of ChipSoft, including the tools and techniques used to
support them. The second goal was to compare these activities to the initial model we developed in the Deliver project.
The main contribution of this paper is the resulting description and comparison. A technical report [2] describes the
case study in more detail.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
provides an overview of the Deliver model. Section 3 describes the design of our case study and Section 4 gives the
result of the case study: a description of ChipSoft, the products it sells, and its development, release, and deployment
processes. In Section 5, we evaluate our findings with respect to the Deliver model. Section 6 discusses related work,
and in Section 7 we draw our conclusions.

2. The Deliver Model

Vendor
1

According to SWEBOK [20] software release management “. . . encompasses the identification, packaging, and
delivery of the elements of a product, for example, executable program, documentation, release notes, and configuration data.” In this paper, we use a slight variation on this
definition, where we put the “making available” activities
in the release management phase and the delivery activities
in the software deployment phase. Furthermore, we consider
software development to be all activities before release management, such as design and implementation, and we consider software deployment to be all activities after release
management, such as distribution and configuration.
The release management of a software application is
complicated by several factors. The first factor is the number of components the application consists of. The second factor is the number of supported versions (i.e., revisions and variants) of the components. The third factor is
the number of other applications the components are shared
with. Consequently, release management is particularly difficult when applying structured reuse approaches, such as
software product families, product lines, or product populations [23].
In the management model proposed by the Deliver project, the Intelligent Software Knowledge Base
(ISKB) plays a central role throughout the software life cycle. It can be used to support development, release, and deployment activities. Furthermore, the ISKB can be used
both to drive development, release, and deployment process and to verify product quality and progress. The ISKB
also simplifies the management of these processes by gathering and combining all relevant information. In earlier
work [17], Meyer also describes an ISKB, but this one is focused primarily on software development.
Conceptually, the ISKB can be considered a type of software product data management (PDM) system [8], in that
it stores exhaustive information on potentially all software
artifacts. These artifacts can be both original and derived,
and both available at the vendor and installed at its customers. The information has to be exhaustive since the release management activities tightly integrate with both development and deployment activities, and all three require
different kinds of information. Apart from information usually stored in a PDM, we expect the ISKB to also store information that can be found in version management systems
and customer relationship management (CRM) systems.
The ISKB consists of two parts. The first part is the Central Software Knowledge Base (CSKB), which is stored at
the vendor site. This knowledge base stores information
about all the artifacts needed for all available releases of
1

SWEBOK: The Software Engineering Body of Knowledge
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Figure 1. Software (knowledge) delivery
model proposed by the Deliver project.

all available products. The second part is the Local Software Knowledge Base (LSKB), which is stored at the customer site. This knowledge base stores information about
the products that are actually installed at the customer site
(see Figure 1 and the description below). The LSKB is similar in functionality to the local RPM database of the RPM
package manager [1] and the on-line dependency analyzer
(OA) developed by Microsoft Research [7].
An important aspect of the Deliver model is the
network-based delivery of both software and knowledge about the software. Network-based software (knowledge) delivery refers to use of computer networks, such
as the Internet, to deliver software, as either full packages or incremental updates, and knowledge about the software, such as versioning and dependency information
to customers. Network-based software (knowledge) delivery lowers the overhead of providing new releases,
shortens the release phase of a product, and provides customers and vendors with insight in the delivery process.
Figure 1 shows our network-based software delivery
model with the ISKB. In this model, a software vendor develops software, according to its own software development
process, resulting in artifacts and their metadata, which are
subsequently stored in the CSKB. The figure shows a CSKB
with five deliverable artifacts that can be downloaded by
customers. The figure also shows N customers that have
downloaded these deliverables into their LSKBs, including
their metadata. Customer 1 has a configuration with two
artifacts and Customer N has a configuration with three.
To build the ISKB, we face challenges in four areas. The

first area is the extraction of information. The question here
is what basic facts to gather about the software and its processes and how to gather these facts. The second area deals
with the inference of knowledge. The question here is how
to extract useful “higher-level” information from the basic
facts. The third area deals with the representation of the basic facts and higher-level information. The question here is
how to store both the basic facts and higher-level information in an efficient and effective way. The fourth area revolves around the application of the higher-level information. The question here is how to apply this information to
solve real-life business needs. In our view software knowledge comprises both the basic facts and higher-level information.

3. Case Study Design
The overall goal of the case study of ChipSoft was to
provide insight and help us deal with the four problem areas of our ISKB. To structure the case study, we formulated
the following more-specific research goals.
G1 To describe the current development, release, and deployment activities of ChipSoft.
G2 To relate these activities to the initial Deliver model.
The description would cover the procedures, techniques,
and tools used by ChipSoft and its customers and the context in which they were used. This description would include the problems and limitations of these procedures,
techniques, and tools. The analysis would answer the question what improvements and extensions would be needed
in the Deliver model. Of particular interest to both the Deliver project and ChipSoft was determining to what extent
the model could help ChipSoft solve existing release management problems or open up new business opportunities.
ChipSoft is relevant to our research project since its
product CS-ECIS, a health-care information system, deals
with an application domain with specific characteristics.
Examining ChipSoft therefore allows us to see the release
management activities of a company that is significantly different from previous case studies in other application domains [12, 13]. For instance, since the majority of customers of ChipSoft are hospitals, ChipSoft has relatively
few customers but many workspaces per customer. This is
a different kind of customer base than the customer base of
Exact Software [12] and Planon [13].
From the two research goals, we derived the following
four more specific research questions:
Q1 What are the development, release, and deployment
activities for CS-ECIS?
Q2 What tools and techniques are used by ChipSoft to support these activities?
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Q3 How do these activities, tools, and techniques relate to
the Deliver model?
Q4 What aspects of the Deliver model should be improved
or extended?
To answer the research questions as precise and complete as possible, we created a case study protocol to guide
our examinations and a case study database to store intermediate results. Furthermore, to achieve correctness of the
end-result, we cross-checked our findings where possible.
As a final check the work was critically reviewed by ChipSoft.
During the case study, we collected information to answer the four research questions and achieve the two research goals. Since the case study was mostly descriptive
and exploratory [24], this information was largely of a qualitative nature. This information was gathered from the following sources:
•
•
•
•

Interviews
Software examination
Document study
Direct observations

During the case study, we spoke to the following types
of personnel at ChipSoft.
•
•
•
•

Development personnel
Release personnel
In-house consultants
Management

Even though the system administrators and end users of CSECIS could provide useful information, they were not approached due to practical and business-related considerations. We do not expect this exclusion to have a strong influence on the case study since most customer-related information was found indirectly from the in-house consultants
of ChipSoft.

4. Case Study Results
4.1. ChipSoft
ChipSoft is a Dutch medium-size company that provides
comprehensive ICT solutions in the health-care domain. Its
main business activities are the production and sale of a
health-care information system, the customization of this
product for specific customers, and the reselling of all required third-party hardware and software. ChipSoft currently has a customer base of approximately 40 hospitals
spread over six countries, with most customers located in
the Netherlands.
ChipSoft was founded in 1986 and has been growing
ever since. ChipSoft currently employs approximately 100
employees. ChipSoft started with producing applications

Module

Research & Development
Implementation & Support
Marketing & Sales
Administrative Support
Total

33
42
17
8
100

Client

Presentation

Shell
Database
Server

Business
Logic

Table 1. Approximate number of employees
per department.
for the automation of the primary care process(es) of medical specialists. Over the following years, ChipSoft extended
and integrated its product range with support for other processes in the medical field, resulting in the development of
a comprehensive hospital information system, called ZIS,
in 1994. In the autumn of 2001, it released the first release
of its current main product: the Electronic Care Information System (CS-ECIS).2
ChipSoft currently consists of four departments: Research & Development (R&D), Implementation & Support
(I&S), Marketing & Sales (M&S), and Administrative Support. Table 1 shows how the ChipSoft’s 100 employees
are distributed over the four departments. The technological side of the activities are spread over R&D and I&S.
The R&D department consists of thirty-three software engineers, and is responsible for the development and maintenance of the core application functionality. The I&S department, in contrast, consists of forty-two consultants, and
is responsible for the implementation of the application at
specific customers, including customer-specific customizations. I&S is also responsible for providing tutorials on the
use of ChipSoft products. Both departments are subdivided
to deal with different health-care problem domains.

4.2. The Electronic Care Information System
ChipSoft’s current product is its “Electronic Care Information System” (CS-ECIS) that supports the various workflows in a hospital. It can be used to support both the direct, care activities, such as diagnosis and treatment, and the
more indirect, management activities, such as planning and
financial settlement. For these functions, CS-ECIS stores
and processes information about both patients and the various resources (e.g., beds or ORs) in a hospital. CS-ECIS is
used by a diverse group of end users, such as, secretaries,
nurses, doctors, and managers.
To enlarge its versatility, CS-ECIS consists (conceptually) of a small shell application that uses a set of extension modules that implement the main functionality. Chip2

Server

The official product name in Dutch is: Electronisch Zorg Informatie
Systeem (CS-EZIS).
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DB

Data
Access

Network

Figure 2. The CS-ECIS architecture consist of
clients and a server, where the client is divided into a shell application with a variable
number of extension/implementation modules.

Soft currently supports twenty-two modules. The different
modules support the different workflows found in a hospital. Since customers can choose which modules to buy, different customers will use different module configurations.
CS-ECIS is therefore more accurately described as a software product family than as a single software product.
As shown in Figure 2, CS-ECIS uses a standard clientserver architecture. ChipSoft develops, however, only the
client-side software itself, and simply resells a standard
database server (e.g., MS SQL server). Within this architecture, the application shell and its extension modules are located only at the client. Every CS-ECIS module has a threelayer internal architecture: on top a presentation layer with
GUI code, an intermediate layer with the business logic, and
the bottom layer with database access code. The top and intermediate layer provide the functionality for specific workflows, while the bottom layer provides a generic database
abstraction shared by all modules. CS-ECIS currently stores
over 1,000 tables in its database and is built from approximately 2.2 million lines of code.
All ChipSoft software is targeted toward Microsoft operating systems, for instance, Windows 98 for the client application and Windows 2000 for the server. This server can
also run on the Novell operating system. Apart from the operating system, ChipSoft places few other restrictions on
the platform used. Hospitals are free to use whatever system administration support tools they desire. However, hospitals frequently use a terminal server set-up (e.g., a Citrix server), where all software is installed and executed on
a single, heavy-weight server and light-weight client machines (i.e., terminals) can log into that server. Such a setup
is popular since it reduces the software maintenance overhead.

4.3. Support for Variability and Extensibility
To allow the application of CS-ECIS in a wide range of
hospitals, CS-ECIS is highly configurable. We can distinguish the following types of variability in CS-ECIS:
• Activation of modules
• Per-module configuration options
• User profiles
• GUI modifications and additions
– Layout and contents of interactive screens
– Layout and contents of static reports
• Functionality modifications and additions
– User-defined fields
– User-defined expressions
– User-defined actions
• Customer-specific modules
Since ChipSoft always distributes the complete set of
modules of CS-ECIS to a customer, the modules actually
bought by a customer need to be activated before use. ChipSoft employs a simple licensing scheme with respect to activation, where some parts of the software are licensed to
(i.e., activated for) the whole organization (e.g., hospital)
and other parts are licensed per workspace. The duration of
a license commonly ranges from five to eight years. Licensing is partially enforced through module activation records
in the database, which are checked at various places in the
software. Licensing is, however, mostly enforced through
the organization’s dependence on the support (i.e., consultancy) contract with ChipSoft.
To enhance applicability, modules have their own configuration options, for instance, to support different third-party
applications, use different types of patient numbers, or perform some function differently as a matter of policy. For
example, different hospitals use different types of patient
numbers (e.g., 7, 9, or 11 digits), and a hospital can select
the type it uses. To enable different end-users to see only
those parts of CS-ECIS they use, the application manager
can create user profiles. A user profile describes the modules an end-user is allowed to use, and different users can
be assigned different profiles.
A large source of variability is the modification of and
additions to the graphical user interface (GUI) of CS-ECIS
and its basic functionality. To support the GUI customization, CS-ECIS contains a GUI builder. This GUI builder allows end-users to add and modify GUI controls (i.e. widgets), such as, labels, database records and fields, computed
values, buttons, and menu’s. Modifications to the GUI are
stored in the database as XML-encoded data.
When the information that CS-ECIS stores, computes, or
shows by default, is incomplete or not usable by a customer,
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CS-ECIS can be configured (i.e., extended) to provide the
desired situation. For instance, different fields of a table can
be extracted or a different value can be computed. If that is
not enough, the end-user can also add new fields to the tables in the database. These new fields can subsequently be
shown and modified in the GUI. If an end user is dissatisfied with the default interaction with CS-ECIS, she can add
and modify the behavior of the buttons and menu items in
the GUI. For example, a user can specify actions to be performed on the database, and bind these actions to a button
in the user interface.
When a customer needs functionality that cannot be created using standard configuration options in CS-ECIS, a
customer-specific module is developed by the R&D department, and this module becomes part of the main code base.
The module is then distributed to all customers during a
regular release, but is activated only for that particular customer. The customer-specific module can obviously also be
activated for other customers if it proves to be more generally applicable. Note that CS-ECIS does not use or support
variant modules, that is, interchangeable modules that provide similar functionality.

4.4. Release and Deployment
Twice a year (i.e., in spring and in autumn), ChipSoft
creates a new release of the CS-ECIS software. Between
releases, ChipSoft sometimes provides one or more service
packs. A service pack is created whenever the software has
significantly changed, these changes are required immediately by customers, and the next release is too far off. A service pack is actually functionally the same as an ordinary
release, but is named differently mostly for marketing reasons. Since a service pack is a full update (i.e., not incremental), it includes all previous service packs and the release on which it is based. To receive support, customers
are (contractually) allowed to be at most two releases behind the current release. ChipSoft supports a separate parallel release, called a feature pack, that contains experimental features implemented for specific organizations (see also
Section 4.5.1).
A release (or service pack) consists of executables,
DLLs, resource files, and release notes. When the release requires changes to the database schema’s in the
server, a special database conversion program is also included. As mentioned before, even though CS-ECIS is implemented and marketed as a collection of 22 independent
modules, it is always delivered as a whole, with all modules included. The actual distribution of releases and
service packs is done using CD-ROMs and the postal service.
When a customer reports a critical defect, ChipSoft repairs this defect using a special kind of software distribu-

tion, called a hotfix. A hotfix is an incremental update that
consists of only those files that need to be replaced in the installed release or service pack to solve the problem. While
the replaced files can be of any types, hotfixes usually involve only DLL files. To give customers quick access to
hotfixes, hotfixes are distributed using a password-protected
website. Some problems cannot be fixed using a hotfix and
require a full update using a service pack.
A hotfix is intended to deal with only a single problem,
and therefore does not include previous hotfixes that dealt
with other modules. Customers are expected to install only
those hotfixes that are strictly needed, but otherwise wait for
the next regular release or service pack. Customers thus frequently have only some (or none) of the hotfixes installed.
Since most dependencies between DLLs are within a single module, a hotfix includes all the DLLs in the module
that have changed since the previous release or service pack.
A hotfix thus includes previous hotfixes that dealt with the
same module, thereby avoiding DLL dependency problems.
Currently, software developers at ChipSoft have to manually track which deliverable files (i.e., DLLs) have changed
and thus need to be replaced by the hotfix.
ChipSoft refers to its software distributions in two ways:
a structured, customer-friendly distribution name and an absolute build number. The format of the distribution name
depends on distribution type. A release is named using a
pair of numbers (i.e., “4.x”). Thus far, all releases of CSECIS have started with major version “4”, and only the minor number of the releases have changed. The release for
autumn 2004 is named “4.6”. A service pack is named using the release name on which it is based and a number (i.e.,
“4.x SP y”). Service packs are numbered consecutively and
this number is reset on every new release. A hotfix is named
using the release or service pack name on which it is based
and a number (i.e., “4.x HF z” or “4.x SP y HF z”). Hotfixes are also consecutively numbered, and the hotfix number is reset on every new release or service pack.
The format of the absolute build number is always a 4tuple (i.e., “4.r.s.b”) consisting of the major number of the
release (thus far always “4” for CS-ECIS), the minor number of the release (r), the service pack number (s), and the
relative build number (b). To indicate a build number for a
normal release, the service pack number is set to “0” (e.g.,
“4.5.0”). The relative build number is reset only with a release and not with a service pack or hotfix. Using the label/tag concept of its version management system, ChipSoft can easily map a distribution name to the absolute build
number of the originating build run. This absolute build
number refers to the build run that created the software distribution.
To identify the software installed at a particular customer, ChipSoft stores both its base version, that is, the
name of the installed release or service pack, and a list of
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zero or more hotfixes, that is, the hotfixes installed by this
particular customer, in the database of the customer. The
following is an example of this kind of installed software
identification:
4.5 SP1
4.5 SP1 HF1
4.5 SP1 HF3

(4.5.1.78)
(4.5.1.85)
(4.5.1.98)

This customer has installed service pack “1” for release
“4.5” together with hotfixes “1” and “3”. The service pack
was created in build “4.5.1.78” and the hotfixes were created in build “4.5.1.85” and “4.5.1.98”.
ChipSoft offers no support for the internal deployment
(i.e., distribution and installation) of CS-ECIS software in
a hospital. Instead, hospitals are themselves responsible for
the internal deployment of CS-ECIS, and are expected to
use, for instance, COTS products. The main reason for not
providing this type of support, is that there are many ways in
which a hospital can perform the internal deployment, such
as system image distribution, manual installation, or installation on a central server, but these methods all strongly depend on the structure and properties of the local computing
environment. A capable ICT department with capable application managers, is therefore required to support CS-ECIS.

4.5. Development and Maintenance
ChipSoft develops CS-ECIS using the Delphi programming language, and the main development tasks of the software developers, such as editing, compiling, and debugging,
are supported by the Delphi integrated development environment (IDE). To implement CS-ECIS, ChipSoft uses several third-party software products. The most obvious external component is the database server, which can be either the Microsoft SQL Server or the Advantage Database
Server. To deal with medical images, for instance, from Xray machines, ChipSoft uses PACS (picture archiving and
communication system) software. This software is provided
by the hardware vendor. Finally, to create reports from the
database for management purposes, the report builder software from Digital-Metaphors is used.
4.5.1. Version Management For version management,
ChipSoft uses Microsoft’s Visual SourceSafe (VSS). In its
source code repositories, ChipSoft uses mostly a file locking policy (i.e., pessimistic concurrency control). Locking
source files is not perceived as a bottleneck since the development work is distributed over the developers in disjoint subsets. To combine concurrent development of a new
release with maintenance on old releases, ChipSoft uses a
simple branching scheme, shown in Figure 3. The upcoming release (Release 4.7) is stored in the trunk of the repository and the most recent releases (Releases 4.4–4.6) are
available in branches.

Release 4.4 Release 4.5 Release 4.6
Branch
Branch
Branch
Feature Pack
Branch
Trunk
Merge Point of Feature Pack with Trunk

Figure 3. Version Tree.
Regularly, ChipSoft desires to develop special features
that require a longer running effort but that unfortunately
might also interfere with normal development on the trunk.
To insulate the trunk from these changes, a separate feature pack branch. This branch is created on the latest release
branch and will be merged back to the trunk after the next
release. To keep the version tree manageable, only a single feature pack can be active at a time. As a consequence,
when multiple special features are developed concurrently,
the feature pack will contain the results from each specialfeature development effort. As an example, Figure 3 shows
two feature packs, one on Release 4.4 and one on Release
4.6. The changes from the Release 4.4 feature pack, have
been integrated into Release 4.6, while the efforts of the feature pack of Release 4.6 are still ongoing.
To simplify version management, there is no independent version management for the various modules. Instead,
ChipSoft considers only revisions of the CS-ECIS application as a whole, including database schema’s. This means
that only the client and server within a single release are
guaranteed to be compatible, and a customer cannot independently update the client. As a consequence, consistency between artifacts can be maintained using their version management system.
ChipSoft does not use a (formal) product description
that describes the internal and external dependencies of the
modules (or DLLs) that make up CS-ECIS. As a consequence, these internal dependencies, for instance caused by
intermodule method calls, are silently ignored. External dependencies are dealt with only informally. Other companies simply keep ChipSoft informed of major changes to
the interfaces of their hard- and software. Care must also
be given to the dependency of the user-defined expressions
(see Section 4.3) on the expression language implemented
by a particular release of the client. This dependency problem is dealt with by keeping the expression language backward compatible.
4.5.2. Build and Release Process The global development and release flow is shown in Figure 4. Developers
work at their workstations and commit new and modified artifacts to the central source code repository. To create global
builds for testing and release, ChipSoft uses a dedicated
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build server from Atozed. The build compiles the sources
stored in the repository and creates a directory structure
with the release artifacts. The directory can subsequently be
used by the Install Shield tool to create an installation image for the installation CD-ROM.
This build server provides a clean build environment that
ensures that the program does not dependent on a specific
workspace configuration of a developer. A global build is
specifically requested whenever the interface of a DLL has
changed and an integration test is needed, and is started
manually, usually twice per day. To avoid having to rebuild
everything themselves, software developers can download
the latest DLLs from the build server for use in their private IDEs.
4.5.3. Testing ChipSoft uses no formal techniques to verify the correctness of their software. Instead, correctness is
maintained only through testing. The build server performs
a simple integration test by providing a clean build environment, which ensures the reproducibility of the build. Furthermore, a formally described test phase is entered for every release (i.e., twice a year). This testing is done by hand
by the I&S department, and the test use cases are described
in a manual. Since these tests require a significant amount
of effort (about two weeks), ChipSoft performs these tests
only on releases, and relies on its software engineers to thoroughly test their modifications for service packs and hotfixes. ChipSoft does not use any automatic unit, smoke, or
integration test.
Since the various hospitals that use CS-ECIS can have
very different hard- and software configurations, ChipSoft
cannot test its new releases in each and every configuration.
However, since the CS-ECIS is mission critical, hospitals
cannot simply install the software and hope for the best. Instead, to deal with this potential incompatibility problem,
each hospital needs a local test setup where it can safely
test the new software in its particular environment. Furthermore, this test setup allows the application managers to experiment with new features without interfering with normal
hospital operations.
4.5.4. Internal Communication To administrate defect
information, ChipSoft uses the open source defect tracker
Mantis. This system is for internal use only. There is currently no strong integration between ChipSoft’s version
management system and its defect tracking system (Mantis). Log messages in the VSS do refer to defect numbers in
Mantis, but defect tracking entries do not mention the version in which the defect was fixed. To record defect reports
and enhancement requests from customers, a separate, locally developed, customer relationship management (CRM)
system is used. This system also records all customer information, including contract information.
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VSS
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Share

Deployment CD-ROMs

CD-ROM
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Figure 4. Development and release workflow in ChipSoft.
To avoid problems with major changes to the software,
such as adding a new module, ChipSoft uses documented
procedures for these types of changes, described on the
internal website. For the most part, however, the source
code and more-experienced programmers are considered
the main sources of information. To improve the overall
knowledge of its programmers of the software, ChipSoft organizes an internal seminar twice a year.

5. Discussion
We started our case study of CS-ECIS and ChipSoft
with the overall goal of gaining insight in the release management activities of a real-life company. When considering what we found, an obvious observation is the existence
of major differences between the Deliver model and ChipSoft’s modus operandi. The four most pronounced differences are the use of modularization, the use of configuration and variability, the use of network-based software deployment, and the explicit management of software knowledge.

5.1. Modularized Software
The first difference between ChipSoft’s activities and the
Deliver model concerns the use of modularization. To gain
flexibility, the Deliver model expects the use of modularization in all phases of the software life cycle, such as design, implementation, testing, release, delivery, and installation. At ChipSoft, in contrast, modularization is used solely
during design and implementation and as a marketing technique. For instance, all modules of CS-ECIS are versioned
as a whole and all modules are always present in every installation.
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5.2. Configurable Software
The second difference concerns the use and support
of variability and configurability. To gain further flexibility, the Deliver model expects the use of configurable
modules, variable configurations of modules, and variable
architectures [22]. This support enables the creation of
product families, product lines, and product populations
through module composition. In the model, variability can
be bound at the various times, for example, release, installation, or runtime. At ChipSoft, variability and configurability
is achieved only at the product feature level through its use
of a configurable and extensible GUI, database, and bindings. Since ChipSoft does not use variability through (dynamic) application composition, variability is bound at installation and runtime.

5.3. Network-based Software Deployment
The third difference between ChipSoft’s activities and
the Deliver model concerns the use of computer networks
for the deployment of software, using protocols that take
versioning information into account. The Deliver model expects the use of computer networks, such as the Internet,
to deliver software as either full packages or incremental
updates, to decrease the overhead of providing new versions and shortens the release phase of a product, preferring bits over atoms. ChipSoft currently uses network-based
software delivery only for its hotfixes where short release
cycles are important. Furthermore, the protocols used are
generic WWW protocols without support for versioning.

5.4. Software Knowledge Management
The final (major) difference concerns the active and explicit use and management of software knowledge. To
automate the release, and relate development and deployment, activities, and gain insight in them, the Deliver model

promotes the active gathering and processing of software knowledge. This knowledge includes knowledge
about what is installed at various customers. These activities require a (semi-)formalized model of both the software
product and its processes. In contrast, ChipSoft currently manages only a limited amount of information (e.g.,
build information and defect tracking), and this information is not dealt with in an integrated fashion. Most information about the product and processes are dealt with
only informally. Furthermore, ChipSoft only has limited knowledge of the software installed at their customers’
sites.

5.5. Lessons Learned
ChipSoft is a successful company that has grown steadily
over the years. Given this success and the clear differences
between the Deliver model and ChipSoft, these differences
clearly do not represent strong requirements in its application domain. One reason why the flexibility of the Deliver model might not be required, suggested by ChipSoft,
is that the health-care application domain is very conservative when it comes to managing ICT. As software changes
might interfere with day-to-day operations and government
regulation change regularly requiring software changes anyway, other changes are usually undesirable. Regular small
change to the software are all that is needed and desired.
The main lesson learned for the Deliver model during the
case study is the fact that the model is not universally usable. There are software application domains that do not
need the support it provides. The question then remains
what applications domain do require the support of the Deliver model and its Intelligent Software Knowledge Base.
An application area where much modularity is required and
software evolves rapidly is embedded software. Further investigation will therefore include this area.

6. Related Work
Before the introduction of component-based software
engineering (CBSE) and network-based software delivery,
release management was barely recognized as as a separate
field within software configuration management, as evident
from [5, 20]. However, their introduction has made comprehensive release management both challenging and essential.
Several research systems have taken the challenge to
support component-based software products created by
communities of distributed developers. Examples of such
systems are SRM [21], Software Dock [9], and the online package base [6]. Others have considered proper ways
of modeling the deployment process. Of particular interest in this research is the problem of specifying component
dependencies and configuration, as dealt with in the De-
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ployable Software Description (DSD) [11], and Open
Software Description (OSD) and Management Information Format (MIF) [10]. An extension of this work also
considers their relation to feature models [22]. An other issue to consider is the proper modeling of the component
life cycle, such as in [3, 14].
It is well known that the development and management
of software is knowledge intensive [19], and that managing this knowledge can be profitable but difficult [16]. To
deal with this difficulty, various knowledge bases have been
proposed that can roughly be divided into two categories.
The first category deals with storing knowledge about the
problem-solution space. An example of such as system is
ConceptBase [15]. The second category deals with storing
knowledge about the software assets themselves. Some systems in this category focus on software development focusing on reuse [4] or consistency requirements [17]. The
similarity of these systems with product data management
(PDM) systems has lead to research efforts to come to some
form of integration [8, 18].

7. Conclusion
This paper describes the results of a case study we performed of the release management of CS-ECIS, a healthcare information system developed by the Dutch software
vendor ChipSoft. This case study had two goals. The first
goal was to describe the release management and related development and deployment activities of ChipSoft. The second goal was to compare these activities with the initial Deliver model, including the Intelligent Software Knowledge
Base (ISKB).
The main conclusion from this case study is that there is
currently no business case for introducing an ISKB at ChipSoft since ChipSoft’s requirements are too different from
the Deliver model. Subsequently, little insight was gained
with respect to the challenges in designing an ISBK. Therefore, different companies have to be found where we can
gain this insight. The case study does provide the possibility of comparing this case with the Exact Software [12] and
Planon [13] cases, as part of future work.
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spacecraft platform and therefore prone to reuse elements
both at space and ground segment levels. The reuse of
existing mission-specific software is a very delicate
operation. In order to minimize the cost and risk for the
new project, software will be reused only when there is an
effective case to do so. Furthermore in order to minimize
the dependency of the new development on other MDS
developments the existing software candidate for reuse
should be operationally proven or at least operationally
ready. The combined effort and risk required to reuse the
software should obviously be less than the effort required
to implement again from scratch. Several questions
should be asked before deciding that software reuse is
worthwhile:
• Is the software likely to be changed?
• Is the software tested, proven, stable?
• Is it of sufficient quality?
• Is it easy to customize it, to understand its structure in
order to integrate it?
• Does the software fully or partly meet my needs?
• Does the software exist yet?
Actions have been taken by the ESOC Mission Data
Systems Division in the Ground Systems Engineering
Department to enable and optimise reuse of MDS software
across missions. Each new MDS developed at ESOC is
based on the infrastructure software. Therefore the
software engineering life cycle is based on a “delta”
approach, where delta or modified requirements with
respect to this infrastructure are the focus. The first step
in the direction of re-use of software developed for
specific missions is the identification of requirements from
previous projects which are also applicable to the new
one.
The benefits of the identification of similar
requirements from previous missions and their
harmonisation at the level of the Software Requirements
Specification (SRS) are numerous, including:
• The quality of the SRS is enhanced by the adoption of
requirement specifications that have already been
reviewed or have even been implemented and/or
operationally validated;
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Software reuse, when done with sufficient caution, is a
strategy for both cost and risk reduction for new software
developments.
This paper outlines the actions taken by the ESOC
Mission Data Systems Division in the Ground Systems
Engineering Department to enable and optimise the
reuse of MDS software across missions. A REquirement
maNAgement TOol called “RENATO” has been
developed at ESOC. RENATO is based on an industrystandard, commercial application Telelogic DOORS *. It
provides the power of a database with most of the word
processing features available in MS Word. All the MCS
requirements are now hold into a single database
management tool.
A systematic review of these
requirements has enabled the definition of classes of
requirements candidates for implementation at
infrastructure level and across missions.

1.
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Introduction

Software reuse when done with sufficient caution is a
strategy for both cost and risk reduction for new software
developments. Reuse reduces the amount of code and
documentation that has to be developed and maintained.
ESOC has pursued a strategy of Mission Data Systems
(MDS) software reuse since the mid 1970’s. We
distinguish two main sources of software for reuse:
Software components expressly designed for reuse,
commonly referred as infrastructure software, SCOS-2000
for Mission Control Systems (MCS) and SIMSAT for
Simulators.
Software elements developed for specific missions,
having the potential for reuse – this category has in the
last years expanded with the introduction of the notion of
“mission families”, i.e. missions sharing the same
* Many of the products and the names of companies mentioned are trademarks or registered trademarks of
their respective owners. Their use neither constitutes a claim of the trademarks by ESA nor affiliation of
the trademark owners with ESA
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•

Requirements which are potential candidates for
retrofit into the infrastructure are identified –
obviously mission specific requirements which are
identified for reuse by another mission are such
candidates;
• The assumptions for potential software re-use are
equally made known through the SRS to all MDS
development bidders, enhancing competition on the
same ground;
• If same requirements are formulated in the same way
across missions the familiarity with them and their
understanding by all parties is improved.
When the requirements for a new MDS are defined, the
SRS of the previous missions are carefully reviewed in
order to identify requirements applicable to the new
development. In the past each new mission repeated this
effort in the context of its own projects. Since the number
of MDSs based on the same infrastructure is ever
increasing, this task has become more and more complex
and expensive and almost impossible to be completed in
an exhaustive manner.
Therefore a more elaborated
requirements management tool has been developed filling
two major goals:
• to analyse and consolidate all the existing MCS
requirements which had to be implemented on top of
the infrastructure software “SCOS-2000”.
• to ease the generation of all future SRS document in a
way that the software reuse from previous mission can
be optimised.

2.

2.1

language (DXL) similar to C++ in nature that enables the
implementation of tailored functionality.
RENATO provides full visibility of all existing
requirements whether they are generic or mission specific.
The main features of RENATO (see Figure 1) either
directly inherited from DOORS or resulting from a specific
tailoring activity are explained below.

Figure 1. RENATO Main Window

2.2

Classification of Requirements

The requirements are classified in RENATO in a way
that they can be easily located. The requirements for each
project are stored in a dedicated DOORS module. The
following categories have been identified:
• Sub-System (“SSS”)
o System Level
o Database management
o Telemetry monitoring
o Spacecraft commanding
o Packet Utilization Standard (PUS) service
modelling
o Mission Planning System
o On Board Software Monitoring (OBSM)
o Data Archiving
o Data Disposition System (DDS)
o File Transfer System (FTS)
• Requirement type (“TT”) can be either Functional,
Performance, Interface or Operational.
• ssdReference (“SSD”) refers to a reference number of
the Users Requirements document
• Requirement Number (User entered integer) (“NNN”)
• Reference ID (dxl attribute), is a unique requirement
reference ID composed of:
SSS-TT-SSD-NNN

RENATO, a Requirements Management
Tool
General Features

A REquirement maNAgement TOol called “RENATO”
has been developed at ESOC to efficiently manage the
requirements of the ever increasing number of MDSs at
ESOC. RENATO is based on an industry -standard,
commercial application Telelogic DOORS*. DOORS is a
sophisticated product that can manage requirements on
large products. DOORS provides the power of a database
with most of the word processing features available in MS
Word. This is a much more user friendly solution than
storing large numbers of individual MS Word documents
in MS Access.
In addition the dynamic linking
functionality allows requirements in different modules to
be linked. This feature is an excellent mechanism for
specifying that functionality implemented elsewhere
should be reused and also for linking test cases, user
requirements etc. It incorporates a macro-programming
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Mission Type (Interplanetary, Earth observation,
Astronomy, Technology or Generic)
Implementation status (coded, tested, delivered, or not
implemented). This classification is needed because
only well-tested and operationally proven software
should be taken for software reuse.
Traceability field to higher level of requirements
Reuse flag (yes, no) with reference numb er of the
original requirements
Priority (high, medium, low)
Target Software Delivery
Explanation (User entered text), adds clarification to
the given requirement

2.4

A dxl script has been developed that allows the
generation of a traceability matrix at the end of the SRS
document. This Traceability Matrix has in its first column
the “traceability” field and as second column the Software
Requirement Reference ID. This matrix demonstrates that
all higher level requirements are well covered by at least
one software requirement.

2.5

Uniqueness script

A dxl script has been developed that checks whether a
requirement Reference ID is unique within a module

Note that the linking of the requirement reference ID to
the other attributes of the same requirement is not
inherent in DOORS. A dxl script that concatenates
Subsystem , Requirement Type, ssdReference and
Requirement Number (e.g. SYS-FU-R3.8-010) has been
developed.

2.3

Traceability Matrix

2.6

Editing, viewing and filtering facilities

RENATO provides standard word -processing facilities
such as cut, copy, paste, spelling checker. It is possible
to select and view requirements using a variety of filters.
RENATO is also able to store pictures, diagrams tables as
well as raw text. This is essential since one of the goal is
to produce the SRS document from the tool.
Another key component of DOORS which is largely
used within RENATO is its ability to define different
views. A view is a display of the data in a module in a
defined way. Users can filter and/or sort the data in a
module and then save this view of the data. When the
view is selected later the same filtering and sorting
settings is applied to the data in that view. This
functionality can be used when there is a subset of the
data that a user wants to return to frequently.

Dynamic Linking

Dynamic links are a very strong inherent feature of
DOORS. RENATO has the functionality to create links
between requirements from different projects by using
simply drag and drop functionality. This functionality is
essential to track back new requirements to original
requirement(s). This ensures that a requirement is
properly understood by tracing it back to the original
source. It is also possible to view a requirement and any
linked objects next to it on the same display even if they
are coming from different modules. This is very useful if a
user is browsing requirements trying to find the best
match for reuse.
A worth-mentioning feature of dynamic linking is that
of suspect links. If the source or target of a link is
changed the link gets automatically marked as suspect.
For example, the source of the link may be a missionspecific requirement and the target maybe be a test
procedure. A change in the requirement would cause the
link to be automatically labelled as suspect until the link
validity is explicitly conformed or otherwise. Modules can
be filtered for suspect links which eases their
maintenance.
RENATO is also able to form links with other
applications such as UML tools. This functionality can be
used in order to extend the scope of the tool into the realm
of software management. This aspect is further elaborated
below.

2.7

Requirements Configuration Control

DOORS provides a well-established and widely used
change management system known as the Change
Proposal System (CPS). Once a module is configured for
Change Proposal it is possible to store Change Proposals
against each requirement. A set of forms is available for
submitting, reviewing and committing Change Proposals.
Whilst this approach is well established and widely used
there are two issues for its usage in ESOC:
Most Review Item Discrepancies, RIDs (especially in
the early stages of SRS production) are applicable to
whole sections or the entire module but only rarely to
individual requirements.
The set of fields used by the Change Proposal System
does not exactly match the set of fields used for ESOC
RIDs management system.
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The first problem can be addressed using the DOORS
Suggestion module which allows changes to be proposed
that are not tied to an individual requirement. The second
problem cannot so easily be resolved as whilst is possible
to change the fields in the Suggestions module it is not
possible to alter the forms that are used to submit and
review (these are proprietary and although written in dxl
are encrypted and cannot be altered). The easiest way
forward technically was for ESOC to adopt this
Suggestions Module and accept to edit the RIDs directly
in the Suggestions module itself without using the forms
in which case all the current fields used for the ESOC RIDs
system could still be used.
Another important feature is that the ability to baseline
a single module or create a baseline set for a group of
modules. This is a very useful way of taking a snapshot
of a single module or a whole set of modules. It is then
possible to see at a glance whether a module has been
changed since the last baseline. This allows the user to
see whether the requirements have changed since for
example the last release of the software.

2.8

PUS-FU-150-LPF
Need
Traceability
Requirement

Explanation

Reuse

Last changed in SRS
Issue

0.1

Priority
A
Target
D1
delivery
LPFMCS shall provide a special LFT
Stack, which allows a user to load a
large file from any location and uplink
this file with a minimum of required
actions.
The LFT Stack shall segment the
loaded large file into the required
number of TC(13,9), TC(13,10) or
TC(13,11) commands and insert these
in the Stack.
Yes
Reused? PUS-FURequire 100-COM
ment
Desirable
OIRD

A more detailed discussion on RENATO functionality
can be found in the RENATO SUM (see RD-2) and also
the Telelogic DOORS documentation (see RD-3, RD-4, and
RD-6).

Export Functionality

RENATO offers the possibility to export the contents
of a module into MS Word in order to generate the
requirements documentation. The usage of a freeware
product called WEXP* (Word Export) has been integrated
into RENATO for this purpose. WEXP allows the output
of individual objects to be formatted using a “Object
Template” stored in the MS Word template. This feature
is very useful in that the export of an SRS requires that
requirements be formatted differently to text, tables,
diagrams etc. The exporter checks the attribute ‘WEXP’
template to see whether an ‘Object Template’ has been
identified.
If an ‘Object template’ that matches a
bookmark in the MS Word template is found then the
object is output in the format determined by the ‘Object
Template’. For full details on WEXP see the RENATO
SUM (see RD-2) and also the WEXP user manual (see RD7).The usage of WEXP offers an improved version
compared to the standard DOORS output. An example of
requirement export into WORD using WEXP is provided
below:

3.

Consolidation of Existing Requirements

As a start RENATO holds the requirements of all the
ESOC SCOS-2000 based MCSs in a single database. The
number of covered missions is substantial and coming
from different missions family. These missions consist of
Mars Express, Rosetta, Venus Express, Cryosat, Goce,
Aeolus, METOP, Herschel-Planck, XMM, Integral, Smart1 and Lisa Pathfinder.

3.1

Identification of “common”
Requirements

Requirements applicable to more than one mission, as
they are or with slight differences, are stored in a
dedicated module as “common” requirements module. The
identification of common requirements has obvious
advantages in the mission-specific context. The SRS
authors can now look at a single set of requirements to
see in a glance which requirements are used by which
missions. In addition it provides valuable input for the
extension of the MDS infrastructure with MDS
functionality which are required by more than one mission
and therefore are candidates for implementation at
infrastructure level.
Common requirements result from a process of
generalisation of mission specific requirements, e.g.
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through
rewording,
terms
standardisation
or
parameterisation. Links are provided to the mission
specific sources of the common requirements by means of
the DOORS dynamic linking functionality as shown in the
screenshot below

“common”
requireme

Dynamic

dynamic
link

Link

to

original

Figure 2. Common requirements
In the Figure above the common requirement reference
(OBS-FU-28-COM) is in the left hand column. In the
middle column the common requirement is described. In
the right hand column are the linked original requirements
from Herschel-Planck and Lisa Pathfinder. Although the
linked requirements are in separate modules they can be
displayed in this way using the traceability wizard.

3.2

Results

This section gives a rough overview of the results of
the requirements analysis for the Packetiser which is a
sub-system of the Telemetry system. The details on the
overall results can be found in the “final study report [RD1] and in the “Common MCS SRS” document [RD-3].
The SCOS-2000 generic packetiser is responsible for
the extraction of the TM source packets out of the
received frames, the quality checking of the received data
units (frames and packets), the recognition of packets
according to criteria specified in the database, the
generation of SCOS-2000 TM packets containing
appropriate processing keys and the TM packet in raw
form., the submission of SCOS-2000 packets to the
dedicated server for archive and distribution. The
packetiser also extracts and distributes the CLCW data to
the commanding Chain. The earlier missions made
significant changes to the packetiser but since the advent
of the Generic Packetiser these changes are much more
limited in scope. The following features implemented by
several missions were identified as areas where common
requirements exist:
• Decompression Some missions require the packetiser
to be able to decompress packets that were transferred
in a compressed format (e.g. RICE compression).

• Telemetry replayer Most mission adapt and reuse the
Cryosat TM replayer and is therefore a good candidate
for being part of the infrastructure.
• Time correlation SCOS-2000 provides stubs but no
implementation of the code required to compute
OBT/UTC time couples. Reusable time correlation
functionality includes the use of the OWLT (One Way
Light Time) file for calculating the frame transmission
time, the persistent storage of OBT/UTC time couples
and TM Spacon options to monitor and control time
correlation.
• Time-stamping and time checks
Reusable
functionality includes the application of validity,
accuracy and plausibility checks to the time-stamp
calculated using time correlation. In particular the
separate filing of packets flagged as having BAD time
quality is becoming more frequently requested.
• Non-PUS handling MetOp-1 has potentially reusable
functionality that allows the extraction of non-PUS TM
through the use of a configuration file to interpret the
packet content.

3.3

Generation of Statistics

Another big benefit of RENATO is that it helps to
identify the level of reuse from computed statistics. A
specific display (see Figure 3) has been developed within
RENATO to display statistics on the reuse of missionspecific requirements between different projects.

Figure 3. Common Requirement Statistics Display
The following statistics were derived based on the
common requirements:

4 8

Table 1: Common requirement mission family
statistics
Mission family

GENERIC
INTERPLANETARY
TECHNOLOGY
OBSERVATORY
EARTH
OBSERVATION

The Common SRS is created using links from
requirements in the Mission SRSs. The new mission SRS
is created by firstly identifying functionality that is
already met by SCOS-2000 and then using the Common
SRS to identify opportunities for reuse of existing
functionality from previous missions.

Percentage of
common
requirements
(%)
62.06
18.58
2.77
13.04
3.56

3.4

It has been shown that the “common” SRS is a
precious input for both the Data System Manager of the
Mission Control System for a specific mission and for the
Data System Manager of the SCOS-2000 infrastructure
software. But the utility of this SRS will be kept only if this
SRS is continued to be maintained. The list of common
requirements must be continually reviewed against both
missions and SCOS-2000 development. The Common SRS
should be actively managed can be expected to grow as
new common requirements are identified and shrink as
they are retrofitted into SCOS-2000. This approach avoids
the need to maintain another software “mission family”
layer and allows the dynamic management of common
requirements.

It is clear from the above table that the majority of
common requirements are generic i.e. not associated
directly to a single mission family. Even this table above
however is potentially misleading in that the mission
family was assigned purely on the basis of which missions
had requested the functionality. It does necessarily imply
for example that the 13.04% of common requirements that
are classified as ‘Observatory’ are all unique to this
mission family. In fact many of the requirements in this
category represent functionality that is more widely
reusable but simply were not requested by missions
belonging to other mission families.
The statistics issued from this study demonstrates
that it is more beneficial for the missions that a set of
common requirements be maintained for all missions and
that as far as possible functionality requested by
individual missions should be re -integrated back into
SCOS-2000. It might be that configuration variables can
be used to run aspects of SCOS-2000 in different modes
(some of which might be related to mission family). A
good current example of this is switching between packet
mode and CLTU mode for commanding. The diagram
below illustrates this approach:
ROS/
MEX/
VEX
SRS

CryosatGoce
SRS

Smart-1
SRS

MetOp-1
SRS

Herschel
-Planck
SRS

4.
4.1

Lisa
Pathinder
SRS

Reuse

Common SRS
SCOS-2000
infrastructure

Extensions
Managing Tests Plan

The managing of software test plans while the
requirements are stored in a DOORS database has also
been investigated. Four different options have been
considered:
• Option 1: The DOORS Test Tracking functionality.
• Option 2: The storage of the test cases in a separate
DOORS module.
• Option 3: The MS Access based Software Verification
and Validation Plan (SVVP) tool as currently used
within ESOC.
• Option 4: The commercial test products such as
Mercury Test Director and IBM Rational Test
Manager.
These four options are discussed in details in the final
report [RD-1]. For the type of test plans currently being
written within ESOC Data Systems Division the first
option has been quickly discarded. The proposed
structure for the tests cases is very limited in the sense
that there is no flexible number of tests steps and each
test case is linked to individual requirement. The first
option being discarded, a comparison Table yielding the
pros and cons of the last three options is given in the
following Table.

New
Mission
SRS

New
Mission

Management of Common Requirements

Retrofit

Figure 4. Recommended approach to common
requirements
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4.3

Table 2. Comparison between tests plan manager
applications
Stored in a
module of
RENATO
(option 2)
+ Requirements
and tests are in
one application.
+ The test plan
can be handled
in the way of a
Word document
and is therefore
user friendly.
+ Limit the
duplication
between
different
missions of test
procedures and
cases linked to
the same set of
requirements
+ Traceability
Matrix to show
which
requirements
are covered by
which tests
cases has been
implemented in
RENATO.

ESOC SVVP
(option 3)

Rational Test
Manager
(option 4)

+ It has been
specifically
designed for test
plans (specific
dialog boxes,
specific
functionalities
like the creation
of a traceability
matrix)
- requirements
stored in
RENATO must
be re-imported in
the MS-Access
Based tool to
maintain
traceability.

+ Specifically
designed for test
plans
+ Allows to go
towards automatic
testing
- quite complex for
ESOC needs
- Three software
are needed:
Doors, Doors Test
Input Adapter,
Test Manager

Remote access feature is needed because it is often
the case that SRS authors or reviewers are off-site. There
are two possible ways of achieving this via DOORSnet or
via a Citrix server. DOORSnet is a web-based front end to
DOORS. It allows a web browser to access the information
stored in the DOORS database. DOORSnet has two types
of licenses: an Edit licenses which supports access to the
Change Proposal System but also allows the data within
modules to be edited and a Browse license which
supports access to the Change Proposal System but does
not allow direct editing of modules. In both cases, no
special DOORS software is required on the users’
computer, all that is needed is a web browser. DOORSnet
is however not suitable for allowing an SRS author to
work remotely due to the limited interface. A popular
solution to allowing a distributed team to work on a single
DOORS database is to make use of a Citrix server*. With a
Citrix server, DOORS client operations are run directly on
the DOORS server; only display details are transmitted
through the network. A key advantage of this approach is
that the user has access to the usual DOORS client and in
addition should experience better performance than
through a web browser.

4.4

Link Requirements to the Whole
Software Lifecycle

In the future RENATO could take the advantage of
DOORS functionality to support links to widespread
development tools such as Rational’s ClearCase,
ClearQuest, Rose etc. This would maximize the gain of this
requirements capture tool, tracking the implementation of
the requirements through the design up to the final
implementation.
The Software Design could be linked to the
requirements by making use of the interface between
DOORS and many leading UML. The interface with
Telelogic TAU is especially well-established although
there are several other possibilities. The purchase of a
DOORS/analyst license is a recommendation of this study
as the cost is relatively low but the advantage of being
able to draw UML 2.0 diagrams in RENATO would be a
very useful enhancement.
The code development could be linked to the
requirements by making use of the interface between
DOORS and many leading Configuration Control Systems.
The interface with Telelogic Synergy is especially wellestablished although there are several other possibilities.
These two features would link the management of
requirements to the whole software development lifecycle.

The recommendation based on the actual way of
writing and maintaining tests plan within ESOC is to use
RENATO for writing tests plan.

4.2

Remote Access

Extension to other Mission Data Systems

Another area where this approach could be adopted
would be that of Simulators where missions build on the
SIMSAT-2000 infrastructure baseline. It would be feasible
to identify a set of Common Simulator requirements and to
manage them in the same way as that employed for MCS
requirements. An ideal scenario would be for all MDS
items to be managed using RENATO and available online
to all interested parties.
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5.

Conclusion

This paper has outlined the actions taken by ESOC to
ease software reuse between missions and to optimise the
interaction with the infrastructure development. All the
MCS requirements are now hold into a single database
management tool called “RENATO”. A systematic review
of these requirements has enabled the definition of
classes of requirements candidates for implementation at
infrastructure level and across missions.

6.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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firstly selected, as these are fundamental to software
development and maintenance activities.
The following sections present a background of the
project, a report and analysis of the different phases,
activities and tasks carried out in the project, the tools
considered and the evaluation performed, and the next
actions planned in order to conclude successfully the
CCM project.

Abstract
Configuration and Change Management (CCM) is
a core issue of the software development and
maintenance processes. These activities are present in
the project’s lifecycle from the first phase, and are
essential to guarantee the integrity of operational
software as well as the quality associated to
development and maintenance processes. The
importance of these activities led two Divisions of
European Space Operations Center (ESOC) to start a
project aimed at reviewing their development and
maintenance processes and at providing the suitable
tool supporting them. This paper outlines the main
goals pursue and the approach adopted for the project
and present the results of the tool selection, the
difficulties encountered and some lessons learnt.

2. Background
The ESA’s Mission Data System Infrastructure and
Mission Data Systems Divisions are part of Ground
System Engineering Department at ESOC. These
Divisions are respectively responsible for the
development and maintenance of the Mission Data
Systems Infrastructure and of the Mission Data System
specific to each mission. OPS-GI is in charge of the
development and maintenance of the generic or
“Infrastructure” software belonging to one of the
following domains: spacecraft Mission Control
Systems (MCS), Simulators and Ground Station
systems. These are three essential components of any
Ground Segment system used for launching and
operating a satellite. Additionally, OPS-GD is
responsible for the customization and configuration of
the infrastructure software to the particular
requirements of each “Mission”. Each domain is
composed of a number of applications and add-on
components, but essentially, SCOS-2000 (SpaceCraft
Operating System) is the main MCS infrastructure,
SIMSAT (Software Infrastructure for the Modeling of
SATellites) constitutes the core of simulator
infrastructure, while the TMTCS (Telemetry and
Telecommand System) and STC are two major
applications for the control and monitoring of ground
stations. A simplified example of the process followed
to develop a Mission Ground Segment system would
be represented by SCOS-2000. Whenever a space
mission is proposed (e.g. Mars Express or XMM),
OPS-GD develops the MCS customizing the available

1. Introduction
Spacecraft Mission Control, Simulator and Ground
Station Systems infrastructure and Mission specific
applications are developed and maintained by the
Mission Data System Infrastructure (OPS-GI) and the
Mission Data Systems (OPS-GD) Divisions of ESA
Ground System Engineering Department (OPS-G, OPS
stands for Operations) at ESOC. The current CCM
system is based on a number of in-house developed
and public domain tools. Following an internal
reorganization at ESOC, the CCM processes in place
within the two Divisions are not consistent and are not
properly supported by a common set of integrated
tools.
At present, a strategic objective for the two
Divisions is to standardize the development and the
maintenance practices used by ESA and its Contractors
in order to improve the overall homogeneity and
quality of the applications, as well as to improve the
overall efficiency. In the framework of this objective,
configuration and change management processes were
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OPS-GI MCS infrastructure. Therefore, a dedicated
MCS and a customized spacecraft Simulator are
developed for each space mission, customizing and
configuring the available infrastructure. At this time,
ESOC develops and operates approximately 15
missions, the more recently launched being Mars
Express, Smart-1 and Rosetta.
A strategic objective for the two Divisions is to
standardize ESA and its Contractors development and
maintenance practices in order to improve the overall
quality and homogeneity of the applications and to
improve the efficiency and costs by taking advantage
of synergies between the Divisions. Both Divisions
outsource most of their development and maintenance
activities to Industry. The current approach of CCM
processes followed in the Divisions can be considered
as product-state-centered [4]. This approach focuses
mainly on controlling the product life-cycle and
process functionality based on state transitions and
“event/trigger” mechanisms.
To achieve that strategic objective, OPS-GI decided
to develop a cross-platform System Development
Environment (SDE) to support the development and
the maintenance activities carried out by ESA and its
Contractors. The SDE aims at providing the Divisions
with a common set of processes, procedures and
supporting tools in the areas of Requirements
Management, Change and Configuration Management,
Testing and Validation, software code inspection and
quality
metrics.
The
System
Development
Environment to be deployed in the Divisions must
comply with the internal ESOC Quality Management
System (QMS), which is certified ISO 9001, and also
with the ITIL framework, which is consistent with
GI/GD will to review CCM approach.

existence of automated tools supporting this activity,
constituting an essential activity for the development
of large, complex software systems [1]. Generally, all
software organizations admit the importance of SCM
as a prerequisite for a coordinated software
development and consequently, SCM is widely and
successfully used. Nowadays, the SCM tools market is
worth over a billion dollars with an inexorable 40%
growth per year [2], which makes evident the
importance of these activities in the software lifecycle
and its weight in the IT industry. Several initiatives
aimed at controlling and reducing costs, achieving the
agility of the real-time enterprise and exploiting the
efficiencies of enterprise architectures have driven
increased recognition of the key role of change
management processes.
OPS-GI/GD
Configuration
and
Change
Management practices were reviewed during SDE-CM
project, aiming and pursuing a significant
improvement on those. To this end, ITIL framework
(IT Infrastructure Library) was selected as the
approach to be compliance with. In general terms,
during implementation of “Best Practices” in an
organization, there are a few universally good practices
which are considered important (for instance, peer
reviews), and there are certainly some practices which
are essential (such as configuration management or
requirements management) [10]. During SDE-CM
project, any improvement to CCM practices
undertaken in the Divisions had to be as much as
possible compliant with both, ESOC QMS and ITIL
framework (IT Infrastructure Library). Any potential
CCM tool to be deployed in the Divisions had to
support ITIL, especially IT Service Support area rather
than IT Service Delivery one, due to the scope of the
practices defined in the first area [8].

3. SDE-CM Project Overview

3.1. Project Approach

The responsibility to provide the SDE system lies
with the Product Maintenance and Support Section
(GIM) of the OPS-G infrastructure Division. The
analysis of the SDE objectives and the assessment of
the Divisions’ status lead to the conclusion that
Configuration and Change Management should be the
first area of the SDE to focus on.
As widely recognize, Software Configuration
Management (SCM) is one of the successful stories in
Software Engineering. It mainly deals with controlling
the evolution of complex software systems and
supports both, technical development as well as
management of the evolution of software systems [3].
In organizations such as NASA, configuration
management was rigorously practiced even before the

During the definition and proposal of SDE-CM
project, OPS-GIM had two main objectives:
• To select and deploy a suitable suite of CCM tools
in OPS-GI and OPS-GD Divisions and their
projects and products.
• To review and improve the CCM practices,
processes, life cycles and procedures existing in
the Divisions.
The project was organised in 4 phases (see Figure
1):
strategy
definition,
tools
evaluation,
implementation and deployment.
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operated with the first set of projects during previous
implementation phase.
In addition to personnel from OPS-GI and OPS-GD
Divisions, there were other significant participants
involved in the project: an external company (ESA’s
Contractor) responsible for the Tool Evaluation phase
(see section 4); up to five other external companies
(ESA’s Contractors) that provided their support mainly
during requirement gathering and tool evaluation; and
two CCM tool vendors were involved through the
different project phases.
In these last two phases, training will be provided to
the users “just in time”; so that they begin using the
tool as soon as they have completed the training.
Different type of training will be provided depending
on the type of users identified during the
Implementation phase e.g. Developer, Maintainer,
CCM librarian, Technical Officer, Test Officer,
Quality Engineer, CCM System Administrator, etc.

Strategy Definition

Tools Evaluation

Implementation

Deployment

Figure 1. SDE-CM project phases and status.
The Strategy Definition phase, consisted in defining
the project’s scope and objectives, the technical and
contractual approach and in getting the management
and users buy-in.
The Tools Evaluation phase consisted in identifying
the commercial and public domain products available
(market screening), in defining the Change and
Configuration Management evaluation methodology
and requirements, in short-listing 5 candidate tools
(pre-evaluation versus the requirements) and in
proceeding with a detailed and formal evaluation of
three tools (two Commercial-of-the-Shelf (COTS) and
one public domain). The tool evaluation was done
using the requirements gathered and in developing
prototypes for each selected tool. The Tools Evaluation
phase concluded that the two short-listed COTS would
be suitable to fulfil ESA’s requirements but not public
domain product.
At the time of writing, the project is proceeding
with Implementation phase, which is essentially a pilot
phase for the deployment of the system. The main
objectives of this phase are to review the existing
CCM practices, processes, life cycles and procedures
within OPS-GI and OPS-GD Divisions, and to tailor
and implement them in the selected SDE CCM system.
There will be a limited number of OPS-GI and OPSGD representative projects that will use the system for
a period of 6 months and a final activity in this
Implementation phase to review the performance and
adjust the system to ensure the full satisfaction of the
users.
The last phase of the project will be the Deployment
phase, consisting on the deployment of the CCM
system on a wider scale, once it has been tested and

4. SDE-CM Tools Evaluation
The Strategy Definition phase of the project
concluded that OPS-GI/GD Divisions had the need to
implement a proper CCM system, common for both
Divisions, progressively deployed, which would
progressively replace the current mix of in-house and
public domain set of versioning tools used in the
Divisions. This quickly led to second phase of the
project.
The main goal of the Tools Evaluation phase
(Phase II of the project) consisted in the evaluation and
selection of the most suitable configuration and change
management tool/set-of-tools according to the
collection of requirements previously gathered. The
execution of this phase was bid between OPS-G’s
standard frame contractors, and consequently
outsourced to the winner company.
The definition of the tools evaluation phase had
associated an enumeration and planning of required
activities, and an estimation of the effort necessary to
proceed with those. Section 4.5 will present the
estimations planned and the real results obtained
within this phase.
As introduced in previous section, the main
activities carried out during tools evaluation phase
were the following:
• Defining the methodology to proceed with the
selection and evaluation processes.
• Identification and gathering of CCM OPS-GI and
OPS-GD requirements.
• Proceed with the market screening and preselection of 5 potential tools.
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The requirements are classified according to three
different categories: “Essential”, these shall
requirements represent around 75% of the total;
“Important” and “Nice to have”, both should
requirements, constitute near 15% and 10%
respectively. The set of requirements was organized in
14 dimensions and corresponding sub-dimensions in
order to evaluate the capability of the products [3]. The
weights assigned to different dimensions and subdimensions proceeded from individual requirement
weights operated by a set of mathematical equations
that were obtained in the first phase of the project [6].
The final set of dimensions and sub-dimensions is
introduced in Table 2.

Formal and detailed evaluation of three tools
developing prototypes that implemented a subset
of requirements, and were designed to
demonstrate a subset of User Cases which cover
some of the most common configuration and
change management tasks in the Divisions.

4.1. Evaluation Methodology
The definition of the methodology consisted in the
specification of the tasks to be performed and the
techniques to be used for the selection and evaluation
of the CCM tools [6]. One of the main inputs for this
activity proceed from the OVUM methodology, which
was properly adapted to the project [3].
The methodology encompassed a set of sequential
steps to define and formalize the list of activities and
tasks identified for the second phase of the project; i.e.,
specification and gathering of requirements, market
screening and pre-selection of tools, specification and
execution of verification cases, detailed evaluation and
conclusions. The task of requirement collection
includes also the assignment of weights to dimensions,
sub-dimensions and requirements.

DIMENSION
1. Team Support

2. Multiple Site
Development
3. Configuration
Management

4. Change Management

4.2. Requirements Gathering
5. Build and Release
Support

This was a key activity of the project. The CCM
requirements were collected from various players
involved in CCM activities: from ESOC’s Technical
Officers and other software managers (involving
software mission development and maintenance
officers belonging to ESA and Industry), from users of
the existing Software Configuration and Change
Management (SCCM) tools, from telecommunication
and networks engineers in order to have proper
network requirements (e.g. security constrains from
LAN/WAN and firewalls), and from quality personnel.
All these people were personally interviewed, and the
requirements were organized according to some wellknown CCM guidelines and practices [3] [9]. An
essential input for this activity came from YPHISE
methodology and requirements, which in case of
applicability were adapted to the project [9]. The
structure of the requirements is showed in Table 1.
Requirement
Identification
Comment
Requirement
Category
Weight

6. Process Management
7. Project Support
8. Web Support
9. Usability
10. Administration
11. Performance
12. System
13. Security
14. Miscellaneous

SUB-DIMENSION
• Version Control
• Parallel Development
• Interfaces and third-party
tools
• Multiple Repositories
• Change synchronization
• Types of configuration items
• Configuration Specification
• Workspace Management
• Impact Analysis
• Problem Tracking
• Change Control
• Reports and Metrics
• Release Support
• Building
• Build and Release Reporting
• Life-cycle Support
• User Roles
• Testing
• Project Management

• Training
• Vendor or development
company
• Asset Management

Table 2. Requirement dimensions and subdimensions.
The description of the dimensions included in
previous Table 2 is the following:
• Team Support: support global users connected
through network (e.g. web interface, VPN) at a
single repository at one site.
• Multiple Site Development: support several teams
working on separate repositories. The repositories
need to be synchronised.

Numbering scheme is DIMENSION.SUBDIM.REQ-NUM
Requirement description and explanation
Essential, any “shall” requirement, and
Important or Nice-to-have, any “should”
requirement.
Percentage of the requirement in the total
weight assigned to the sub-dimension.

Table 1. Requirement structure.
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ClearCase/Quest,
Merant
Dimensions,
Serena
Changeman, and finally the CM/Change/Synergy
family of tools.
On the other hand, SDE-CM project analysed Open
Source tools available in the public domain community
that supply change management features and have the
capability to integrate with CVS (chosen as the opensource network-transparent version control system to
interface with). This initial open source list was the
following: Bugzilla, GNATS, CVStrac, Debian Bug
Tracking System, BugIn Bug Tracking System,
IssueZilla, Scarab, Rust and Request Tracker.
The previous commercial and open source lists of
tools constitute one of the input for the pre-evaluation
exercise. This pre-evaluation was based mainly in the
set of requirements gathered along the evaluation
phase, plus some other important criteria, such as
analysis of the financial, strategic and commercial
situation of the company, or the presence and spread of
such a tool in the aeronautical business.

Configuration Management: As defined in ITIL
[8], provides a logical model of the infrastructure
or a service, by identifying, controlling,
maintaining and verifying the versions of
Configuration Items (CIs) in existence.
Change Management: As defined in ITIL [8],
ensures that standardized methods and procedures
are used for efficient and prompt handling of all
changes, in order to minimize the impact of any
related incidents upon service.
Build and Release Support: identification of a
particular and coherent configuration for building
and re-building, including the ability for freezing
and labelling a release.
Process Management: provides the support for
different development and maintenance lifecycles
considering different user roles.
Web Support: provides the functionality to
manage the repository using web technologies.
Project Support: supports the project management
information, and provides the log of test processes
and test results.
Usability: functionality provided in terms of the
user interface, the quantity and quality of the
documentation and the availability of on-line help.
Administration: installation and maintenance of
the tool in the day-to-day activities. It also
includes the time to implement any customisation
in the tool to fulfil the client requirements and
needs.
Performance: requirements to gather an
appropriate level of productivity.
System: platforms, databases and other necessary
application to support the CCM tool.
Security: ability to assure the confidentiality of the
information managed by the CCM tool.
Miscellaneous: covering others aspects such as the
training capability of the tool vendor, or the
Vendor and Development companies’ financial
situation. It also covers the possibility to interface
with third party tools.

4.4. Evaluation of CCM tools
As presented in previous section, CCM tools were
initially short-listed in order to keep those candidates
suitable with the objectives and the requirements of the
Divisions. The final CCM tools considered for a
detailed evaluation were Rational ClearCase and
ClearQuest, and Telelogic CM Synergy and Change
Synergy. In case of open source, the analysis revealed
that the most suitable solution was based on the
combination of CVS and Bugzilla.
The final and detailed analysis of those set of tools
was done based on the following tasks: definition of
typical OPS-GI/GD user cases, development of
prototypes of the tools, verification cases obtained
from CCM requirements and a final set of
presentations and hand-on sessions were extract the
opinion and short-experience of the users operating the
candidate tools.
4.4.1 CCM User Cases. A user case consists on a set
of interactions that occur between users and CCM
tools for the achievement of a particular CCM task.
The user cases correspond to a particular set of
dimensions, sub-dimensions and requirements. There
is a list of scenarios and user roles for each user case,
on which enumerate the steps that constitute the user
case procedure. These steps are not intended for a
particular tool, allowing the execution of the set of user
cases in all the candidate tools.
The prototypes implement the most important
processes of OPS-GI and OPS-GD software

4.3. Market screening and pre-selection of tools
In parallel with the requirements gathering, the
SDE-CM team proceeded with a market screening of
the most complete and featured CCM COTS available
and also in public domain community. The initial
commercial list of CCM candidate systems was the
following: StarTeam, TeamConnection, SCCS/CSSC,
Konfig CM, TrueChange, Spectrum SCM, Razor,
Perforce, AccuRev Enterprise Edition, RCS,
TeamWare, Visual SourceSafe, CVS and Bugzilla,
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development and maintenance activities. Three user
cases were mainly proposed for the prototypes:
• Software Problem Management, with a scenario to
cover the interactions between OPS-GI and OPSGD for the problem management, and a second
scenario to summarize the process of successful
resolution of a problem raised in OPS-GI division;
• Contractor
Management,
describing
the
outsourcing of software development and
maintenance to Contractors by means of a
scenario detailing the integration of branches from
different Contractors;
• Build and Release Management, with a scenario
for the build management, including acceptance
and rejection of builds, and a second scenario for
release management and the production of a patch.
A technical note was formally produced containing
all these user cases [6].

prototyping. The results
corresponding technical notes.
Verification
Case

were

reported

CCM

Project:

VC-DIM-SUBDMINXXXX

Code:
Evaluated Tool:

Req. Id:
X.Y.ZZZZ

in

TOOL_NAME

Sub-Dimension: SubDimension name.

Dimension: Dimension
name.

Req. Description:
Requirement description.
Verification Strategy Description:
Description of the steps to be followed:
Step 1: …
Step 2: …
Justification of the Result:
Step 1: Justification of the step1 result.
Step 2: Justification of the step2 result.
Compliance
COMPLIANCE
COMPLIANCE

4.4.2 CCM Tool Prototypes. As introduced before,
the CCM tool prototype development was done for 2
IBM-Rational and Telelogic set of tools, and
additionally for CVS-Bugzilla open source. This
activity started immediately after finishing the
requirements gathering and tool pre-selection
activities. The commercial prototype development was
responsability of Contractor in charge of the project,
being fully supported by tool vendors (i.e. IBMRational from Germany and Telelogic from Spain,
France and Germany). The Contractor developed the
public domain prototype, where its experience on open
source development turned to be essential, from a
management, functional and quality point of view.
Main inputs for the prototype development were [6]:
• SCCM requirements gathered and approved;
• User cases designed to demonstrate the basic
functionality of the prototypes;
• Set of verification cases to check and verify all the
requirements gathered.

QUALIFIED COMPLIANCE
NO COMPLIANCE

PARTIALLY

Range of Values:
VERY LOW
NOT APPLICABLE
VERY HIGH
HIGH

LOW

MEDIUM

Comments:
Any additional comment on the compliance, range of values, …
Name:

Signature:

Date:

Table 3. Structure of a verification case.
The process of testing for the evaluation and
verification of the tools was based on the categories
defined for the requirements (see previous Table 2).
4.4.4 Presentations and Hands-on sessions. During
SDE-CM Tools Evaluation phase, OPS-GIM
organized a series of events and presentations at
ESA/ESOC. The objective was double; on the one
hand to present and to offer the proper visibility on the
activities to the project participants and future users of
the tools, and on the other hand, to count with the
commitment of people involved, pursuing mainly the
management commitment and participation.
The events held during the evaluation phase of the
project were the following:
• First event was held during requirements
gathering (beginning of SDE-CM second phase).
In this event, SDE-CM project was presented and
several stakeholders were interviewed with the
goal of getting the initial set of CCM
requirements. The interviews provided valuable
information on the CCM processes in place, as
well as CCM issues, problems and lot of
suggestions and personal recommendations.

4.4.3 Verification Cases. Verification case is a general
concept used in SDE-CM project that would merge
traditional test cases and test procedures (as defined in
[7]) into a unique verification method. A verification
case is defined for one or more requirements, and
consists on a set of steps to demonstrate that evaluated
CCM tool compliances and verify the functionality
specified by those requirements. The correspondence
between verification cases and requirements is 1-to-1
and 1 to n, and they will cover the whole set of
dimensions and sub-dimensions.
The verification cases were passed to three final
CCM tool considered for detailed evaluation and
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Seven documents were produced during the
evaluation phase [6]:
• SDE-CM Evaluation and Selection methodology,
which defines and formalizes the set of steps for
the selection and evaluation of CCM tools.
• SDE-CM Configuration and Change Management
Requirements, which specifies a total of 147 CCM
requirements (see Table 1) gathered from OPS-GI
and OPS-GD Divisions.
• SDE-CM Survey of CCM tools, Selection and
Evaluation Results, which lists up to 12
configuration and change management tools in the
market, and describes the selection and evaluation
processes carried out aiming to identify the most
suitable CCM tool to meet ESOC’s requirements.
• SDE-CM Verification Cases Definition compiles
the verification cases used for evaluation
purposes. Three additional documents were
produced as a result of the evaluation of the tools:
- SDE-CM Verification Cases Results from
Telelogic Synergy Suite
- SDE-CM Verification Cases Results from
IBM-Rational ClearCase and ClearQuest
- SDE-CM Verification Cases Results from
Open Source Solution
• SDE-CM Open Source Solution presents an
evaluation of 10 Open Source tools available in
the market that supply change management
capabilities and integrate with CVS. An additional
document was produced reporting the evaluation
of Open Source alternatives:
- SDE-CM Evaluation of the Open Source
CCM Solution
• SDE-CM User Cases of Configuration and
Change Management essentially provides a total
of 3 user cases and 5 scenarios used for the
acceptance of CCM prototypes.
• SDE-CM Integration Capabilities of Selected
CCM Tools explains the possibilities to integrate
prototyped CCM tools, in terms of API, scripting,
or any other available alternative.

After that, OPS-GIM prepared a presentation to
management aiming to convince and counted with
the commitment and support from Divisions’
management. This presentation was prepared by a
specialized CCM consultancy firm, and was
followed by near 20 people. It was organized in
parallel to prototype development activities of the
project.
Once the prototypes of the tools were ready, there
was a CCM Prototype event at ESOC. The event
last two days and consisted of a set of
presentations and hands-on sessions of the two
commercial CCM tools (running on Windows
operating system) plus the Open Source prototype
(executing on Linux SUSE 9.0). This event was
followed by independent consultancy companies,
vendor representatives and developers of
prototyped-tools, and staff from Missions,
Infrastructure, Quality and Operations Divisions.
The structure of the event consisted in two-parts
for the three prototyped tools: first part provided a
general tool presentation and overview of main
functionalities; and second part proceeded with
the public testing of the customization by means
of some of the main user cases defined during the
project [6].
Last event (held near the end of SDE-CM
evaluation phase) was prepared to have a detailed
evaluation of the two commercial CCM solutions.
At that moment, the Open Source candidate was
not considered as a valid alternative for the
project. This detailed evaluation was organized in
two-days, one day for each commercial tool. They
were focused on the User Cases defined for the
prototypes evaluating in detail how the tools work
for some particular user cases. Tool vendors
provided their support for these sessions, which
counted with the participation of 8 people.

4.5. Results from second phase of SDE-CM
Second phase of SDE-CM project, originally
planned for duration of 4 months, was extended for 12
months. Main reasons were a long requirements
gathering phase and the Contractor experience in tool
selection/evaluation was also a reason for the delay. It
is important to remark that the management and effort
applied on requirements gathering activity use to be
bigger than estimated and should be a key aspect to
take into account in similar future projects. The
selected two tool Vendors were involved in the
development of the prototypes, having a good support
for both tool prototype developments.

5.
SDE-CM
Deployment

Implementation

and

CCM Implementation and Deployment corresponds
to Phases III and IV of SDE-CM project (see Figure
1). Main goal of these last phases is to implement
initially a Configuration and Change Management
system, and to deploy the system in the whole range of
products and projects available in OPS-GI and OPSGD Divisions. The objectives of Implementation phase
III are:
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remote access is the use of web clients (i.e. thin clients
based on http/https in a set of 4 to 5 ports) instead of
tool-own-clients (i.e. usually slower through TCP/IP
connections). The latest could be restricted to use VPN
or similar alternatives, with its associated costs. The
alternatives considered for the CCM server are SUSE
Linux and SUN workstation. The preference is Linux
running on a dual or 4-CPU workstation with 2 to 4
GB of memory. The hot-redundancy and backup of the
system will be specially analysed, together with the
possibility of having 2 replicated servers to cope with
the network constrains.

To review in detail the existing CCM practices,
processes, life cycles and procedures aiming to
improve them;
• To tailor the CCM tool to adapt it to OPS-GI and
OPS-GD needs;
• To deploy the SDE CCM system on a limited
number of OPS-GI and OPS-GD representative
projects that will use the system for a period of 6
months;
• To review the performance and adjust the system
so that it gives satisfaction to the users.
The implementation is done through a number of
steps: set-up of an expert project team, selection of
projects on which CCM system will be firstly used,
training of project team, tailoring and installation of
CCM tool, review the performance and adjust the
system. The distributed development and maintenance,
and the infrastructure and performance to achieve
those, have to be particularly considered during the
implementation phase. ESA plans to use a license
renting approach for the implementation phase, leaving
the final purchase of licenses for the final deployment
phase.
The objective of the Deployment phase is to deploy
CCM tool on a wider scale in OPS-GI and OPS-GD,
after having placed the SDE CCM system in operation
with a first subset of projects during implementation
phase. Specifically, this phase will cover:
• Deployment of CCM system in 2 families of
products and a variable number of missions (still
to be agreed).
• The Deployment requires migration of all
configuration and change management data from
selected projects
• Development of interfaces to current CCM
systems existent in the Divisions.
The training has to be provided to the users “just in
time”, so that they begin using the tool as soon as after
the training. Different type of training shall be
provided depending on the type of users identified
during the Implementation phase; e.g. Developer,
Maintainer, CCM librarian, Technical Officer, Test
Officer,
Quality
Engineer,
CCM
System
Administrator, etc.
The duration of these last 2 phases of the project
will take up to 18 months.
•

6. Conclusions
The introduction of a CCM tool in the OPS-GI and
OPS-GD Divisions at ESA/ESOC implies more than
buying the best rated CCM system of the market, or
deploy the best CCM open source solution. In fact, a
new project was set-up to proceed with the most
adequate and suitable approach for that goal, involving
not only tool selection and evaluation, but also a
review of the CCM processes of both Divisions. As
presented in the previous sections, SDE-CM project
was organised in 4 major phases, involving several
activities and tasks: planning and initial estimation and
scheduling of the project, definition of a formal
methodology for the evaluation of the tool, CCM
requirements gathering, market screening and preselection of commercial and open source CCM tools,
negotiation and agreements with tool vendors, revision
and adaptation of CCM processes existing in the
Divisions, pilot project for CCM implementation, and
final deployment of the whole system in all the
Divisions’ projects.
One of project’s objectives was to replace some of
the existing CCM tools of the Divisions by the new
CCM system, with the intention to replace all the tools
in the medium term, that is, in parallel with
deployment phase and probably extending after the
end of the project. Some of the tools will be nearly
impossible to replace, and will have an interface to the
CCM system.
The lessons learned during the project are presented
in the next section.

6.1 Lessons learned

5.1 Infrastructure for the Implementation
phase

At the end of the SDE-CM second phase, there are
several points to be considered in a project of this
nature. In general, these are quite common to other IT
or project management conclusions:

The CCM will be accessible from inside and
outside ESOC, meaning that the information must go
through any existent firewalls. The preference for the
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[6] ESA/ESOC. SDE-CM Technical Notes (TN1 to TN11).
Darmstadt, Germany, 2003-2004.

It is not an easy task; it involves a lot of
representatives and stakeholders, processes and
practices have to be reviewed and probably
changed, people use to be attached to they way of
working and changes are not easy to introduce.
Management
commitment,
support
and
participation are fundamental to the project
success.
Estimate the duration of the project and foresee
margins, because such a project can affect several
companies and parts of the organization, methods
and practices have to be discussed many times,
updated and presented several times, requirement
gathering probably takes more than original
estimation.
CCM high experience team is absolutely advised,
outsourced or not. That experience should come
from similar CCM projects, and be experts of
CCM processes, tools, companies and state-of-art.
People involved in software development and
maintenance have to commit with new processes
and tools. They are the main users of the new
tools. This is especially important in case of
people responsible of available in-house solutions,
highly reluctant to stop using those.
Provision of general and customized training
courses on the new CCM system, keeping the
learning curve to a minimum.
Team must quickly perceive and obtain benefits
from the new deployed CCM system over
previous CCM tools. The user perspective is that
this mainly comes from simplicity-efficiency of
the processes, easy-to-use the system and its
clients, and overall performance of the system.

[7] ESA Software Engineering Standard, ESA PSS-05-0,
28/02/91
[8] ITIL, Best Practices. Information Technology
Infrastructure Library. Service Support, ISBN 0-11-3300158, 2000 and Service Delivery, ISBN 0-11-330017-4, 2001.
[9] Mynard, L. YPHISE Product Assessment: Application
Change Management Tools. Yphise, Paris, 2002 and 2004
Editions.
[10] Turner, R. Seven Pitfalls to Avoid in the Hunt for Best
Practices. IEEE Software, IEEE Computer Society,
Januaty/February 2003.
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Abstract

hence, does not introduce any new bug. Use of an automatic tool allows to perform massive changes in source
code quickly and safely.
The concept of refactoring has been discussed during more than a decade, the first refactoring tool Refactory [11], worked with programs written in the Smalltalk
language. Several years later a number of refactoring
tools appeared for the Java language, among them Intellij IDEA and Eclipse. The refactoring of C/C++ has been
discussed during several years [10, 5, 12]. Later, the practical problems connected to the preprocessor have been
seriously examined [1, 4, 8, 15, 14] and several commercial C/C++ refactoring tools such as DMS, REf++,
VisualSlickEdit and Xrefactory have appeared.
The majority of tools are closely related to one particular programming language. Although the refactorings are
very language specific, it is advantageous to construct a tool
working with multiple languages. Such tool allows to maintain projects written in a mixture of languages and offers a
uniform interface to the user. Also from the point of view
of developers of the refactoring tool, large parts of code can
be reused for variety of languages. Development of tools
working with several different languages maybe a very first
step to the development of a universal refactoring engine.
In the rest of this paper we will present Xrefactory, an automatic tool which helps in performing refactorings for C,
C++ and Java languages. Our project is historically connected to similar works on program transformations in the
context of term rewriting systems [13, 2, 3]. .

This paper presents the Xrefactory project. Xrefactory is
a plugin to editors and Integrated Development Environments (IDE) providing a variety of source understanding
and refactoring functions. It helps developers in performing both hand made and automatic refactorings. The paper
presents briefly external functionalities of the tool and discusses more specifically the internal architecture and overall design decisions made during its development. 1

1. Introduction
Maintenance of large legacy systems is a hard job. Especially, in case if the original developers of the system are
away from the company. Changes in the source code require careful evaluation of possible side effects and a global
view of the whole project. It is hard to believe that such task
is often performed without serious tool support. Refactoring [9, 7, 6] is a promising methodology helping developers in this task. Refactoring is a software development and
maintenance process where the source code is changed “in
such a way that it does not alter the external behavior of
the code yet improve its internal structure. It is a disciplined
way to clean up code that minimizes the chances of introducing bugs” [6]. It can be performed manually by maintainers of the system, but it can be automatized in an automatic refactoring tool. When using a refactoring tool, the
human maintainer only selects which refactoring he wants
to apply and the tool performs source modifications in an
automatic way. The tool shall guarantee that the modification does not change the behavior of the program and,
1

2. Xrefactory
Xrefactory is a source understanding and refactoring plugin which can be seamlessly integrated into existing development environments and editors. Currently it is integrated

The paper is partially supported by VEGA grant No. 1/0181/03
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into Emacs, XEmacs and jEdit editors. Xrefactory is invoked from the hosting environment with a single hot key.
Pressing the hot-key displays a menu of available refactorings. The menu is different in different contexts, the list of
proposed refactorings depends on the position of the caret
in the source code. For example if the caret is on a class
name, then only refactorings working with classes are proposed (such as rename class, move class, etc.) , if the caret
is on a function name then only refactorings for functions
are proposed (such as add parameter, remove parameter,
move function, etc.). The user then selects the refactoring
he wants to be performed. If the refactoring requires additional parameters an additional dialog appears. Then, the
whole refactoring is precomputed. This means that preconditions required by the refactoring are evaluated and all
source modifications are simulated in the memory without actually making any modification in the source code.
If some of preconditions is not valid, or in the case of unexpected problems (for example a file inconsistency or syntax error) Xrefactory asks whether to continue in the refactoring even with the risk of changing the behavior of the
program. In case of positive confirmation the actual modification of files is performed in the hosted environments.
Note that Xrefactory itself does not made any modification
of files. All changes of the source code are made through
the hosting environment and, hence, all its functionalities
like undo, or integration with a version control system are
available.
Let’s take, for example, the following program written
in the C language. Given a parameter representing a profit,
this program computes a tax using a simple formula.

return((profit-80180) * .19);
}
int main(int argc, char **argv) {
double profit = strtod(argv[1], NULL);
printf("tax == %f\n", tax(profit, 0.19));
}

After this, user can manually modify the function tax
as follows:
double tax(double profit, double rate) {
return((profit-80180) * rate);
}

It is done, all files can be saved now. While this example looks trivial, it is rather difficult for an automatic refactoring tool. The main problem arises from the usage of the
macro CARGS in the declaration of the function tax. It
is not straightforward to automatically determine the place
where the new parameter shall be inserted. Xrefactory does
this using a back mapping preprocessor allowing to trace
each character from the source code to the preprocessed
form and back.
The preprocessor is one of the two main obstacles when
developing a C++ refactoring browser. The second one is
the complexity of the C++ language itself. Even if Xrefactory is using a professional C++ front-end provided by EDG
it is still very difficult to take care of all special cases defined in the ANSI standard. While Xrefactory for Java implements around 20 different refactorings, such as:
rename class, package or symbol (includes variables,
parameters, etc. renaming)


add, delete or reorder parameters (of a function or
method)


#include <stdlib.h>
#define CARGS(X) X
double tax CARGS((double p));
double tax(double profit) {
return((profit-80180) * .19);
}
int main(int argc, char **argv) {
double profit = strtod(argv[1], NULL);
printf("tax == %f\n", tax(profit));
}

extract method (take a piece of code and generate new
method)


expand or reduce names (expand names to FQT form,
or reduce overqualified names)


move field (between classes)


move static method (between classes)


One may imagine that the function tax shall be parameterized also by the tax rate, not only by the profit. In order
to generalize the function, the user moves the caret on the
word tax and invokes the add parameter refactoring specifying that he is adding the second parameter having the definition “double rate” and the default value “0.19”. Because there arise no conflict in this particular case, Xrefactory directly modifies the code to the following form:

move class (between files)


pull up or push down field or method (in the class hierarchy)


encapsulate field (generate getField and setField methods and replace all occurrences of the field by those
methods).


turn virtual method to static


#include <stdlib.h>
#define CARGS(X) X
double tax CARGS((double p, double rate));
double tax(double profit, double rate) {



turn static method to virtual

Xrefactory for C++ offers only a very basic set of refactorings consisting of:
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structures and functions. We were much more successful
in the independence on a particular editor and IDE. When
implementing a plugin to an IDE it is usual that the plugin is implemented in the scripting language of the hosting IDE and interfaced to the IDE with a predefined API.
Because we wanted a universal tool we adopted a different approach. Our plugins consist of two different parts: a
self standing command line task and a user interface implemented as a plugin of the given hosting IDE and connected
to the task via pipes.
The main idea is to implement as much things as possible in the command line tool. Only the issues closely related
to the hosting environment are implemented in the plugin.
This means that the plugin itself (written in the scripting
language of the given IDE/editor) is rather small. This reduces the effort required for interfacing Xrefactory to any
new IDE/editor.
However, we want that the integration with a given IDE
is seamless, so that the resulting product does not look like
an invocation of an external task. For example, we do not
want that the task modifies source files directly. We consider direct modification of files without the possibility of
any ’undo’ too dangerous. Finally, direct modification of
files may clash with a version control system such as RCS
or CVS, if such system is integrated into the IDE.
Resulting from those requirements, the command line
tool is communicating with the hosting IDE using a rather
complex protocol. The communication is implemented as a
suite of queries followed by answers. In general, both sides
of the communication are looping in a top level loop, so
there is no expectation on special format for answers in particular context. Answers to all requests are parsed and executed by a single dispatching function. This approach is
similar to implementation of visual tools with an event dispatch loop. For example, lets take a simple situation when
the user wish to visit the definition of a method under the
caret. In this case, the request looks like: “goto to the definition of a symbol present at file:offset”, saying that we
are currently editing the file and the caret is at the position offset. The xrefactory task then resolves the given
symbol, looks into cross references and find the definition
place of the symbol. Its answer is of the form “goto deffile:line:column”. Finally, the answer is parsed by the dispatching function in the IDE and executed. Of course, the
situation is more complex during refactorings (especially if
the refactoring requires some additional interaction with the
user). A typical communication for the renaming refactoring is the request of the form “rename a symbol at file:offset
to newname”. The answer is a suite of commands “goto
file:line:column, replace string oldname by newname”. In
case of a name conflict, an additional hand-shake is implemented to explain the situation to the user and to pass user’s
answer to the refactoring task.

rename symbol (variables, functions/methods, classes,
etc.)


add, delete or move parameter




extract function, method or macro

However, we are on the way and other refactorings will follow.
Xrefactory is not just a refactoring tool. It offers a number of source understanding functions. Those functions
are not as innovative and spectacular as refactorings, yet
very useful. Xrefactory keeps global cross references of the
whole project on which it operates. It uses this information in its code browser allowing to move to the definition
of a symbol, inspecting all references, etc. When browsing
its code, user does not need to enter the symbol, or to determine which of overloaded methods (having the same name)
he wants to browse. Instead he moves the caret on a usage of the symbol in the source code and the symbol resolution is made automatically. Resolution works well for
all kinds of symbols including infix operators, macros,
etc. Xrefactory is particularly helpful when browsing virtual methods. Of course, in general case, it is impossible to determine which of virtual methods is invoked at the
given place. If this is the case, Xrefactory displays relevant classes defining the method and forming a subtree of
the inheritance tree. The tree shows exactly which of virtual methods can be invoked at the given place and from
which classes they come.
Xrefactory also helps developers to clean their code by
reporting unused symbols. Note that it is trivial to determine whether a variable or a function parameter is unused,
it is much less trivial to determine when a virtual method is
potentially or certainly unused.
Another useful function for very large projects is the possibility to retrieve a forgotten function name. When programmer forgets the exact name of a function he can scan
the global index for all symbols matching a given regular
expression.
At last but not least, Xrefactory offers also the so popular
code completion functionality for editors and IDEs not having it built-in. All in all, Xrefactory offers around 40 nontrivial source understanding and maintenance functions.

3. The implementation
In our implementation we wanted to create a universal
tool offering refactorings for a range of languages and pluggable into a variety of different editors and IDEs. However,
very soon we realized that the refactoring is too much language specific, so that a universal refactoring tool is too difficult (and would be too heavy) for practical use. Finally,
in fact, we have produced three refactoring tools, all compiled into a single task and using a common library of data
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bust tool able to operate on project with millions lines of
code. Despite its quasi academical background, Xrefactory
is a commercial tool. This decision ensures the necessary
funding for further evolution and maintenance.

Last but not least are questions related to the preprocessor. The presence of the preprocessor in C and C++
complicates nearly all source understanding and refactoring
functions. Refactorings which are trivial in languages without preprocessor becomes rather complex, when trying to
handle particular situations produced by the preprocessor.
Xrefactory uses its own back-mapping preprocessor allowing to trace original position of each symbol. Let’s take for
example the “add parameter” refactoring presented in the
first part of the paper. When performing such refactoring in
Java the tool can simply move to a usage of the method and
find n-th parameter by counting commas (and nested parenthesis) and then inserts the given parameter. In C/C++, there
is one more necessary step. You have to identify the parameter position on preprocessed source code and then used the
back mapping information to identify the place where you
can insert the new parameter. The situation is even more
complex for other refactorings. For example, when deleting a parameter (or any other part of source code), you usually identify the beginning of the block to delete and the
end of the block. In the case when those two points are
back-mapped into different preprocessor contexts (say two
different macro definition), you can not perform such deletion, because you would destroy the source code. In consequence, our preprocessor has to keep some context information, determining from which original suite of characters
is coming the actual code. Another important preprocessor
issue is the necessity of processing the source code several times with different initial macro setting and combining the resulting refactoring from those elementary passes.
Multiple passes over the source code is due to the common practice, when some parameters of the program are,
in fact, given during its compilation in form of predefined
macros. Those macros are entered on the command line during the compilation and are usually tested by #ifdef-#else#endif preprocessor constructions toggling parts of source
code into or out of the compilation. If a refactoring browser
processes sources only with a single initial macro settings, it
would never modify parts of code excluded from this particular compilation by the #if directives and refactoring would
be incomplete.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented Xrefactory, which is currently (at the author best knowledge) one of the three commercial C++ refactoring browsers on the market. Among
them: Ref++ seems to be still on the road to a stable solid
solution. VisualSlickEdit is offering around 18 refactorings
(following their sources), however, compared to Xrefactory,
it does not implement multiple preprocessing passes during
source code analysis. Xrefactory offers at this time only a
very limited set of refactorings for C++, however, it is a ro-
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Abstract

reflective
instrumentation

The paper describes the main functions and
features of a reverse engineering tool of object(XiDian Reverse
oriented
software,
XDRE
Engineering). The XDRE tool has implemented many
functions in the field of design recovery of ObjectOriented software at the level of source code, such as
source code instrumentation, sequence diagram model
extraction, scenario abstraction and architecture
abstraction. The diagrams of the recovered and
abstracted model have been completely embedded in
Rational Rose tool. According to the UML standard,
the tool can produce dynamic models and implement
leveled abstraction of static models, thus supporting
the maintenance, reuse, comprehension and
reengineering of Object-Oriented software.
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Figure 1. Framework of XDRE tool

2. Dynamic Analysis Techniques in XDRE

1. Introduction

2.1 Instrumental
reflection

For the complexity of software systems, the main
work of software development, maintenance and
evolution have been focused on the comprehension of
existing system [1,2]. Because the most reliable and
sufficient information about the legacy system and
open-source software is the program code, the
comprehension of such code is more important [3]. In
the research field of software, the aim of reverse
engineering is to identify the components and their
relationships, create representations of the system in
another form or at a higher level of abstraction [4]. A
reverse engineering tool, XDRE [5], is provided and
described in this paper.
Figure 1 shows the framework of XDRE tool. All
recovered and abstracted diagrams from source code of
Object-Oriented software have been completely
embedded in Rational Rose©. In this paper, we will
show the main functions and features of the XDRE.

mechanism

based

on

The dynamic information is crucial for the users to
understand the Object-Oriented system. In the current
program comprehension and software reverse
engineering tools, instrumentation is the main
technique for collecting dynamic information.
The instrumentation of software trigger results in
changing the source code inevitably. There exist some
tools supporting modifying programs automatically,
such as SCED, ISVis [6] and Wrapper [7]. However,
they all directly interfere in the source code, placing
the source code and the trigger in the same level. This
would lead to some questions: first, the process of
instrumentation may damage the natural execution of
the source code; second, in order to select the
appropriate locations of instrumentation, additional
work of program analysis, which does not include the
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parsing process of general compiling, would be needed.
In this way, the instrumentation process can not fully
utilize the code analysis of compiling process.
In XDRE tool, the idea of reflection is introduced to
the process of software instrumentation [8]. In the
mechanism of reflection instrumentation, the
instrumented code and system source code are placed
at two different levels [9]. The process of
instrumentation is completed in the code analysis
process of open compiler. A strategy of object trigger
and a mechanism of method encapsulation are
provided to collect call events, return events and return
values in the calling context.

Figure 2. Four ways of instrumentation in XDRE
Entry point

2.2 Strategy of selecting instrumental locations
In the process of dynamic analysis, the
instrumentation locations would affect the usability of
dynamic information obtained by executing
instrumented programs. XDRE brings forward a
dynamic program call-dependence graph (DPCDG)
model for deciding locations of instrumentation [11].
DPCDG graph is a dynamic dependence graph
reflecting calling relations of executed programs.
Compared with conventional static dependence graph
and call graph, DPCDG graph can be obtained only by
executing instrumented programs completely and
incrementally, without another analyzer walking its
whole AST. Based on the graph model, two types of
dependence sub-graph are defined and a strategy for
locating the positions of instrumentation according to
the sub-graph is implemented. Although DPCDG
graph does not contain complete information as static
graph does, it holds what we need for understanding
programs. Just as Richner said [5], “For program
understanding we do not always need complete
information, we need information that helps us to form
concepts about the software structure and behavior”.
There are four ways of instrumentation as shown in
figure 2.
The first way describes the full
instrumentation, which means instrumenting code at
every position of program running points. By running
full-instrumented programs, we can obtain the DPCDG
graph model. Based on this graph, the second and third
way can help users to select the valuable locations so
as to collect useful and intelligible information by
running instrumented software systems[13]. We call the
second way entry-point task-driven instrumentation
strategy and the third way inter-processes task-driven
instrumentation strategy. Next we will show the entrypoint task-driven instrumentation strategy.

Figure 3. (a) Entry-point instrumental way

Figure 3. (b) sub-graph model of entry-point way
Figure 3 gives the description of entry-point
instrumental way. The dialog box in (a) shows the
interactions of users’ selecting entry points and (b)
shows the sub-graph model of this strategy.

3. Architecture recovery and abstraction
XDRE implemented an approach for extracting
PSG (Process Structure Graph) from source code
based on the features of relations among processes on
UNIX platform. The PSG can describe the architecture
of the target system in the view of processes. Firstly,
the static code fragment of a dynamic process can be
recognized. Then XDRE completes the function of
identifying the correspondence between dynamic
process ID and static process module. Figure 4 gives
an example to show the mapping rules between
dynamic process ID and its static process module. On
the basis of the rules, an incremental construction
algorithm of the process structure graph and a slicing
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algorithm of class structure in a process module are
implemented respectively.
In the PSG, the creating relations and
communicating relations among process modules can
be presented in Rose©. The process module and
various types of communication can be represented
according to the different stereotypes of Rose©
package. At present, the XDRE tool on UNIX platform
supports four inter-processes communication relations,
such as TCP/UDP, semaphore, share memory and
message queue. Figure 5 describes these interprocesses communication relations and Figure 6
illustrates a sample of an abstracted PSG.

4. Dynamic scenario abstraction
XDRE has also implemented some functions to
abstract dynamic scenarios in different views by two
algorithms. One algorithm is for abstraction of
interactions among high-level components from the
initial scenarios based on the sequence diagrams
extracted from source code of a target system. The
other algorithm is for abstraction of behavior pattern
based on the interventions of users. The former
algorithm can decrease the participants in the
horizontal direction and synchronously reduce the
number of message in the vertical direction, while the
latter can only complete vertical abstraction.
An example of the latter approach is shown in
figure 7. We can see that based on our scenario
abstraction techniques, the result diagrams can
promote program comprehension.

pattern name
type of patter match

Interaction
pattern selected
by users

(a)

Figure 4. Mapping relations between dynamic process
ID and its static process module

symbol of the interaction patern

Figure 5. Inter-processes communication relations
types on UNIX platform

(b)
Figure 7. Scenario abstraction in vertical direction

5. Examples
XDRE tool has been used by different levels of
users in many target systems. In this paper, we only
give some results of its operations on a practical
software system. A call-center system acts as the target
system, which has 229 C++ source files, 93 classes and
47,296 lines of source code.
Table 1 gives the result of instrumentation, which
indicates that the reflection instrumentation mechanism
can instrument code into source code of software
system accurately and effectually, without destroying
the business logic of the original system. The

Figure 6. A PSG abstracted from target system.
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convergence of the algorithms for reflection
instrumentation can also be proven by the data
collected from multi-instrumentation.
Table 2 gives the result of DPCDG graph, which
indicates that the graph model + sub-graph can
promote the precise selection of instrumental locations
and improve the efficiency of software instrumentation
The results of the recovered PSG have been given
in section 2. The dynamic scenario abstractions in
horizontal direction and vertical abstraction are
illustrated in section 4.
Table 1. Comparison among the data collected from
multi-instrumentation.
Pre
After instrumentation
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
A
26
20
18
17
23
B
40,88 32,38 30,2 39,8 39,55
4
8
96
72
5
C
33
169
43
46
39
122
D 19,1 39,38 35,36 36,5 27,6 36,81
48
4
0
00
40
4
E
44.3
29.8
27.2 26.9
31.4
%
%
%
%
%
F
208,3 10,18 8,24 6,21 140,5
36
0
5
3
42
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In table 1, ‘A’ stands for the guideline “Time of the
instrumental process (unit: s)”; ‘B’ stands for the
guideline “EMS memory of the instrumental process
(unit: K)”; ‘C’ stands for the guideline “Time of target
system running (unit: s)”; ‘D’ stands for the guideline
“Memory of target system running (unit: K)”; ‘E’
stands for the guideline “Numbers of instrumental
codes / Numbers of source cods of target system”; ‘F’
stands for the guideline “Numbers of dynamic
information lines gathered from the instrumented
systems”.
Table 2. The iterated production process of DPCDG
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improperly. Moreover, usually in large projects there is
no single person who has knowledge of the entire
system. Tool support is needed to help in these
frequently performed development and maintenance
activities.

Abstract
IRiSS (Information Retrieval based Software
Search) is a software exploration tool that uses an
indexing engine based on an information retrieval
method. IRiSS is implemented as an add-in to the
Visual Studio .NET development environment and it
allows the user to search a C++ project for the
implementation of concepts formulated as natural
language queries. The results of the query are
presented as ranked list of software methods or classes,
ordered by the similarity to the user query.
A second component of IRiSS provides another
searching method based on regular expression
matching. This method is based on the existing “find”
feature form the Visual Studio environment and it has
an improved format for the display of the search
results.

2. Tools for source code searching and
browsing
Three types of tools define the state-of-the-art in the
field: searching tools based on the Unix shell program
grep, such as regular expression search tools
integrated in editors or development environments
(IDEs), browsing facilities in IDEs based on static
dependencies, and more general program understanding
tools that are based on a database of facts about the
software, extracted through analysis and represented in
some specific format that allows for queries to be
formulated and executed.
Regular expression search tools that are integrated in
editors or IDEs, return an unranked list of locations in
the source code where the query terms occur, the results
have no semantic information attached (e.g., function
name, class name, etc.) and the relationships among
results are not represented. On the other hand, they are
the most popular searching tools, easy to use, and quite
efficient.
The browsing facilities within IDEs are based on the
static analysis of the source code and help programmers
quickly locate software components of interest, usually
based on class and method/function names. The
Smalltalk browsers are among the oldest and best of
such tools. For other languages, IDEs often fall short in
flexibility and lack integration with the searching
features.
Finally, comprehension tools, while very powerful,
are often inefficient, complicated to use, and rarely
integrated with IDEs. Although today’s IDEs are much
more flexible and provide support for plug-in

1. Introduction
During software development and evolution most
activities involve changes to the existing source code.
To carry out such tasks, software engineers spend a lot
of time identifying the places where changes are to be
made. Source code searching and browsing are two of
the most common activities undertaken by developers
[5], especially during maintenance of existing large
software. These activities directly support tasks such as
concept location in source code, impact analysis,
change propagation, and comprehension in general.
Programmers use any knowledge available to
achieve good search results and perform effective
browsing.
If the programmer knows and fully
understands the software, these tasks become very easy
and simple. In reality however, people get switched
from one project to another; people performing the
coding are not necessarily experts in the domain in
which the software will be used and as a result may use
questionable naming conventions and document code
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class that has most occurrences, in addition to the line
of text and file.

technology (e.g., Visual Studio .NET, Eclipse), these
tools are still not widely adopted.
To overcome some of these shortcomings, we
introduce a new code exploration tool called IRiSS
(Information Retrieval based Software Search). IRiSS
is developed as an add-in into Microsoft Visual Studio
.NET. It is a research prototype, developed to support
concept location in source code. It has two distinct
components: one that uses an information retrieval (IR)
based search engine instead of the traditional patternmatching technique, and the other one that extends the
existing regular expression search by adding to the
search results the class and method names, where each
line of code in the results is located.

3.2. IR based searching
The most important feature of IRiSS is its IR based
search engine. It allows users to search opened projects
by writing natural language queries. It returns a ranked
list of related software documents (see Figure 1). The
user can define the granularity of a returned document
(e.g., class, method, etc).
In order to use IRiSS, a text corpus, based on the
source code, is created from the open project. This is a
one time step, which allows for any number of fast
subsequent searches on the entire software system.
The user has an option of exploring the results with
a different level of granularity: class or method. For
example, if the user chooses class level granularity, the
tool will compute the similarity between the user query
and all the classes in the selected search space and it
will produce a list of classes ranked by their relevance
to the query. The results are returned in the standard
.NET output view (see Figure 1) and are formatted in a
meaningful manner to the software developer:
namespace, class name, method name (if method
granularity was selected), degree of confidence, and file
name. The user can navigate to the definition or the
implementation of the class or method by simply
clicking on the provided links in the result list.

3. IRiSS components
While designing IRiSS we considered several
functional requirements [5]. In particular: advanced
search capabilities and capabilities to display all
relevant attributes of the items retrieved. IRiSS also
addresses the following non-functional requirements:
ability to handle large amount of code, respond to most
queries without perceptible delay, process source code
in a variety of programming languages, interoperate
with other software engineering tools, integrate
facilities that software engineers already use and
present the user with complete information.
The popularity of the existing search feature in
Visual Studio .NET and the replace feature motivated
the first component of the tool. IR based search
engines define the state-of-the-art in web and library
searches. They offer capabilities such as formulation of
natural language queries and return ranked results. All
these features motivated and are implemented in IRiSS.

3.1. Regular expression based searching
The first component of IRiSS allows the user to
search the source code much like the find feature in
Visual Studio.
The difference comes in the
presentations of the search results. With IRiSS, the
results not only show the line of code and the file, but
also show the corresponding class and method and/or
any other structural unit relevant to the programming
paradigm. The user can sort the results of the search
based on this information. Using this feature of IRiSS
does not require any additional steps except having the
IRiSS add-on installed.
The major change here over the find feature is the
presentation of the search results in a new format and at
a new granularity level. With the regular find feature,
the user gets the line of text and file where the searched
pattern occurs. In IRiSS the user can get the method or

Figure 1. The format of the ranked results returned
by IRiSS: "class::method name" | “confidence”

The search engine used by IRiSS is somewhat
similar to what some web search tools employ; it is
based on our implementation of Latent Semantic
Indexing [4]. In addition, IRiSS uses a set of tools that
transform the software into a corpus [6], which is then
indexed by the IR method. Figure 2 shows how IRiSS
works and how it is used. Informally, the search
methodology based on IRiSS consists of the following
steps:
1. The software system is decomposed into text
documents, creating a corpus. Comments and
identifiers are extracted from the source code, as
well as structural information. The user has an
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option to choose the desired granularity (e.g., class
or method level) for documents.
2.

A vector space is built using this corpus. Each
document (class or method) is projected onto this
space that we call the semantic search space. Steps
1 and 2 are performed once; subsequent searches
start at step 3.

3.

The user formulates a query, which can be in
natural language. Multiple words can be used. A
separate document for this user-formulated query is
created and mapped onto the semantic search
space. The user can run any number of queries.

4.

A similarity measure is computed between each
document in the semantic search space and the
projected user-formulated query. IRiSS returns a
set of documents, ranked by the similarity measure
according to the user’s query.

5.

The user can refine and rerun queries, based on the
returned results.

6.

Documents related to a specific entry from the list
of results (i.e., method or class) can be also
retrieved.

3.3. Additional features
IRiSS also has a set of additional features that can
help developers to fine tune the corpus creation. Using
these features, developers can customize the corpus
being indexed to include/exclude numerical values,
preserve the original identifier names, split identifiers,
index *.h files. The user can also use an external
vocabulary for “stop words”, that is words that will not
be included into the corpus. The corpus can be
exported to XML or plain text so it could be used by
other external IR engines.

4. Related tools
There are several tools to support software searching
and browsing.
The semantic grep (sgrep) [1] extends lexical pattern
matching by light weight relational queries. The tool
allows two types of queries: syntactic and semantic.
Sgrep translates queries in a mixed algebraic and
lexical language into a combination of grok queries
and grep commands.
FEAT [7], an Eclipse plug-in, captures knowledge
about the implementation of a concern in source code.
Moreover, FEAT, supports locating, describing, and
analysing the code implementing concerns in Java.
AspectBrowser [3] allows users to visualize
programs using the map metaphor by searching for
regular expressions and displaying the results
graphically. It has features that help navigating through
search results and handling a potentially large sets of
regular expressions. Originally developed for Fortran
and C, it has an Eclipse plug-in version today.
SNiFF+ [8] is a corporate “heavy weight” for
browsing and searching for semantic information in
source code. It has a set of integrated tools like smart
searching, class browsing, symbol cross-referencing,
etc.
Zhao et al. introduce the tool to support static noninteractive approach to feature location by using
information retrieval (IR) to compute similarities
between features in source code along with static
representation of the source code using branchreserving call graph [9].
Lethbridge and Anquetil [5] provide an overview of
earlier related tools and technologies.

Figure 2. The searching process using IRiSS

The major contribution of this source code
exploration tool is the underlying IR based technology,
used during the identification of software system
components most relevant to the query provided by the
user. Since the results returned by the tool are ranked
(see step 4 of the search methodology), this helps the
user during concept location to make a decision about
the concept under investigation, about the correctness
and effectiveness of the formulated query, and about
the overall searching procedure, after considering only
a few high ranked documents.

5. Current and future work
As changes to the software system occur, the
semantic space needs to be reconstructed. Currently,
the user initiates this process of re-indexing. We are
working on an automated re-indexing method that will
account for user changes when the user is in idle mode.
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People in the audience will be able to suggest queries
that will be executed on the spot and the results will be
discussed.

When the user uses words in the query that do not
exist in the software, they are ignored by IRiSS. In the
future, IRiSS will spell check the query with respect to
the vocabulary of the software and suggest changes.
Advanced search features will also be added to
IRiSS such as return results without specific words.
The .NET find feature and IRiSS will be integrated.
The parsing to create the corpus is kept simple for
scalability and efficiency reasons. While efficient, it
may produce slightly inaccurate results in some
extreme cases. IRiSS is built such that the user can
choose to use other, more powerful parsers. In fact, we
also have a version that uses Columbus [2] to parse the
source code, which allows flexible customization of
initial corpus.
IRiSS is implemented in C++ as an add-in
component to MS Visual Studio .NET. While the
underlying IR technology of IRiSS is essentially
language independent (natural and programming), it
currently works only with solutions implemented in
C/C++. The corpus creation part is the one that
depends on the programming language. We plan to add
parsers for C#, Java, and VB so that we could work
with solutions that contain C# and VB source code as
well. We also implemented a beta-version of the parser
for Java source code. We plan to release a version of
IRiSS as Eclipse plug-in as well.
Finally, we also plan to add a feature to IRiSS,
which will cluster the results of a search based on the
semantic similarity measure or program dependencies.

7. Availability
IRiSS is available free of charge upon request.
Please contact the authors for a copy.
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6. Demonstration of IRiSS
To demonstrate the features and the technology of
IRiSS we will perform several searches during the
demo. Two software tools will be used to perform
source code exploration tasks: IRiSS and the standard
“Find in Files” Visual Studio feature. This will allow
easy comparison of the results.
Source code exploration will be done on two opensource projects and several queries will be tested:
WinMerge (http://sourceforge.net/projects/winmerge/) and
Doxygen (http://www.stack.nl/~dimitri/doxygen/).
The differences in the processes for each tool (IRiSS
and “Find in Files”) will be emphasized and discussed
during the demo. Advantages and disadvantages of
each tool will be presented. The results of source code
exploration will be examined, discussed and compared.
Explanation on how the tool generated the results will
be given.
The demo will be held in an interactive fashion
where the process of query formulation and code
exploration will require participation of the audience.
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evolution of systems. These decisions are hard because
software must accommodate functional and nonfunctional requirements, available technologies, and
anticipated future changes. Data from multiple sources
needs to be gleaned and combined to analyze the riskbenefit tradeoffs of potential release decisions. Data from
the maintenance history of the project possibly provides
an objective, context-specific record of volatile software
modules and software change impact. The existing
software provides detailed data on features, dependencies,
and predictors of problem points based on knowledge of
design principles and best practices. All these parameters
need to be analyzed to make sound future plans. The
ReleasePlanner® tool allows you to generate such future
release plans by modeling the parameters described above
and by considering existing knowledgebase. Data from
future release plans generated by the tool suite provides
context-specific predictors of future change impact at
different levels of granularity and with an ability to
simulate multiple scenarios of change and deciding on
which features make the most sense to be in the next
release of the evolving system.
The ReleasePlanner® tool has been developed in the
Laboratory for Software Engineering Decision Support
(http://www.sengdecisionsupport.ucalgary.ca), University
of Calgary, Canada. The overall architecture of this
approach used in developing the tool called EVOLVE*
[2] is designed as an iterative and evolutionary procedure
mediating between the real world problem of software
release planning, the available tools of computational
intelligence for handling explicit knowledge and crisp
data, and the involvement of human intelligence for
tackling tacit knowledge and fuzzy data. We will briefly
discuss the instantiation of the above release planning
dimensions by showing the values for all of the
dimensions, as implemented in EVOLVE*.

Abstract
ReleasePlanner® (www.releaseplanner.com) is a webbased decision support system based on the principles of
hybrid intelligence. By bringing computational
intelligence together with the capabilities of human
experts, it enables intelligent planning, prioritizing and
road-mapping decisions. To support challenges related to
software maintenance, the tool is used for prioritization
and planning of software releases as the systems evolve
with requirements. With dynamic market environment and
the changing needs of customers and considering
constraints related to cost, quality and time it becomes
increasingly important to plan which features to have in
the immediate next release, which ones to have in the
subsequent releases after that or which ones to post pone
for future to have the maximum benefit and customer
satisfaction. Continuous evolution is what is typically
happening with the software systems and more and more
systems are being delivered incrementally to the market.
The ReleasePlanner® tool is thus used to provide
intelligent support for software maintenance when
requirements keep evolving. The tool assigns
requirements to releases such that most important
technical, resource, risk and budget constraints are met.
The tool models the uncertainties involved with
parameters such as different stakeholder perspectives,
competing objectives, business rules and different types of
constraints and generates plans which are maximally
diversified and optimized to give best possible solutions
based on the problem parameters modeled. In this paper
we would introduce the architecture of the tool and
discuss the key features of the tool.

1

Introduction

Most software products evolve as they are put into
use [1], because there is a need to extend or rectify the
functionality based on user response and new features and
errors discovered during use need to be fixed. Also, many
times systems evolve due to competition in the market
and increasing needs of the users. Reactive and, even
more so, proactive software release and design decisions
under risk and resource constraints are pivotal for

2

Relationship between EVOLVE* and
ReleasePlanner®

Release planning for evolving systems is a very
complex problem [3] including different stakeholder
perspectives, integration problems, functional and nonfunctional
requirements,
available
technologies,
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anticipated future changes, competing objectives and
different types of constraints. Typically for evolving
systems, most of the features are not independent from
each other. There are precedence and/or coupling
constraints between them and the existing components of
the system impacted by them. Furthermore, effort,
resource, and budget constraints have to be fulfilled for
each release. The overall goal is to find a relatively small
set of “most promising” release plans such that the overall
value and the degree of satisfaction of all the different
stakeholders are maximized. As a consequence of all
these difficulties, we propose to rely on the synergy
between computational strength and the experience and
intelligence of the human decision maker as proposed by
the ReleasePlanner® tool using the EVOLVE* [2]
model. The EVOLVE* approach is illustrated in Figure 1
below:
Interation 1
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Comprehensive facilities for re-planning and
‘what-if’ scenarios.

Continuous evolution of software system requires release
plans to be continuously updated. Using ReleasePlanner®
intelligent platform, this can be achieved easily.

ng

•
E xploration

H um an Intelligence

Web-based usage scenario for easy access of
remote stakeholders.

ReleasePlanner® is a flexible internet-based tool that can
be used by clients and all their stakeholders online. It
allows determining the best possible prioritization,
planning, and road-mapping strategies for software
evolution in real time.

Increm ent 3

M

n

ReleasePlanner® tool - Key Features
•

Incre m ent 2
Interation 3

Co

3

Incre m ent 1

Interation 2

Phase 3 - Consolidation: Human decision maker
is invited to investigate current solution
alternatives. This contributes to the understanding
of the problem and results in modifying parts of
the underlying model. Typically, these decisions
reduce the size and complexity of the problem for
the next iteration.

•

C om putational Intelligence

Figure 1: EVOLVE* as a mediator between real problem world,
computational intelligence based tools, and human intelligence.

Generation of alternative release plans being
in a 95% optimality range, with respect to a
weighted objective composed of value and
urgency of planning features.

The
ReleasePlanner®
follows
the
EVOLVE*
methodology and encompasses all the three phases
explained below. The spiral curve describes the
performance of EVOLVE*. At all iterations, the tool
passes the following three phases:
• Phase 1 - Modeling: Formal description of the
(changing) real world to make it suitable for
computational intelligence based solution
techniques. This includes the definition of all
decision variables, as well as their dependencies
and constraints, and the description of what is, or
contributes to, the “goodness” of a solution. Other
data, such as stakeholder evaluation of all
features, are also a part of modeling.

Figure 2: A set of dynamically generated release plans in real time.

•

Stakeholder voting and conformance analysis.

The tool allows analysis of how satisfied or dissatisfied
different stakeholders are on the various generated plans
with respect to their importance. Of course stakeholder
satisfaction cannot be measured just by a single number.
The tool simply attempts to check how well the
stakeholders’ preferences are matched with the resulting
plans. Also, the tool provides the ability to analyze how

• Phase 2 - Exploration: Application of specialized
optimization techniques, multi-criteria decision
aid and intelligent heuristics to explore the
solution space, to generate solution alternatives
and to evaluate them according to the given
criteria.
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provide to the market evolve rapidly with releases as
requirements are added in stages to meet time to market
pressures. Before using Release Planner, iGrafx releases
were planned in an informal fashion using a Lotus Notes
database of collated customer requirements. Records in
the database were created for each distinct requirement
received from customers (existing and prospective) and
internal sources. Program management at iGrafx was
excited about the possibilities that the ReleasePlanner®
tool provided to alleviate the deficiencies of ad hoc
planning, but software developers and other stakeholders
were initially skeptical. They believed that the tool would
only add unnecessary complexity to the release process
for their evolving systems. Experiencing the capabilities
of ReleasePlanner® has changed this perception.
To date, iGrafx has run tests on a subset (about 250
requirements ranked by three stakeholders) of their
database and reported encouraging results. The iGrafx
planning team is more satisfied that they can now define a
plan that looks three releases into the future instead of
only one release, which was the usual practice. In
addition, the team feels that the contents of each release
are maximizing benefits to the stakeholders. The
stakeholders are providing earlier and more valuable
feedback. Before using the ReleasePlanner® tool, iGrafx
stakeholders were asked for advice after the initial
product plan was announced. Now, they are involved
earlier and are more likely to endorse final release plans.

conformant the different stakeholders are on different
features.
•

Comprehensive Modeling and consideration
of various resource types and risk.

ReleasePlanner® provides comprehensive modeling
capabilities to balance weighted stakeholders’ priorities,
to model various constraints, risk, degree of stakeholder
satisfaction and different resource types such as supply,
human resources, budget constraints and regulatory
considerations. Companies have the ability to balance
resources over multiple releases and simultaneously
allocate resources to appropriately serve the existing
systems.

Figure 3: Stakeholder voting analysis

•

Visualization,
interoperability
comprehensive reporting capabilities

4.2

Trema Laboratories Inc.
Detailed experience is reported in [8]. Trema Group
is a provider of strategic software solutions for the
financial industry. Requirements are added to the product
incrementally. Their solutions keep evolving with the
client and market demands. So, planning for future
releases becomes extremely important for the business.
The requirements for the next releases of the suite of
products come from different sources such as contractual
commitments,
market
positioning,
technology
opportunities, sales analysis, customer needs and existing
functionality enhancements.
The inventory of requirements, from which strategic
release plans are developed, usually contains over 500
features requested to be in future releases. There are five
or more stakeholders with varying interests on each of the
requirements participating in prioritizing these items. The
stakeholders are located in different places around the
world. The process of ranking and agreeing the content of
the releases takes several days using spreadsheets to
calculate and collate the results.

and

ReleasePlanner® provides powerful visualization tools in
form of real time charts that enable companies to run
various “what-if” analyses showing how different
decisions affect the value obtained from a particular
release plan, consistency in resources distribution over
different planning periods and maximally reduce the
inherent risk in adopting a particular plan. The
ReleasePlanner® architecture allows integrating into an
organization’s existing IT infrastructure and offers
interoperability and compatibility, with leading databases
and tools like MS-Excel and MS-Project. The tool suite
also offers extensive reporting capabilities which are
customizable to facilitate human involvement in decision
making.

4

Industrial Experience
ReleasePlanner®

from

using

4.3

Nortel Wireless Networks
A set of 50 requirements for system evolution was
used for this trial study with all details described in [9].

4.1

Corel’s iGrafx division
Detailed experience is reported in [7]. iGrafx is a
product group of Corel Inc. The software tools they
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After all inputs had been entered related to new system
integration, constraints related to budget, resources and
software change impact, several promising release plans
were generated. After examining these release plans
manually, it appeared that high-priority requirements
were implemented in the first release. Medium priority
requirements were allocated to the second release. As
well as providing promising release plans, it was possible
to vary input parameters and have the ReleasePlanner®
tool quickly perform further re-planning and generate
release plans that addressed these changes.
With all the ongoing changes ranging from
requirements, to schedules, to budget and resources, replanning becomes an ongoing effort. In such fast-pace
environment, it is of paramount importance to have
automated tools that can lessen this burden and provide
valuable and timely decision support to allow project
managers to make correct decisions when changes occur
with software evolution.

5

planning. This makes us enjoy the benefits of this
technology and make sound decisions for further
advancing the tool, based on the feedback obtained from
the customers and research results obtained from our
laboratory.
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Abstract
To make software maintenance easier, a superior quality of
its design and implementation process must be ensured. For
this reason, existing software must be supported by automated
systems for analysis, diagnose and design improvement, at a
high level as well as at a level close to source code. iPlasma
is an integrated environment for quality analysis of objectoriented software systems that includes support for all the necessary phases of analysis: from model extraction (including
scalable parsing for C++ and Java) up to high-level metricsbased analysis, or detection of code duplication. iPlasma has
three major advantages: extensibility of supported analysis,
integration with further analysis tools and scalability, as it
was used in the past to analyze large-scale projects in the size
of millions of code lines (e.g. Eclipse and Mozilla).

1

2

Figure 1 presents the layered structure of iPlasma1 quality
assessment platform. Notice that the tool platform, starts

Introduction

In order to increase the maintainability and the ﬂexibility
of a software system, the quality of its design and implementation must be properly assessed. For this purpose a lot of
analyses are described in the state of the art literature. In
order to apply them on large software systems we need a set
of tools dedicated to this purpose.
During this tool demonstration we intend to present the
iPlasma quality assessment platform. Based on a “handson” example, we are going to present how this suite of tools
can be used to perform advanced analyses that assess the
design quality of object-oriented software systems.

Overview

Figure 1. The iPlasma analysis platform
directly from the source-code (C++ or Java) and provides
the complete support needed for all the phases involved in the
analysis process, from parsing the code and building a model
up to an easy deﬁnition of the desired analyses including even
the detection of code duplication, all integrated by a uniform
front-end, namely insider.
Through the next paragraphs we are going to brieﬂy introduce the main components of the iPlasma quality assessment
platform.
1 iPlasma stays for integrated Platform for software modelling and
analysis.
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3

Models and Model Extractors

4

Analyses

The ﬁrst step in analyzing the design of a software system
is obtaining a model of it. Therefore, at the bottom level, we
have tools for model extraction. Currently, we support two
mainstream object-oriented languages i.e., C++ and Java.

Based on the extracted information we can then deﬁne several types of design analyses (e.g., metrics, metrics-based rules
for detecting design problems [5], quality models etc.). Next,
we are going to discuss how these analyses are supported in
iPlasma.

3.1

4.1

Model Extractors

An essential (and very painful) task in a process of software
analysis is the construction of the proper model of the system.
The purpose for constructing the model is to extract from the
source code the information which is relevant from the point
of view of a particular goal. Thus, for analyses focused on
object-oriented design it is important to know the types of the
analyzed system, the functions and variables and information
about their usages, the inheritance relations between classes,
the call-graph etc.
For Java systems we use the open-source parsing library called Recoder[2] to extract all these information in
form of an object-oriented meta-model i.e., memoria (see
Section3.2).
McC (Model Capture for C++) [6] is a tool which extracts
the aforementioned design information from C++ source code
(even incomplete code!), based on Telelogic’s FAST parsing
library. It receives as input a directory containing the source
code and it produces a set of related (fully normalized) ASCII
tables containing the extracted design information (including
even information about templates). This information could
be easily loaded in a RDBMS and interrogated in form of
SQL queries. But, in iPlasma we load this information in
the memoria object-oriented model, which is described next.

3.2

MEMORIA: A Uniﬁed Meta-Model

memoria [3] is a meta-model that can represent Java and
C++ systems in a uniform manner, by capturing design information (e.g., classes, method interactions). One of the key
roles of Memoria is to provide a consistent model even in the
presence of incomplete code or missing libraries, to allow the
analysis of large systems and to ease the navigation within a
system.
By analyzing only a single version of a system we miss important information related to the evolution of the system.
Therefore we extended memoria so that it can keep also information about multiple versions of a system. The result is
the HisMo[8] meta-model which allows us to deﬁne on top
of it various analyses related to the dynamics of the system
during its evolution (e.g., logical couplings between modules
can be detected).

Metrics

Our platform contains a library of more than 80 stateof-the-art and novel design metrics that can be applied at
diﬀerent levels of abstraction ranging from system-level metrics used to obtain an overview of the system to primitive
metrics which describe the details within a single method.
The metrics can be divided into the following categories: size
metrics – measure the size of the analyzed entity (e.g., Lines
of Code), complexity metrics – measure the complexity of
the analyzed entity (e.g., Cyclomatic Complexity), coupling
metrics – measure the data coupling between entities (e.g.,
Coupling Between Objects) and cohesion metrics – measure
the cohesion of classes (e.g., Tight Class Cohesion).

4.2

SAIL: An Easy Way to Implement Structural Analyses

Design-related analyses can be implemented using almost
any programming languages (e.g., Java). Unfortunately, almost all these implementations will be hard to reuse and understand and thus they hinder the correlation between the
results of the implemented analyses. This happens because
a single normal programming language does not provide all
the proper mechanisms to ensure the easy implementations of
many diﬀerent analyses. Therefore we deﬁned SAIL (Static
Analysis Interrogative Language) [4] as a dedicated language
for structural analyses, built on top of the MEMORIA metamodel. The language provides a set of powerful mechanisms
which facilitate a concise and natural expression of the implemented analyses. For example, if we want to obtain the
package named my.package, we would write the following
code sequence:
Package myPack;
myPack = select (*) from sysPackages
wherename = "my.package";
On the one hand, the eﬃcient querying mechanism introduced
in SAIL (i.e., the select statement) contributes decisively to
reducing the complexity overhead found in structure based
approaches when complex navigation must be combined with
ﬁltering. On the other hand, because query results can be
stored in SAIL variables, it becomes possible to break down
the excessively complex monolithic queries often encountered
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in the repository based approach. In this manner, the understandability and the changeability of the analyses implementation have been increased. SAIL also provides modularity
mechanisms that allow us to reuse analyses and to compound
them into more complex types of code inspections.

4.3

Detection Strategies

A detection strategy [5] is a quantiﬁable expression of a rule
by which design fragments that are conforming to that rule
can be detected in the source code. Using this quantiﬁcation
mean we can automatically detect design ﬂaws in a software
system, design entities which present some deviations from
good object-oriented design criteria, thus hindering the easy
evolution of the system and aﬀecting its design quality.
The major problem with any metrics-based approach, including detection strategies, is that a couple of threshold values must be used in order to detect those design entities which
present some “abnormal” characteristics. The DSTM (Detection Strategy Tuning Machine) [7] implements a method
metaphorically named tuning machine which can be used to
establish the proper threshold values for a detection strategy.
An important advantage of this method is that a detection
strategy can be calibrated for a particular development environment. The drawback is that the method needs human
feedback for a period of time in order to produce good results.

4.4

Dude: Detection of Code Duplication

An important design heuristic states that the source code
of a software system must “say everything once and only
once”. Copying code, sometimes followed by slight adaptations is a wrong way of code reuse. The maintainability
of such a system becomes a nightmare, since every further
change has to be propagated in all the places where the code
has been copied. Moreover, along with the code, bugs are
copied as well.
Dude (Duplication Detector) [9] is a tool that uses textual comparison at the level of line of code in order to detect
fragments of duplicated code. Its powerful detection engine
can also cover various ”adaptations” of the duplicated code
(such as variables renaming or statement insertion/removal).
These modiﬁcations can scatter a monolithic copied block
into many smaller, thus hardly noticeable, duplicated fragments. The duplication chain concept enables DuDe to recover larger blocks that were subject to such modiﬁcations,
usually overlooked by traditional line-based approach clone
detectors. Moreover, it provides ﬂexibility by means of different thresholds, which are responsible for ﬁltering out nonsigniﬁcant duplication chains.

5

Insider: the Integrating Front-End

As we have seen, assessing the design quality of an objectoriented system requires the collaboration of many tools. Using them independently can easily transform the analysis
process into a nightmare, making it completely unscalable
for usage on large-scale systems.
One of the key aspects of iPlasma is that all these analyses
are integrated and can be used in a uniform manner through a
ﬂexible front-end, called insider [1]. In other words Insider is

Figure 2. A snapshot of insider
a front-end (see Figure 2) which oﬀers the possibility to integrate independent analyses (in form of plugins) in a common
framework. This approach makes insider open implemented
and thus easily extendable with any further needed analyses.

6

Conclusion

Although iPlasma was developed as a research tool, it
is not a ”toy”. It was successfully applied for analyzing the
design of an important number of ”real-world” systems including very large-scale systems (>1 MLOC), like mozilla
(C++, 2.56 million LOC) and eclipse, (Java, 1.36 million
LOC).
iPlasma is available for free download at:
http://loose.utt.ro/iplasma/iplasma.zip.
We would
appreciate very much if you could let us know about using
iPlasma. In return we would do our best to provide you
with support and updates.
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Abstract
This paper presents IntensiVE, a tool suite implemented
in Cincom VisualWorks Smalltalk that allows for the documentation and co-evolution of high-level structural regularities in the source code of a software system.

1

Introduction

The IntensiVE tool suite, which is based on the underlying models of Intensional Views and Intensional Relations,
allows for the documentation of high-level structural regularities in the source code of a software system. It also supports co-evolution of those regularities with the source code
when either of them evolve. IntensiVE was implemented in
VisualWorks Smalltalk (7.3) and comprises, amongst others, the following sub-tools:
•
•
•
•
•

Intensional View Editor
View Consistency Checker
Relation Editor
Relation Checker
Intensional View Displayer

In the remainder of this paper we describe each of these subtools and how they support the co-evolution of structural
regularities with source code. Along the way we introduce
the underlying concepts of Intensional Views and Relations.

2

The Intensional View Editor

An Intensional View is a set of source-code entities
(classes or methods) which are structurally similar. Instead
∗ Ph.D. scholarship funded by the “Institute for the Promotion of Innovation through Science and Technology in Flanders” (IWT Vlaanderen).

of enumerating all elements that make up a view, it is defined by means of an intension: an executable description
which yields, upon evaluation, the set of entities belonging to the view, also called the extension of the view. As
languages in which to describe the intension of a view, our
tools currently supports the logic meta-programming language Soul [2] as well as the Smalltalk language.
Figure 1 shows the Intensional View Editor, the main
tool for creating and manipulating views, together with
some structural regularities we documented for SmallWiki [3], a Wiki implementation in Smalltalk. On the
screenshot, the left pane shows all defined views (and relations, which we explain in section 4) in a tree representation. The right hand side shows the Intensional View Editor
opened on a view named ‘Execute Methods’.
This view represents all methods responsible for executing actions on Wiki pages.
As can be seen
from the screenshot, the intension for this view is:
methodInProtocol(?entity,action). This query,
written in Soul , binds occurrences of methods in the ‘action’ protocol to the free logic variable ?entity. Also notice in the screenshot (left pane) that this view is defined as
a subview of the view containing ‘all SmallWiki methods’.
The semantics of defining a view as subview of another one
is that the intension of the subview is calculated in the context of the parent view. In other words, evaluating the intension of the Execute Methods view results in all methods
which belong to the extension of the view ‘all SmallWiki
methods’ but also to an action method protocol.
To deal with deviating cases in the source code, the tool
also supports the explicit exclusion (resp. inclusion) of an
entity from a view. Figure 1 shows an example of this: the
method listActions, implemented on the Action class
is explicitly excluded it from the view, by putting it in the
‘excludes set’ of the view. Analogously, we have an ‘in-
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Alternatives
Views

Intension
Relations

Deviations

Figure 1. The Intensional View Editor at work

cludes set’ of entities that should be included in a view, even
though they do not satisfy the intension.
Intensional Views allow the definition of multiple alternative descriptions for the same view. This ability, together
with the requirement of extensional consistency between
those alternatives (explained in the next section), provides
an elegant way of declaring interesting naming and coding
conventions to be respected by the entities of a view.

3

Other
alternatives

The View Consistency Checker

Fig. 2 shows the View Consistency Checker. This tool
is used to verify that the different alternative descriptions
of a same view are extensionally consistent, meaning that
they all produce the same extension. When this constraint
is violated, the tool provides appropriate feedback on what
entities are in conflict. A developer can use this feedback in
order to fix the inconsistencies.
The tool shows the user a column per alternative description of the view. The first column contains the extension of
the main alternative (by default this is the first alternative of
the view, but double-clicking a column changes the main alternative); the other columns contain the delta between the
extension of the main alternative and the alternative represented by the column. If an element does not exist in the
main alternative it is coloured green. Elements present in
the main alternative but not in the other are coloured red.

4

Default
alternative

The Relation Editor

The Relation Editor allows a user to document relations
between intensional views. Our model currently supports

Delta with
default

Figure 2. The View Consistency Checker

only relations of the canonical form:
Q1 x ∈ Source : Q2 y ∈ T arget : x R y
where Q1 and Q2 are either logic quantifiers ∀, ∃, ∃!, @ or
more fuzzy quantifiers1 like some, f ew, many or most.
Source and T arget represent intensional views and R is
a binary predicate over the source-code entities (denoted
by x and y) contained in those views. A simple example
of an intensional relation is that all ‘Execute Methods’ are
implemented by ‘Action Classes’. This relation, opened in
the Relation Editor, is shown in figure 3. Expressed in the
canonical form above, the relation is defined as:
1 The fuzzy quantifiers are defined in terms of a minimum or maximum
number of elements for which the condition should hold.
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Target

Source

Predicate

Quantifiers

Deviations

Figure 3. The Relation Editor at work

∀x∈ ExecuteMethods :
∃!y∈ ActionClasses :
x methodInClass y

Quantitative
information

Our tool offers two possibilities to define a binary predicate R over source-code entities, in terms of which intensional relations can be expressed. In addition to defining
the predicate directly in Smalltalk the user can opt to use a
Soul predicate (typically using LiCoR, an extensive library
of Soul predicates to reason about source code). Like the
Intensional View Editor, the Relation Editor also supports
the explicit declaration of deviating cases. It allows a user
to specify explicitly tuples of source-code entities to be included in or excluded from the relation.

5

The Relation Checker

When pressing the ‘Check’ button in the Relation Editor
(Fig. 3), the validity of a relation with respect to the source
code is checked and the user is presented an instance of the
Relation Checker (Fig. 4). Besides reporting whether the
relation holds, the tool presents the user a list of all tuples
for which the relation is valid as well as some statistics on
how many elements from source and target participate in the
relation. It also lists all entities from the source view which
are not in the domain of the relation as well as all entities
in the target which are not reached by the relation. When
a relation does not succeed, a user can use this information
to determine for which source code entities the documented
relation and the source code are out of sync.

Tuples

Elements from
Source/Target
not in Relation

Figure 4. The Relation Checker at work

6

The Intensional View Displayer

The tools listed above support a user in manipulating
(declaring, modifying, renaming, removing, verifying and
saving) intensional views and relations. Our suite also includes a visualization tool that provides a user with a global
and compact drawing of all defined views and relations. The
Intensional View Displayer is depicted in Fig. 5. For a given
selection of views, the displayer shows all these views, all
their alternative descriptions, all subview relationships and
all intensional relations in which those views take part. The
views are laid out automatically in a hierarchy that reflects
the view nesting, but the layout can be modified and stored
manually.
The visualization tool is defined on top of CodeCrawler
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Figure 5. The Intensional View Displayer at work

[1], a reverse engineering tool which combines software
metrics and visualization. This allows us tho use metrics
to highlight important characteristics of intensional views
or relations. For example, a simple metric for a view is the
number of entities contained in its extension. In Fig. 5 this
metric was used as height of the rectangular boxes representing the views.

highlighted in red. As shown in figure 5, this allows us to
assess the possible inconsistencies between the documentation and the source-code of the system in a glimpse of the
eye

The visualization tool also uses colors to distinguish the
different kinds of objects in a drawing. By default, the
name and rectangle of intensional views are drawn in black,
as well as the subview edges (starting with a triangle) and
edges relaying a view with its alternative descriptions (ending with a diamond). The text and rectangle of the alternative descriptions are rendered in grey and an option can
be toggled to not render them at all. Finally, edges representing intensional relations, together with the relation
name, are drawn in blue. The use of colours can also be
used as a metric, for example to highlight inconsistencies in
the documentation. The ‘View Consistency’ metric, for example, calculates the extensional consistency of a view and
draws the view in red when inconsistent. A similar metric
can be applied to the links connecting a view to its alternatives, to indicate what particular alternatives are inconsistent. In a similar way a color metric can be applied to the
intensional relations, so that invalid intensional relations are

IntensiVE is available under the GNU Lesser General
Public License and can be downloaded from:
http://prog.vub.ac.be/∼akellens/intensive/

7
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conveniently between abstraction levels. The motivation
in building VANESSA was to demonstrate the feasibility
of the model, and to allow a rigorous evaluation of the
model using real software systems to be performed.

Abstract
Software visualisation is a comprehension technique
with a wide variety of applications in software
maintenance. However, current software visualisation
tools do not address the full range of software
comprehension requirements. This tool demonstration
presents VANESSA: Visualisation Abstraction NEtwork
for Software Systems Analysis, which is intended to
address the shortcomings of existing tools. VANESSA is
based on the use of abstraction combined with structural
and behavioural perspectives of software. The tool is
described and example analyses are presented.

2. Tool description
2.1. The underlying model
VANESSA implements a two-dimensional model
consisting of abstraction levels and facets. The first
dimension of the model consists of a hierarchy of
abstraction levels from microscopic (intra-class) to
macroscopic (business level). This arrangement allows
the analyst to explore the software system at the level(s)
of abstraction appropriate to the comprehension task they
are undertaking.
The second dimension of the model consists of a
number of facets [5], each representing a fundamental
aspect of the system, such as structure or behaviour. The
use of interrelated facets allows the analyst to examine the
structure or behaviour of the software system individually
or in combination, allowing them to focus the
visualisation on the information appropriate to their
query. Each abstraction level of each facet is a view.
The advantages of the integrated approach to
visualisation taken in this model are that it provides a
unified model that addresses all software comprehension
requirements, and fills in any gaps left by individual tools.
The model defines the visualisation space of the full range
of comprehension requirements, and enables reasoning
about and navigation between visualisations. As an
example, an instantiation of the behaviour hierarchy is
illustrated graphically in Figure 1 for part of the
JHotDraw object-oriented framework [6].

1. Introduction
This tool demonstration describes and demonstrates
VANESSA: Visualisation Abstraction NEtwork for
Software Systems Analysis. Software visualisation is the
process of modelling software systems for comprehension
[11]. The comprehension of software systems both during
and after development is a crucial component of the
software process [13]. The complex interactions inherent
in the object-oriented paradigm make visualisation a
particularly appropriate comprehension technique.
Software visualisation is therefore a useful technique in
object-oriented software maintenance. The large volume
of information typically generated during visualisation
necessitates tool support.
A recent study by the author revealed that current
visualisation tools address only specific software
comprehension and reverse engineering issues [8]. The
results of this study suggest that in order to address the
full range of software comprehension and reverse
engineering tasks, it is necessary to support a combination
of abstraction and structural and behavioural information.
Previous work by the author has proposed a model that
implements this approach [9, 10]. It is reasonable to
expect that a tool implementing this model would be
useful in real world software maintenance. The aim of this
research is to improve the effectiveness of visualisation
techniques for large-scale software understanding. The
motivation for this work was the lack of a unified model
for software visualisation that allows the analyst to move

2.1.1. Abstraction relationships
Fundamental to the model is the definition of
abstraction relationships between the model views. These
abstractions allow software visualisations to be related
and manipulated. Such an integrated arrangement is
preferable to an ad hoc approach as it allows software
visualisations to be reasoned about in a coordinated and
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In order to perform these abstractions, a set of
mappings is defined between each view which relates
entities and relationships in the base view to those in the
abstract view. When applying the mappings to a specific
system most mappings are generated automatically, while
one or two may require knowledge of the system and its
domain. In both hierarchies, the mappings between levels
0–1, 0–2, 1–2, and 3–4 are generated entirely
automatically. The remaining mappings can be produced
using analyst knowledge of the system and domain, or can
be generated automatically for some systems: mappings
between levels 2–3 can be based on source code naming
conventions or package structure; mappings between
levels 3–5 can be derived using selective tracing.

correct manner. This approach addresses directly the
fundamental issue of having to make use of a number of
the current software visualisation tools to address the full
range of comprehension requirements as such tools focus
only on specific sub-problems of comprehension.

5
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/**
* Creates a new figure by cloning the prototype.
*/
public void mouseDown(MouseEvent e, int x, int y) {
fAnchorPoint = new Point(x,y);
fCreatedFigure = createFigure();
fCreatedFigure.displayBox(fAnchorPoint, fAnchorPoint);
view().add(fCreatedFigure);
}

/**
* Creates a new figure by cloning the prototype.
*/
protected Figure createFigure() {
if (fPrototype == null)
throw new HJDError("No protoype defined");
return (Figure) fPrototype.clone();
}
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Figure 1. An example instantiation of the behaviour
hierarchy
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IntraObjectInteraction
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Abstraction operations are defined between each of the
views in the model. These operations define the relative
abstraction level of each view (i.e. that one view is more
abstract than another), and define the transformations
between views. Figure 2 presents the abstraction
hierarchies implemented in VANESSA in the form of an
abstraction network that illustrates these operations. The
more abstract representation (the arc target) is derived
from the less abstract base representation (the arc source)
by applying the transformation indicated by the arc label.
The three abstraction mechanisms used in the network
are:
• abstraction by reduction (RED);
• abstraction by induction (IND); and
• partial systems morphism (PSM).
Fishwick [2] describes these mechanisms and presents
examples in the context of a simulation of the dining
philosophers problem.

PSM
ProgramCode / EventTrace

Figure 2. An abstraction network illustrating the
relationships between the views

2.1.2. View combination
The rigorous definition of the abstraction mappings
enables information from multiple views to be combined.
Most CASE and software visualisation tools do not
support this flexibility. View combination is useful for
determining the low-level artefacts that correspond to
high level system properties, and for focusing analyses.
For example, an analyst may wish to examine the class
structure responsible for some behaviour observed at the
business level. The combination of level 2 structural and
level 5 behavioural information would allow them to
investigate this. The three possible scenarios for
combining information are:
1. from the same level of each hierarchy;
2. from different levels of the same hierarchy; and
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3. from different levels of each hierarchy.
View combination in VANESSA is demonstrated in
Section 3.

3. Example analyses
This section demonstrates a number of example
analyses of JHotDraw to illustrate the capabilities of
VANESSA and the underlying model. Section 2.1.2
described the combination of views in the model. This
section presents an example of each type of combination.
This serves to illustrate both a selection of the basic views
and the possible types of combination. In the following
figures, less abstract entities are depicted nested within
more abstract entities.
An example application of combining information
from the same level of each hierarchy is to produce a
unified visualisation of the structural and behavioural
characteristics of the system, for example at the
component level. This is accomplished in VANESSA by
combining the level 3 views from the Structure and
Behaviour hierarchies. Part of the result is illustrated in
Figure 4.

2.2. Tool implementation
VANESSA is implemented in Java (J2SE 5.0) and
analyses Java systems. Structural information is extracted
statically from the program code. VANESSA first
converts the source code to XML using BeautyJ [4], then
manipulates the XML representation by means of an
XSLT stylesheet using Xalan [1] to generate basic (‘level
0’) structure information. Behavioural information is
extracted dynamically by generating an event trace.
VANESSA incorporates a custom-built JPDA-based
tracing utility implemented using JDI [12]. The trace
generated contains the level 0 information for the
behaviour hierarchy.
The next stage is to parse the generated level 0
information to produce level 1 and level 2 information.
Once this process is completed, the abstraction mappings
are applied to generate the higher-level views and the
abstraction relationships between them. Expert mappings
are read from text files if available. The ten ‘basic’ views
comprising the model hierarchies (see Figure 2) can now
be output to files. The user can also specify any focussed
view or combination of views to be generated, as
specified in Section 2.1.2. dot format [3] is currently used
for output, though the generic nature of the model
implementation allows any output format to be
conveniently plugged in, such as UML. The output can
now be viewed using a viewer such as dotty [7]. All
aspects of the analysis occur in real time. The analysis
process is illustrated in Figure 3.
Java source code

Figure 4. Combining views from the same level of
each hierarchy. Solid arcs denote usage; dashed
arcs denote dependency

Java bytecode
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Figure 5. Combining views from different levels of
the same hierarchy. Arcs between components
denote usage; arcs between business entities
denote business rules
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An example application of combining information
from different levels of the same hierarchy is to reveal the
lower-level interactions responsible for the system’s highlevel behaviour, such as the inter-component interactions
responsible for some business level behaviour. This is

dotty

Figure 3. The VANESSA analysis process
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future work will be on evaluating the effectiveness of the
model in supporting software comprehension. The
evaluation will employ a range of system types, and will
make use of typical software comprehension tasks, as in
previous work by the author [8, 10]. This will allow the
effectiveness of the proposed visualisation model in
supporting
large-scale,
real
world
software
comprehension for maintenance to be assessed.

accomplished in VANESSA by combining the level 3 and
level 5 views from the Behaviour hierarchy. Part of the
result is illustrated in Figure 5.
An example application of combining information
from different levels of each hierarchy is to investigate
the structural elements responsible for some high-level
behaviour, such as the inter-class relationships
responsible for some component level behaviour. This is
accomplished in VANESSA by combining the level 2
view from the Structure hierarchy and the level 3 view
from the Behaviour hierarchy. Part of the result is
illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Combining views from different levels of
each hierarchy. Between classes: solid arcs denote
association; dashed arcs denote extension; dotted
arcs denote inheritance. Between components: arcs
denote usage

4. Summary
This tool demonstration has described VANESSA:
Visualisation Abstraction NEtwork for Software Systems
Analysis. This tool combines abstraction with structural
and behavioural perspectives to address the full range of
software comprehension requirements. Examples of the
analyses possible with VANESSA were also presented.
VANESSA is currently a research prototype, and a
number of enhancements remain to be implemented. In
particular, it is planned to investigate how well
VANESSA copes with larger systems, better interaction
with the output, output to other formats such as UML, and
combinations of more than two views.
VANESSA was created to demonstrate the feasibility
of the visualisation model, and to allow a rigorous
evaluation of the model to be performed. Having
demonstrated the feasibility of the approach, the focus of
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Abstract
Clustering layouts of software systems combine two important aspects: they reveal groups of related artifacts of
the software system, and they produce a visualization of the
results that is easy to understand. Co-change visualization
is a lightweight method for computing clustering layouts of
software systems for which the change history is available.
This paper describes CCV ISU, a tool that implements cochange visualization. It extracts the co-change graph from
a version repository, and computes a layout, which positions the artifacts of the software system in a two- or threedimensional space. Two artifacts are positioned closed together in the layout if they were often changed together. The
tool is designed as a framework, easy to use, and easy to
integrate into reengineering environments; several formats
for data interchange are already implemented. The graph
layout is currently provided in VRML and SVG format, in a
standard text format, or directly drawn on the screen.

1

Concepts

Visualizations of the structure of software systems are
helpful during reengineering and maintenance activities because they accelerate the understanding process. The extraction and comprehension of the subsystem structure is
one of the most important tasks in this field, which is the
more difficult the less documentation is available about the
system. The change history —stored in the version control
repository— is almost always available.
We propose to compute a clustering layout based on the
change history of the system. Intuitively, two artifacts have
close positions in such a layout if they were often changed
together, and they have distant positions if they were rarely
commonly changed. The method consists of two components. First, we build an abstraction of the system’s change
history, the so called co-change graph. Second, a forcedirected graph-layout algorithm is used to compute a layout
of the co-change graph, were the algorithm is driven by an
energy model that is designed to produce clustering layouts.
In the following, we briefly explain these two components
of the method (cf. [2] for details).

Co-Change Graph. First, the tool CCV ISU constructs
the co-change graph, which is an abstraction of the version control repository. The (weighted) co-change graph
for a given version control repository is an undirected graph
G = (V, E, w). The set of vertices V represents the artifacts
of the system (e.g., files, classes, methods, packages) and
change transactions (e.g., commits in CVS). An edge {c, a}
is contained in E if artifact a was changed by change transaction c. The weight w({c, a}) of an edge is interpreted as
the importance of the edge. For an unweighted graph, the
weight is 1 for all edges. A detailed discussion on edge
weights for co-change graphs is given in the technical report [3].
The motivation for using the co-change graph is threefold: First, frequently co-changed artifacts are likely to
be logically coupled, and grouping them together in one
subsystem restricts the scope of changes to the local context. Second, the co-change graph is not limited to program
source code, unlike call graphs and other syntax-based models; the co-change graph includes also artifacts for test data,
shell scripts, SQL scripts, examples, documentation, and
subsystems in different programming languages. Third, the
co-change graph can be efficiently and inexpensively extracted from version control repositories.
Clustering Layout. In the second stage of the method,
a clustering layout of the co-change graph is computed.
CCV ISU is based on force-directed layout, which consists
of two parts: an energy model assigns an energy to each layout for evaluation —the smaller the number, the better the
layout—, and an algorithm computes a layout with minimal
energy.
Such an algorithm usually works as follows: It starts
with an initial layout, where the positions of the vertices
are randomly assigned. Then, in every iteration, the algorithm tries to improve the layout according to the energy
model (by using the first derivation of the energy function to compute a direction and a distance for the movement of each vertex). Since co-change graphs are usually
large, we cannot use algorithms with complexity in O(|V |2 )
per iteration. The algorithm of Barnes and Hut [1] is in
O(|E| + |V | log |V |) per iteration, and is therefore sufficient
for our problem.
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The energy model for co-change visualization has to fulfill several criteria, in particular, it should separate clusters and lead to interpretable distances. In difference to
other graph-drawing applications, the energy model for
co-change visualization must not enforce uniform edge
length, must not be biased to the size of the clusters, and
must be normalized to non-uniform degrees of the vertices.
CCV ISU implements the weighted edge-repulsion LinLog
energy model:
U(p) =
+

{u,v}∈E

w({u, v}) ||p(u) − p(v)||

{u,v}∈V (2)

− degw (u) degw (v) ln ||p(u) − p(v)||,

where p : V → ´d is a layout, U(p) is the energy of p,
||p(u) − p(v)|| is the Euclidean distance of u and v in p, and
degw (v) is the sum of the edge weights of edges incident to
a vertex v. The first term of the sum is interpreted as attraction between connected vertices, because its value decreases
when the distance of such vertices decreases. The second
term is interpreted as repulsion between all pairs of (different) vertices, because its value decreases when the distance
between any two vertices increases. The repulsion of each
vertex v is weighted by the weighted edge degree degw (v),
to avoid a bias to place vertices with heavy edge degree in
the center of the layout.
The weighted edge-repulsion LinLog model is a straightforward extension of the model that we have successfully
used in our initial study [2]. Noack provides a detailed introduction of the unweighted version and a comparison with
the original LinLog model in the technical report [6].
Previous work. A comprehensive discussion of the related work is given in our technical report [3]. The two most
related approaches are B UNCH [5] and the work of Eick and
Wills [4]. The novelty of CCV ISU is twofold: First, it is
based on the co-change graph, not on syntax-based models.
(There are other approaches using change history, but not
for clustering.) Second, it is based on an energy model that
is designed for clustering layout.

2

Tool Implementation

The tool CCV ISU works as follows: First, the CVS logging information is parsed and analyzed to extract the file
revision information. The gained information is combined
to construct the co-change graph. In the second stage, the
tool computes the layout for the vertices of the co-change
graph. This part is done by an implementation of an energy
model and an algorithm that computes a layout that has minimal energy according to the energy model. At the end, the
graph needs to be displayed on the screen, or written to a
file.

Figure 1. CCVisu’s input/output interface
Input/Output (black-box view). Figure 1 shows the
more general usage of the tool. The input is either (1) a
CVS log file —extracted from the CVS version repository with the command cvs log—, or (2) a textual representation of the co-change graph in Rigi Standard Format
(RSF) to compute layouts for co-change graphs extracted
from other version control systems. To display a previously
computed layout, the input can also be (3) a text file containing the layout (LAY).
The layout of the artifacts can be produced in three
forms. (1) The text file (LAY) can later be read by CCV ISU
or other tools, such that the tool can be embedded in different environments. (2) The VRML format allows the use of
an external VRML viewer (or a web browser with VRML
plug-in) to view the layout, and is enabled for 2D as well
as 3D layouts. Artifacts are drawn as spheres, and the name
is annotated when the mouse pointer moves on the artifacts,
or permanently annotated to the artifact via mouse click.
The usage of the SVG format is similar and therefore omitted in Figure 1. However, SVG can be used to display much
larger layouts, but without 3D effects. (3) The layout can be
directly displayed on the screen. This form is the preferred
output method for huge graphs, when VRML and even SVG
viewers are not able to reproduce the layout on the screen.
Artifacts are drawn as filled circles, and the names of the
artifacts are shown in a separate frame when the mouse
pointer moves onto an artifact, or permanently annotated
to the artifact via mouse click. (4) Besides the layouts, the
tool can also output the extracted co-change graph in RSF.
Framework (white-box view). CCV ISU is designed as
a framework to make improvements and extensions easy,
and to enable integration into other reengineering tools.
Figure 2 shows the components of the tool. Basically, the
input graph is read by a reader component, passed to the layout algorithm, and the output is written by a writer component. The reader interface has currently three implementa-
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• If the co-change graph contains clusters, then —due
to the clustering quality of the energy model— the
clusters are separated. Therefore, on the higher level,
it reveals the subsystem structure of the system if
the repository information allows so, and provides an
overview over the relationships between the subsystems on the coarse level.
• Artifacts that were often changed together are placed
closed together in the layout. Therefore, on the lower
level, the engineer can use the visualization to find out
in which context the artifact is used, which other artifacts need to be understood to understand the artifact,
and if the artifact needs to be changed, it provides the
artifacts that are most likely to change as well in the
close neighborhood of the artifact.

Figure 2. CCVisu’s framework architecture
tions: for reading CVS log files, co-change graphs in RSF,
and layouts in text format. The writer interface has five implementations so far: for writing co-change graphs in RSF
format, layouts in text format, VRML and SVG layouts, and
for writing the layout directly to the screen.
The version control system CVS does not directly keep
the information which files were checked-in together in the
repository. The transactions need to be recovered from
the logged information about time, user, and log message.
The current CVS reader implements the heuristic used in
CVS 2 CL 1 : it considers a sequence of changes of files as one
change transaction if the changes have the same user login, the same log message, and time stamps that differ by
at most 180 s (the constant can be adjusted). The co-change
graph is extracted on the file level. However, if a more finegrained visualization is necessary (e.g., on method level),
the techniques used in ROSE [7] can be integrated as additional reader. On the other hand, co-change graphs on
higher levels (e.g., on package level) can be obtained by applying a technique called ’lifting’.
Using these flexible input/output formats, the tool can
also be used as a force-directed layouter for other kinds of
graphs, not only co-change graphs. To provide more control
over the concrete layout computation, the minimizer algorithm and the energy model themselves are also abstract or
generic components. Currently, CCV ISU includes an implementation of the Barnes-Hut algorithm [1] as minimizer,
and supports several energy models for the evaluation of
layouts. However, to achieve clustering layouts for software graphs, we have to choose an energy model that fulfills
certain clustering criteria. This is why we use the weighted
edge-repulsion LinLog model (defined in Sect. 1) as default.

3

Application

The layouts produced by the tool CCV ISU provides information on two levels:
1 Available

at http://www.red-bean.com/cvs2cl

The visualization can, for example, provide some guidance for answering concrete questions like the following:
Which SQL query files correspond to which module of the
system? Which test input file is related to which code
file? Which configuration file corresponds to which module files? If we change a certain file, which files should we
understand because of potential impact? If we are interested
to unterstand a certain code file, which documentation file
shall we read? If we want to test a certain part of the program, which example files and test cases are closely related
to the source file of that part?
Example Visualization. We have applied the CCV ISU
method to the well-known software project M OZILLA, in
particular to the mailnews component without the base
package. The co-change graph was extracted from a CVS
log file with 270 000 lines (13 MB). In this example, the artifacts of the co-change graph are files. The graph consists
of 1 804 artifact vertices, 9 950 vertices for change transactions, and 30 938 edges (changes). Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the layout, which was computed within 5 min on a
1.7 GHz Pentium M machine, using only 100 iterations of
the minimizer.
The vertices for the change transactions and the edges
are omitted for readability. The artifact vertices were drawn
in different colors, in order to compare the grouping suggested by the layout with the authoritative decomposition,
according to the documentation. We considered 8 major
subsystems of the mailnews component and assigned colors to them: AddrBook (blue), Compose (magenta), IMAP
(pink), MAPI (yellow), MIME (red), Import (cyan), DB (orange), and Extensions (gray). The rest (minor components,
build utils, etc.) is labeled as Misc (green) in the figure.
(The subsystem labels are also annotated in gray boxes, to
improve readability for gray-scale printouts.) Now we can
compare whether CCV ISU has positioned the 1 804 files in
groups in agreement with the authoritative decomposition:
Some of the subsystems are clearly separated from the rest
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Figure 3. Co-change visualization of M OZILLA’s mailnews component
(Extensions, IMAP, DB, MAPI, AddrBook), some are not
separate clusters but almost all files of the same subsystem
are closed together (Import, MIME, Compose), and Misc is
not grouped at all (as expected). Due to space, a detailed
interpretation is not possible here. However, more example
visualizations together with discussion and interpretation of
the layouts are given in the concept paper [2].

4

Summary

Co-change visualization is a lightweight method for visual clustering of software systems. The tool implementation CCV ISU is easy to use and designed as a generic
tool framework to enable easy integration of additional concepts. It is also easy to integrate into other tools. Our
initial study showed that the approach of software clustering based on historical common changes produces good results and works efficiently. The layouts reveal the subsystem structure, in conformance with authoritative decompositions, and provide for each artifact the related artifacts in
the close neighborhood. Using the method in reverse engineering can accelerate the understanding of the system, and
during maintenance activities it can provide helpful guidance before performing changes.
More details on the concepts and a comparison of the
layouts with the Fruchterman-Reingold layouts are given

in the technical report [3], and all layouts and input
data (inclusive raw co-change graph data) of our initial
study are available on the CCV ISU web page. CCV ISU
is released under GNU LGPL and publicly available at
http://mtc.epfl.ch/∼beyer/CCVisu.
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